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Abstract

In recent years native mass spectrometry has found its niche among the traditional
structural techniques, which aim at solving the structure of a protein. Such studies
are important as knowledge on the structure of a protein allows for the rational
design of drugs. So far, the application of native mass spectrometry has been largely
limited to the study of globular proteins and large non-covalent protein complexes.
Although mass spectrometry is very successful in studying such systems, they are
often also accessible for studying by traditional biophysical techniques, yielding
structural information at much higher resolution. In this thesis we describe how
native mass spectrometry can also be applied to study integral membrane proteins
and intrinsically disordered proteins. Each of these protein classes poses a formidable
challenge for studying by traditional biophysical techniques: integral membrane
proteins are only stable in a lipid bilayer and isolation requires solubilizaton by de-
tergents - compounds that are often incompatible with other biophysical techniques -
whilst intrinsically flexible proteins display little to no secondary structure elements
and conformational promiscuity, whereas a homogeneous sample is required for
most biophysical techniques.

In the first part of the thesis we show the possibilities that native mass spectrometry
can offer for studying integral membrane proteins in the gas phase. We show
that empty detergent micelles, which are required for solubulization of membrane
proteins, lose their structure upon entering the gas phase, by forming much larger
clusters (both in aggregation number as in shape) than in solution (Chapter 3).
Subsequent research utilizes the gained knowledge on detergent micelles in the gas
phase to study the release of integral membrane proteins from detergent micelles,
leading to a description of this process. This knowledge is then applied to study the
structural dynamics of an ion channel in motion (Chapter 4). By using detergent
micelles that spontaneously disassemble in the gas phase, the ion channel can be
released from its detergent cover under conditions soft enough to rule out the
possibility of structural rearrangements, thus allowing the native structure of the
ion channel to be studied. By using point mutations in the pore lining of the ion
channel that allow binding of a charged molecule, we can control the degree of
opening of the ion channel and use ion mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS) to study
the mechanism of gating of the ion channel. Finally we show in chapter 5 that the
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fragmentation of integral membrane proteins leads to peptides that yield structural
information as cleavages preferentially are observed in membrane embedded regions.
As both the oligomeric state of the protein complex as well as the fragments are
observed simultanously, these results lead the way to study the relation between the
sequence identity (proteoform) and the stability and oligomeric state of a protein
complex - something that is difficult to study by any other available technique.

The second part of the thesis is focussed on obtaining structural information through
fragmentation of proteins by electron transfer dissociation (ETD). In ETD radical
anions are mixed in the gas phase with protein cations, leading to a very specific
fragmentation of the protein backbone, whilst maintaining the structural characteris-
tics of the protein. We show how this "soft" fragmentation technique can be used for
surface mapping of a 150 kDa large protein complex (Chapter 7). Next, we apply
this fragmentation technique as well as IM-MS to study intrinsically disordered and
flexible proteins and complexes in the gas phase. The combination of IM-MS and
ETD yields both global structural information (IM) as well as amino acid specific
information (ETD) and is thus suitable for interrogating gas phase structures of
proteins. After a preliminary study of the complex of the two intrinsically flexible
proteins PXD and NTAIL using IM-MS and molecular modelling (Chapter 8), we
show in chapter 9 how for each observed conformation of PXD a specific ETD frag-
mentation pattern is observed. These results validate the use of ETD as a novel
technique in the native mass spectrometry toolbox applied to structural biology. By
combining the data from IM, ETD and molecular dynamics, we are able to obtain
the gas phase structure for each conformation of PXD. Finally we study the effect of
charge on the gas phase structure of intrinsically disordered proteins (Chapter 10).
By manipulating the charges in the gas phase we show that the conformations of
proteins without structure are dictated by the number of charges they carry. Manipu-
lation of the charges in the gas phase shows that this group of proteins can undergo
structural rearrangements on the timescale of milliseconds, leading to the conclusion
that structural studies of intrinsically disordered proteins need to be performed with
caution.

In conclusion, we present a set of state-of-the-art methods for studying new and
challenging protein targets with native mass spectrometry: integral membrane
proteins and intrinsically disordered proteins. Although much more research needs
to go into the application of these methods, our experiments give a tantalizing view
on the levels of structural information that these methods potentially can offer.
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Samenvatting

In de laatste jaren heeft natieve massaspectrometrie een plek gevonden naast de
traditionele struturele technieken die als doel hebben de 3-dimensionale structuur
van een eiwit op te lossen. Dergelijke studies zijn van belang omdat het kennen
van de structuur van een eiwit het rationeel ontwerpen van specifieke medicijnen
mogelijk maakt. Tot nu toe is de toepassing van natieve massaspectrometrie gro-
tendeels beperkt gebleven tot compacte, globulaire eiwitten en grote niet-covalent
gebonden eiwitcomplexen. Hoewel natieve massaspectrometrie zeer geschikt is
om dergelijke systemen te bestuderen, worden deze systemen ook vaak succcesvol
met traditionele biofysische methoden onderzocht. In deze thesis beschrijven we
hoe natieve massaspectrometrie ook gebruikt kan worden om membraaneiwitten
en intrinsiek ongestructureerde eiwitten te kunnen bestuderen. Deze beide typen
eiwitten bieden een uitdaging voor de traditionele biofysische technieken: mem-
braameiwitten zijn alleen stabiel in een lipide dubbellaag en moeten daarbuiten door
detergenten gestabiliseerd worden - een complicerende factor voor de meeste tradi-
tionele technieken -, terwijl intrinsiek flexibele eiwitten daarentegen over weinig tot
geen structurele elementen besschikken en een grote verscheidenheid aan confor-
maties laten zien, terwijl een homogeen staal juist een vereiste is voor de meeste
biofysische technieken.

In het eerste deel van de thesis presenteren we de mogelijkheden voor het bestuderen
van membraaneiwitten in de gasfase. We demonstreren dat lege detergent micellen,
die vereist zijn voor het oplosbaar maken van membraaneiwitten, hun structuur
verliezen in de gasfase door veel grotere clusters te vormen (zowel in het aantal
detergenten als in de vorm) dan in oplossing (Hoofdstuk 3). Vervolgens gebruiken
we de verkregen kennis om het verwijderen van detergenten van een eiwit-detergent-
complex te volgen en tot een beschrijving van dit proces te komen (Hoofdstuk 3).
Deze kennis over het gedrag van detergenten in de gasfase wordt hierna toegepast
voor het bestuderen van de dynamiek van een ionkanaal in beweging (Hoofdstuk 4).
Door gebruik te maken van detergenten die spontaan loslaten in de gasfase kan het
ionkanaal bestudeerd worden zonder het risisco te lopen dat de condities die nodig
zijn om het eiwit te bevrijden van zijn detergentmicel al structurele veranderingen
veroorzaken. Door middel van puntmutaties in de porie van het kanaal die binding
van een geladen molecuul mogelijk maken, kunnen we de opening van het kanaal
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controleren en met behulp van ionen mobiliteit massaspectrometrie (IM-MS) het
mechanisme van de kanaalopening ophelderen. Tenslotte laten we in hoofdstuk
5 zien hoe fragmentatie van membraaneiwitten in peptiden structurele informatie
oplevert door preferentieel regios te fragmenteren die ingebed zijn in het membraan.
Doordat zowel de oligomerische toestand van het eiwit en de peptidefragmenten
tegelijkertijd voorkomen, openen deze resultaten ook de deur naar onderzoek van
het effect van de proteovorm op de stabiliteit en oligomerische toestand van een
eiwitcomplex - iets dat zeer moeilijk te bestuderen is met enig andere beschikbare
techniek.

In het tweede deel van de thesis ligt de focus op het verkrijgen van structurele
informatie door middel van fragmentatie door elektronen overdracht dissociatie
(ETD). Hierbij worden radicaal-anionen gemengd in de gasfase met eiwit-kationen,
wat leidt tot een zeer specifieke fragmentatie van de eiwitsequentie, terwijl de struc-
turele eigenschappen van het eiwit onveranderd blijven. We laten zien hoe deze
zogenaamde "zachte" fragmentatietechniek gebruikt kan worden voor het bepalen
van aan de oppervlakte gelegen aminozuren voor een 150 kDa groot eiwitcomplex
(Hoofdstuk 7). Vervolgens richten we ons op de studie van intrinsiek flexibele eiwit-
ten met behulp van IM-MS en ETD. De combinatie van IM-MS en ETD levert zowel
globale structure informatie (IM) alsmede aminozuur specifieke informatie (ETD)
op en is dus zeer geschikt voor het oplossen van eiwitstructuren in de gasfase. Na
een verkennende studie van het complex gevormd door de intrinsiek flexibele eiwit-
ten PXD en NTAIL met behulp van IM-MS en moleculaire modelering (Hoofdstuk
8), laten we in hoofdstuk 9 zien dat we voor elke conformatie van het eiwit PXD
een specifiek ETD-fragmentatiespectrum krijgen, wat sluitend bewijs levert voor de
applicatie van ETD als een structurele techniek. Door de data verkregen uit IM en
ETD te combineren met moleculaire dynamica kunnen we de structuren van elke
conformatie van PXD ophelderen in de gasfase. Tot slot bestuderen we in hoofdstuk
10 het effect van lading op de gasfase structuur van intrinsiek flexbiele eiwitten.
Door de ladingen te manipuleren in de gasfase laten we zien dat de conformaties
van flexibele eiwitten in de gasfase worden bepaald door de ladingsdichtheid. Bij
manipulatie van de ladingen in de gasfase observeren we dat flexbiele eiwitten
structurele veranderingen kunnen ondergaan op een tijdschaal van milliseconden.
Deze resultaten laten zien dat grote voorzichtigheid geboden is bij het verkrijgen
van structurele informatie voor dit type eiwit in de gasfase.

Samenvattend, presenteren we een aantal state-of-the-art massaspectrometrische
methoden voor toekomstige studies aan nieuwe en uitdagende eiwitsystemen.
Hoewel er nog veel verder onderzoek nodig zal zijn, laten deze eerste experimenten
een toekomstbeeld zien voor welke structurele informatie met de hier gepresenteerde
methoden verkregen kan worden.
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Part I

Native Mass Spectrometry

„.. in homely terms, we learned how to make
elephants fly, as it were.

— John B. Fenn
(Nobel laureate)
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1Native ion mobility-mass
spectrometry and related
methods in structural biology

Albert Konijnenberg, Annika Butterer and Frank Sobott
as published in Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 1834, 1239-1256 (2013)

Abstract
Mass spectrometry-based methods have become increasingly important in structural
biology - in particular for large and dynamic, even heterogeneous assemblies of
biomolecules. Native electrospray ionization coupled to ion mobility-mass spec-
trometry provides access to stoichiometry, size and architecture of noncovalent
assemblies; while non-native approaches such as covalent labeling and H/D ex-
change can highlight dynamic details of protein structures and capture intermediate
states. In this review article we will describe these methods and highlight some
recent applications for proteins and protein complexes, with particular emphasis on
native MS analysis.
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1.1 Introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a relative newcomer to the family of structural biology
methods, which have in common that they attempt to characterize in detail key
molecules or complexes involved in biological processes in vitro (or rather in this
case in vacuo). This development started with the advent of electrospray ionization
(ESI) more than two decades ago, and led first and foremost to a sheer explosion of
techniques and applications in the field of proteomics. While the Omics techniques
are predominantly used to determine the presence and the quantity of (all) compo-
nents of a complex sample, often in a high throughput fashion, structural biology
traditionally focuses on targeted, in-depth studies of individual components and
tries to infer function from structure.
So how does MS fit into this picture? While playing a crucial role in proteomics, one
can question how a gas phase technique would be able to provide reliable data on
protein structures. A steadily growing body of evidence over the last years [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6] – particularly from the laboratory of Carol V. Robinson [7, 8] – has shown that
mass spectrometry is indeed capable of analyzing intact, noncovalent complexes,
provided that nondenaturing conditions are carefully maintained in the sample
solution, during the electrospray process and while in the vacuum of the instrument.
This remarkable ability of ESI-MS and other adjunct gas phase techniques has found
numerous diverse applications in supramolecular chemistry and, importantly, also in
biology. “Native” mass spectrometry has become a valuable addition to the toolbox
of biophysical methods, which provide low-resolution, complementary structural
data, but taken together are capable of giving crucial insights into complex and
dynamic biological structures.

Besides native MS approaches, covalent labeling of biomolecules (including H/D
exchange) together with non-native analysis, used to obtain footprints of native
structures, is increasingly catching the attention of scientists in this aspect. In this
overview article we investigate these methods and highlight some recent develop-
ments and applications from the field of protein conformations and complexes, with
particular emphasis on native MS analysis.

1.2 Native MS methods

Before discussing current applications of native MS, it is useful to gain an understand-
ing of the parameters which make MS non-denaturing, and what type of information
native mass spectra contain.

4 Chapter 1 Native ion mobility-mass spectrometry and related methods in structural biology



Fig. 1.1: Schematic overview of the nanoflow electrospray ionization process. Top: de-
piction of the key elements of a typical atmospheric pressure nanoflow source
including the desolvation stages. Bottom: schematic representation of the desolva-
tion process for a noncovalent protein dimer during transition from the solution
nanodroplet to the gas phase desolvated ion.

1.2.1 Non-denaturing ionization

The mechanism of electrospray ionization

In electrospray ionization (ESI) ions are generated from droplets, by means of
a fine dispersion of liquid. A potential difference between the spray capillary
which contains the sample, and the entrance aperture to the vacuum of the mass
spectrometer, drives both the formation of ions as well as their liberation from
bulk solvents. For ESI in positive ion mode, which is typically used for peptide and
protein MS, this means that positively charged (multiply protonated) analytes are
enriched in the capillary tip. Here electrostatic forces help to overcome the surface
tension so that a spray of charged droplets is generated, from which the analyte
ions are eventually set free. John B. Fenn (1917–2010) received the 2002 Nobel
prize in Chemistry for the application of this ionization method to peptides and
proteins. The introduction of MS for native structural studies was greatly facilitated
by the development of a miniaturized version of Fenn’s electrospray by Wilm and
Mann [12, 13]. Nanoflow electrospray ionization (nanoESI, nESI) proves to be
advantageous for structural studies due to the fact that the much smaller spray
orifices used (1–10 µm diameter) enable a much better dispersion of the liquid into
nanodroplets with a favorable surface-to-volume ratio (for a schematic view of the

1.2 Native MS methods 5



Fig. 1.2: Relationships between charge (z), mass, collision cross section (CCS) and solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) for different proteins and complexes. A. The solvent
accessible surface area can be predicted from the average charge state of a protein,
as they display a power law relation. B. Collision cross sections are not significantly
influenced by charge state for proteins sprayed for buffered conditions (200 mM
AmAc). C. Globular proteins approach but not exceed the maximum Rayleigh
charge. D. Experimental obtained cross sections are closely related to mass for
globular proteins, however internal cavities – such as for hollow sphere protein
complexes – display significant other relations. Adapted and with data from [9,
10, 11].

source layout and ionization process see Fig. 1.1), abolishing the need for harsh
desolvation conditions. Furthermore nESI is more tolerant to nonvolatile salts and
buffers, in certain cases up to the mM concentration range [14]. Importantly nESI
also requires smaller sample volumes and concentrations (as little as 1 µL, 0.5–10
µM for “static” flow). This also reduces the need for volatile solvents, making it
easier to use purely aqueous solutions, which represent a more native environment
for the biological analytes. Moreover, the smaller orifice also enables lower flow
rates than in ESI (1.2–30 µL/h vs. up to 30 mL/h). Alternatives for the classic
glass capillary setup have become commercially available, allowing high throughput
analysis of samples [15], for example automated protein–ligand screening [16].
The Nanomate (Advion, Ithaca/NY, USA) consists of a robotic inlet system that
allows fully automated direct infusion of individual samples, but can also be used
online for coupling to nanoLC. It is important to discuss briefly how electrospray
works and how it can be used to maintain “native”, non-covalent complexes from
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solutions intact throughout the ionization process. Once the initial solvent droplet
is emitted from the nESI capillary tip, the solvent evaporates, reducing the droplet
size of up to a point where the charge on the surface of the droplet approaches
the Rayleigh limit, the maximum amount of charges a droplet of a certain size and
composition can contain while still being stable [17]. When the repulsive forces of
the charges on the droplet overcome the attractive forces of the solvent (around
75–95% of the Rayleigh limit) the droplet undergoes fission. The fission event
generates new smaller droplets that undergo the same process until the droplet has
been reduced in size to a point where on average only one analyte molecule, if any,
and some buffer or other remaining, non-volatile solution components are present in
the nm-size droplet [18]. The low sample concentrations used for nESI (c. 20 µM)
avoid that multiple proteins or complexes end up in the same final droplet, which
can lead to the detection of oligomer artifacts. There has been some debate about
the mechanism of the final step in ESI which sets the analyte ion free. For larger
ions such as proteins and peptides, the so-called charge residue model (CRM) has
been proposed [19]. In this model it is believed that in the final stages of solvent
evaporation the droplet “dries up” and the charge is transferred onto the surface of
the analyte, resulting in multiply charged species. The charges are normally linked
to excess protons present in the droplet due to the effect of the (positive, for cations)
spray voltage, but instead adducts can also be formed with other nonvolatile ions
such as omnipresent cations (e.g., sodium), causing an increase in the analyte mass
and peak heterogeneity. Volatile buffers such as ammonium acetate (AmAc) or
bicarbonate (AmBic) are often used when spraying under “native” conditions. These
buffers allow the pH to be adjusted and increase the ionic strength of the solution,
and unlike traditional biochemical buffers which are non-volatile and tend to cluster
to the analyte, they do not cause peak broadening. The fact that nESI is one of
the softest desorption/ionization techniques available and that the ions only leave
their “native” solvent environment late in the process, together with the speed of
phase transition, apparently ensure that large and fragile noncovalent complexes
can be preserved and detected intact with a careful tuning of the instrument. For a
more detailed discussion of the nESI nanoflow electrospray ionization the reader is
directed to an excellent review paper by Kebarle [17].

Charge state distributions and their information content

It is characteristic for electrospray spectra that they display a range of charge states
(i.e., multiply protonated species) in a Gaussian-like distribution. The origin of
the charge state distribution has been ascribed to the availability of ionizable sites
[20], the surface tension of the solvents used (and thus the Rayleigh limit [21]),
intramolecular interactions in the folded protein [22], the solvent accessible surface
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area (SASA) [9] and Coulombic repulsion [23]. The observed charge state series
however are more likely due to a combination of the aforementioned factors [24].
Charge state distributions also provide structural information. Unfolded proteins will
have a much larger surface available for protonation and will thereby on average
result in a more highly charged (lower m/z) species. For example thermal unfolding
of heat shock proteins can be followed by monitoring the shift of the average charge
states [25]. Research has shown that mass, charge and surface accessible area
are highly correlated for most proteins as is depicted in Fig. 1.2 [9, 26]. For
native proteins in the gas phase, their compact folded state gives rise to a narrow
distribution of lowly charged (high m/z) species, and it is believed that the lowest
charge state observed is indicative for the most native-like gas phase structure. The
reason for this is that more highly charged species may appear larger as they will
experience more internal Coulombic repulsion due to the lower electric permittivity
in a vacuum. The interplay between the charge state and the compactness of the
structure has been illustrated nicely in a study by Ruotolo et al. which introduced
ion mobility (see Section 2.3.) as an adjunct technique to MS for structural biology
with data that shows an 11-membered protein ring both in its native open form as
well as in a collapsed state [27].

Recently charge-shifting agents (either with charge-reducing or “supercharging”
effect) have also been investigated as additives to solutions of native proteins (see
for example [28]).

1.2.2 Instrumental considerations

The role of collisions with background gas

Because of the large pressure difference between the atmospheric ESI source and the
vacuum of the mass analyzer, the mass spectrometer is divided into several pressure
regimes separated by small orifices. When the ion beam passes through such an
orifice, particularly when it first enters the vacuum of the instrument, the drop
in the pressure causes an adiabatic expansion — which means that the ions gain
speed (translational energy) at the cost of their internal energy. By itself this would
entail rapid cooling of the ions, to an extent that they would cluster again with
surrounding water vapor to form “frozen” hydrated particles or other nonspecific
aggregates. Electrospray sources therefore employ a combination of – usually heated
– desolvation gas with accelerating voltage offsets in the source region to counteract
this effect, by using gentle collisions with background gas to maintain the initial
internal energy (“temperature”) that the ions had in solution. Throughout the
instrument, the internal energy is determined by the combination of accelerating
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voltages and the frequency of collisions (pressure) with gas molecules which the
ions undergo on their way to the detector [29]. Depending on how energetic the
collisions are (i.e., how much the ions are accelerated between collisions), the same
phenomenon induces collisional cooling when the background gas carries away
kinetic energy from the ions, or instead collisional heating or dissociation which
leads to unfolding and fragmentation. In native MS, gentle collisions serve to remove
the remaining solvent from the noncovalent complexes while not activating them so
that they dissociate. It should be noted that in native MS experimental masses are
often slightly higher than calculated from the components, due to solvent and buffer
molecules which can remain bound to the protein, particularly in cavities. Several
studies indicate that residual hydration significantly stabilizes the integrity of the
protein structure observed in the gas phase and removal should therefore not be
forced for native mass spectrometry [30]. If an accurate mass measurement of a
protein or the components of a complex are required, the first experiment should
therefore be a denatured intact protein MS experiment.

Transmission and analysis of large m/z species

Investigating large protein assemblies by native MS places some specific requirements
on the instrumentation, as most commercial mass spectrometers are primarily
designed for peptides or small molecules. An essential requirement for transfer of
protein complexes is an increase of the gas pressure in the source and subsequent
vacuum stages [31, 32]. Increasing the pressures, possibly accompanied by a
switch to a heavier collision gas, enables more collisional cooling as described above
and a more focused beam, which facilitates transfer to subsequent regions in the
mass spectrometer. Increased pressures can also be achieved locally by placing a
cylindrical sleeve around the ion optics [33]. While to date “native” applications
of MS have been the almost exclusive domain of quadrupole-time of flight (QTOF)
type mass spectrometers – in particular the Waters QTOF/Synapt and ABSciex QStar
series – with a few studies also conducted by using Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron
Resonance (FT-ICR) instrumentation, it has been recently shown by Heck et al.
that orbitraps are also capable of preserving and detecting high m/z noncovalent
complexes [34]. Most standard QTOFs use quadrupole analyzers with a mass range
of 3000–4000 m/z which limits their abilities for high m/z analysis, but reducing
the frequency of the quadrupole solves this problem and allows mass selection of
up to 32,000 m/z [2]. Additional modifications involve increasing the pressure in
the collision cell which is essential for dissociation studies of large complexes (see
below), and replacing the grids in the electrostatic lenses to improve transmission
[2]. Several manufacturers offer instrumentation now which has been modified for
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high-mass operation, so that no hardware changes should be necessary anymore to
conduct native MS studies.

Collision induced unfolding and dissociation

Collision-induced dissociation (CID) is the routine approach to the sequencing of
peptides and small proteins in tandem-MS or MS/MS, but it also plays an important
role in native mass spectrometry. Gas phase dissociation of noncovalent complexes is
an essential tool for the determination of their composition and stoichiometry [1, 2,
3]. How fragmentation based techniques can contribute to knowledge of the struc-
ture of protein complexes is discussed later, but here we will focus on the principles
of collisional activation. Collisional heating is used inside the mass spectrometer in a
collision cell with increased background pressure and high acceleration voltages, in
order to build up sufficient internal energy so that the protein ions ultimately unfold
and fragment. Usually collision induced unfolding (CIU) precedes dissociation.
For noncovalent complexes this process is somewhat unique: rather than breaking
covalent bonds, collisional activation results in an asymmetric dissociation of the
complex (ejection of a monomer) [35]. The increase in internal energy due to the
energetic collisions leads to unfolding, typically of the smallest surface-accessible
subunit. Similar to the unfolded proteins in solution, these (partially) unfolded
monomers – while still attached to the other subunits – obtain a disproportionate
share of the total charge of the complex, due to their large solvent accessible surface
area (SASA). This is an important characteristic of this process, since the increase
in SASA due to unfolding lies at the base of the asymmetric charge distribution
observed when the monomer finally leaves the complex. The ejected monomers
are highly charged, which causes the remaining, “stripped” protein complex to
have significantly lower charge states and consequently high m/z values [35, 36].
Although subunit ejection is considered to be the dominant method of dissociation
in CID, recent work has suggested that it is not the only dissociation pathway [37, 5,
6]. The SP1 protein complexes, for example, show an ejection of dimers rather than
monomers. The authors suggest that this observation can be explained by the tertiary
structure and the unusually high charge density [6]. Gas phase activation similar to
CID is also used in native MS of integral membrane proteins and complexes, which
are solubilized and electrosprayed in micelles. The micelles are then disassembled
by removing the detergent through gas phase collisions in a finely tuned process.
Recently alternative gas phase dissociation methods have become increasingly used
for proteomics. Some of these methods are also applicable to structural investigation
of intact (undigested) native proteins and complexes. Electron transfer dissociation
(ETD) can preserve noncovalent contacts intact while producing diagnostic peptide
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Fig. 1.3: Principle of ion mobility separation of native protein conformers and oligomers.
Mass spectrometric peaks might hide isobaric and coincident multimeric species
with similar m/z values (e.g., a monomer M3+ and a dimer D6+; box in the
spectrum in the top left corner). Ion mobility allows for detection of those different
species, by separating the ions based on their compactness, mass and charge. By
measuring the time it takes an ion to move through a gas filled drift tube, the
mobility of that ion can be determined. The dimer travels faster and arrives first
because it carries twice the charge of the monomers (even though its CCS is also
bigger — but not twice as big). The more extended conformation of the monomer
is the slowest.

fragments [38]. Another very promising avenue for the dissection of large complexes
is surface-induced dissociation (SID), developed by the Wysocki group [39].

1.2.3 Ion mobility methods

Drift-tube ion mobility

In its simplest setup (linear drift-tube ion mobility, DT-IM) the ion mobility analyzer
consists of a tube that is filled with an inert buffer gas. A linear electric field,
generated for example by a stack of rings, drags the analyte through the gas, allowing
for a separation based on size. Smaller and more compact analytes will undergo
fewer collisions with the gas than a more expanded molecule and will therefore be
less slowed down when traversing the drift tube, which results in shorter drift times.
The ease with which an ion traverses the drift tube is referred to as mobility. The
mobility K0 (normalized to pressure and temperature) of a certain analyte is given
by:

K0 = 3ze
16N

1
Ω( 2π

µkbT
)1/2 (1.1)
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Fig. 1.4: Schematic representation of the commercially available TW-IM-MS/MS-QTOF
mass spectrometer (Waters Synapt G2). Compared to a classic QTOF setup, the
mobility cell is placed where otherwise the collision cell would be. The mobility
cell is flanked by a trap and transfer cell that can function as two independent
collision cells for CID fragmentation, while optionally ETD fragmentation is also
possible in the trap. The entrance to the mobility cell is preceded by a helium cell
operated at high pressure to facilitate transport of ions into the 3 mbar nitrogen
pressure mobility cell. For high mass studies the Synapt can be operated with a
32,000 m/z quadrupole RF generator. The inset illustrates how two conformers
are separated in TW-IM spectrometry. Adapted from a figure provided by Waters.

where z is the charge of the analyte, e is the elementary charge, N the number
density of the drift gas, Ω the collision cross section (CCS), µ the reduced mass of
the ion, kb the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Since mass spectrometry
provides information on both mass and charge of a particle, the combination of ion
mobility and MS enables us to determine the CCS as a structural parameter. The CCS
is the orientation-averaged projection area of the analyte that is able to interact with
the drift gas averaged over its dimensions while the analyte tumbles, i.e., rotates
freely in 3D (Fig. 1.3) [11]. Several in-house built or modified DT-IM spectrometers
have been described [40, 41, 42]. The main advantage of these instruments is that
they operate at a low field (i.e., the mobility is independent of the drift field) and
therefore enable CCS determination by solving Eq. 1.1. These instruments suffer
however from a low duty cycle that is inherent to DT-IM due to the pulsed injection
of the ions into the mobility cell. This injection needs to be accurately timed with
the ion detector in order to determine the absolute drift times of the ions. For IM-MS
this is often a time-of-flight (TOF) analyzer due to its superior speed and virtually
unlimited mass range.
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T-wave ion mobility

In 2006 Waters presented the first commercially available ion mobility mass spec-
trometer: the Synapt [43, 44] (Fig. 1.4). Rather than using DT-IM they developed
a traveling-wave ion mobility (TW-IM) approach where ions are propelled by a
periodic electric gradient that can be thought of as wave-shaped. Ions surf the
wave, but get retarded by the drift gas and might fall over the wave, where they
have to wait to be picked up by the next one. Although TW-IM has currently less
separating power than can be achieved with DT-IM, it overcomes the problem of
the extensive ion loss before the mobility cell by intermediately storing ions and
by speeding up the ion separation step. Rather than drifting freely through the
drift tube, the ions are actively pushed by the T-wave. Unfortunately the nature of
the ion separation in TW-IM distorts the inverse relation between drift time and
collision cross section. Cross sections can therefore no longer be obtained by solving
Eq. 1.1 with experimental data, but rather a set of calibration compounds with
known drift time/cross section is used. Multiple approaches have been coined to
calibrate TW-IM: most are based on known cross sections of proteins and peptides
determined by DT-IM [45, 10, 46, 47, 48, 49] while others allow for direct cross
section calculation [50]. Although a broad library of calibration proteins has been
published by different groups, larger calibrants are scarce especially for complexes
above a few hundred kDa. Currently the largest IM calibrant readily available is the
well studied GroEL system, which weighs in at about 800 kDa and has a CCS around
210–220 nm2 [51]. The webpage of the Bush group also contains a comprehensive
list of peptide, protein and complex CCS which is useful for calibration purposes
(http://depts.washington. edu/bushlab/ccsdatabase/native).

How useful are CCS?

The ability of ion mobility combined with native MS to compare gas phase structures
to those solved by X-ray and NMR strongly contributes to its use in structural
biology. There have been several approaches developed to calculate collision cross
sections from solution or solid state structures. Much of the work in this field
has been done by the groups of Jarrold and Bowers. The open source program
MOBCAL, which has been developed by Shvartsburg, gives the choice of three
different methods for CCS calculation: projection approximation (PA) [52], exact
hard sphere scattering (EHSS) [53] and the trajectory method (TM) [54]. Although
it is beyond the scope of this text to discuss these approaches in detail, they are based
on calculating the interaction of the structure with buffer gas to determine its CCS.
Other approaches have been developed which are considered to be more applicable
to smaller molecules [55]. Currently efforts are being made to increase the speed
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and reliability of CCS calculations by improving the above-mentioned methods
[56]. In a recent paper Barran et al. discuss the correlation between experimental
and theoretical CCS for monomeric proteins [57]. They find that for the lowest
observed charge state the experimentally derived CCS is systematically smaller than
the computed CCS (using the TM method), with the difference increasing as the size
of the protein increases [57]. The lowest observed charge state is interesting because
it is considered to be the most native form, since high levels of charging disrupt the
structural integrity of the protein due to Coulombic repulsion [58, 22]. Indeed it was
shown that higher charge states nearly always have distinctly larger experimentally
derived CCS. Benesch and Ruotolo argue that the increase in difference between
experimentally derived and calculated CCS is also linearly dependent on the size of
the protein or complex. In their study they show that simple linear scaling can reduce
this deviation and give a correlation that is accurate up to 3% RMSD [59]. Although
their study focuses solely on one type of protein complexes, their conclusion –
that the current resolution of ion mobility is largely governed by conformational
heterogeneity – seems to be valid in many other cases. Comparing experimentally
derived CCS with computed values is useful for proteins which have been structurally
characterized previously, as it can reveal conformational heterogeneity and how (co-)
factors or ligands might influence the dynamical structure. Many interesting, large
protein complexes however are not structurally characterized yet. One approach
that is used for the characterization of protein complexes is to model all relevant
alternative subunit arrangements [36], which require some a priori knowledge on
how the individual subunits interact. These configurations can subsequently be
converted to CCS that can then be compared to the experimental values. This
approach is not likely to find a single possible configuration, but rather limits the
possible structures which match the data. This approach has however limited use
for very large heterogenic complexes, since the complexity and possibilities increase
rapidly with every additional subunit added [60]. Nevertheless this is one of the
strengths of the native MS approach, that together with ion mobility it can make
relevant contributions to our knowledge of the composition and architecture of these
particles.

1.2.4 Conformational studies

Most applications of IM-MS to date focus on the determination of the topology of
protein complexes, rather than using it as a tool to probe protein secondary and
tertiary structure of single protein subunits. To some extent this is due to the fact
that the sometimes subtle differences between alternative protein conformations
make it more difficult to match experimental CCS with calculated shapes. It can
also be debated how stable secondary structure elements, which lie at the base of a
protein’s structure, are in the gas phase. Several recent studies show that α-helices
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[61, 62] and β-sheets (P. Barran, pers. commun.) are maintained natively in the gas
phase.

Native MS for "unstructural" biology

The field of "unstructural" biology is involved in providing a description (of the
degree) of unstructured - also called disordered - regions within a protein. Proteins
displaying disordered regions are referred to as intrinsically disordered proteins,
although this term does not provide any indicatation on the degree of disorder - it
can be used to describe fully unstructured proteins as well as proteins that only have
a region that has no stable secundary structure. The study of intrinsically disordered
or unstructured proteins is becoming increasingly important, as they are believed
to make up as much as 30% of all known eukaryotic proteins [63]. Intrinsically
disordered proteins (IDPs) are such an interesting target because their increased
plasticity allows them to have multiple binding partners with high specificity, while
overcoming steric restrictions that other proteins experience. These promiscuity and
adaptability are reflected in their function, often as regulatory proteins. Structural
investigations using IM-MS are not hindered by unstructured regions in the protein
or peptide, as is the case for high-resolution techniques such as X-ray crystallography
and to a lesser extent NMR. Although mainly unstructured, IDPs often display a
propensity for secondary or tertiary structure elements – especially when they are in
interaction with other molecules – which may be overlooked in ensemble studies.
IM-MS does not average over the different conformations present and thus can give
a qualitative description of the ensemble of structures that an IDP might encompass.
Another advantage of native IM-MS methods is that even in the absence of a stable
3D structure they can help to define the degree of unstructered regions within a
protein, via the charge state distribution and the collision cross section. In a series
of papers Grandori and colleagues show how native MS can be applied to IDPs [64,
65]. By using a combination of limited proteolysis, gel filtration, circular dichroism
(CD) and ESI-MS, the authors show that the SIC-1 protein is in an overall highly
disordered state [64]. The C-terminal fragment however, where the inhibitory
domain resides, seems to be resistant to proteolysis, indicating that it has some
degree of secondary or tertiary structure. In a follow-up study by using native MS
with the C-terminal fragment the authors found two distinct charge state series [64].
Highly charged species (+9 to +14) were observed as would be anticipated for
an IDP. A more compact charge state distribution however was also present (+6
to +8). These lower charge states are indicative for an ordered structure and the
average charge state closely resembles that of a globular protein of a similar size.
The authors use Gaussian curve fitting of the charge state series to determine their
relative abundance, and found that based on this only a small percentage of the
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Fig. 1.5: Ion mobility-mass spectrum of the SIC ∆214 fragment. A. Drift plot and arrival
time distribution (top right corner; for the 6+ charge state) indicate how multiple
conformations co-exist which are coincident in the mass spectrum in B. There is
also a low level of dimer present (peaks labeled “D” in B; the 4+monomer charge
state and the 8+dimer coincide in the mass spectrum, but not in the drift plot).

protein had the more compact form (22%). To rule out that this observation was due
to a gas phase artifact, the authors analyzed the sample also from several different
denaturing conditions. As expected the compact structure in these conditions was
reduced (in 1% formic acid: 7%) or completely abolished (in 1% formic acid/50%
acetonitrile). The authors then use IM-MS to probe the structure of the Sic1 ∆214
fragment (Fig. 1.5, [64]). Ion mobility can help to profile conformational space of
the protein sequence in solution, by providing gas phase snapshots. Taken together,
both the degree of ESI charging under non-denaturing conditions and ion-mobility
derived cross sections inform on structural compactness. From the drift time plot,we
can deduce that the monomer (and also the low level of dimer visible) possesses
two distinct conformations. For the monomer, the lower charge states display a
higher mobility (shorter arrival times), indicating a more compact fold. This is a
good indication that Sic1 indeed has a propensity to take on a secondary or tertiary
structure element, and forms the basis for further studies which can illustrate the
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dynamic structural change the protein undergoes in different environments and in
the presence of interaction partners.

1.2.5 Oligomeric assemblies

Homo-oligomeric protein complexes

The application of native mass spectrometry for investigations of protein complexes
came with the realization that non-covalent interactions could be maintained in
the gas phase. The first evidence for this comes from noncovalent ligand binding
studies which date back now some 25 years [66]. The realization that even large
protein complexes (800 kDa) could be transferred intact into the gas phase came
with the study of the GroEL chaperonin [32]. By using a tandem-MS approach
the authors also showed how a dissociative approach can be used to obtain an
accurate mass assignment for the 14mer which deviated less than 0.04% from the
sequence mass. GroEL has been used to reveal how the substrate is bound by
probing conformations of GroEL by IM-MS [67]. Van Duijn and colleagues used
imidazole to reduce the average charge state of the GroEL chaperone to see how
it affects the CCS of the complex [68, 69]. Lower charge states are believed to
represent more native conformations, and the reduction of charge indeed showed a
reduction in CCS and a smaller drift time profile, indicating a more rigid structure.
Being so thoroughly studied, GroEL has now become readily available and is an
important reference compound, often used to calibrate cross sections of large protein
complexes [51, 67]. An interesting aspect of native protein structures is why so
many of them are oligomeric (according to some estimates, more than half of all
proteins are normally found in complexes). Robinson and Teichmann [71] use a
combination of bioinformatics and MS to investigate how quaternary structures
of proteins evolved. An analysis of over 5000 deposited structures reveals that
over 70% of the quaternary structures are maintained within protein families. The
authors increase ionic strength and add denaturant or chaotropic solvents, in order
to induce stepwise, partial disassembly of the complexes in solution. In this way they
can probe (dis)assembly pathways by mass spectrometry. Interestingly in 80% of
the investigated systems the subcomplex containing the larger interface is the more
stable one under destabilizing conditions in solution [71]. To investigate whether
an assembly proceeds via the same mechanism, they then tried to reverse the
disassembly by reducing the denaturant and the manipulation of ionic strength. In
over half of the cases, establishing native conditions leads to reassembly of the intact
homo-oligomer. This research has important implications for the applicability of
native MS for the dissection of protein complex architecture. It shows the feasibility
of using partially denaturing conditions (solution destabilization) in order to induce
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Fig. 1.6: Addition of Aβ(39–42) causes disaggregation of Aβ42. A. Arrival time distribution
of Aβ42 oligomers. B. An Aβ42+Aβ(39–42) 1:5 mixture reveals the immediate
loss of deca- and dodecameric species as a result of Aβ(39–42) addition. Over time
Aβ(39–42) completely abolishes higher order structures, reducing aggregation
states of Aβ42 to dimer- and tetrameric. Reproduced with permission from [70].

disassembly into subcomplexes, which reveal the building blocks of oligomers or the
“core” of larger heterogeneous particles [72].

Amyloidgenic peptides and proteins

The ease with which native MS can determine oligomeric states on the path to
aggregation has made it an increasingly popular technique for monitoring the
amyloid cascade that leads to β-sheet fibrils. Although the actual fibrils are insoluble,
MS especially in conjunction with IM can provide snapshots of the conformational
and assembly dynamics in the lag phase of amyloid fibril formation. Especially
with the suggestion that these small aggromeric species could lie at the basis of the
toxicity of amyloid diseases rather than the insoluble fibrils, IM-MS investigations
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grow ever more important [73, 74, 75]. The large variety of aggregation states
present in the solution might however result in overlapping charge states in the
gas phase, obscuring some detail of the heterogeneous oligomer size distribution.
The separating power of ion mobility (especially for species with identical m/z, but
of different size) is therefore an invaluable asset for studying amyloid formation
and has boosted applications in this field tremendously. A good example of how
IM-MS contributes to our knowledge of the assembly of amyloidogenic species can be
found in a recent work by the Bowers group [70]. In their research they probed the
oligomeric states and the assembly dynamics of the Aβ40 and 42 peptides. Aβ40 is
found to mainly form monomer and dimer, with a tetrameric homo-oligomer as a less
abundant species. The authors suggest that fibril formation proceeds via tetramers
which are formed by dimerization of dimers. The lack of any higher-order structures
could explain why Aβ40 has such a slow kinetics of fibril formation. The difference
in the drift time profiles of the Aβ40 and Aβ42 peaks are distinct:where Aβ40 only
shows two overlapping signals belonging to the dimer and tetramer, Aβ42 shows
three overlapping peaks in the higher drift time region plus one well-resolved peak at
lower drift times, corresponding to hexameric and dodecameric species. Interestingly
the extra two C-terminal amino acids in Aβ42 also induce a conformational change
in the tetramer as seen by its different drift time compared to the Aβ40 tetramer.
The authors use a modeling approach to show that the different shape of Aβ42
reflects a change in the angle between the dimers forming the tetramer: the dimers
in the Aβ40 tetramer form an angle of 30◦, whereas in Aβ42 they span 120◦. This
angle appears to be a crucial parameter, since the more open conformation of the
Aβ42 tetramers seems to promote the addition of another dimer. The observed
CCS of the hexamer indicates a single ring, whereas the dodecamer appears to
consist of two stacked rings, and resists further interactions. With the structures
of the soluble oligomers defined, the authors set out to investigate the binding of
the Aβ(39–42) C-terminal fragment to the Aβ42 oligomers (Fig. 1.6, [76]). This
fragment had previously been found to inhibit the toxicity of Aβ42 amyloids. While
the drift time profile of the 5− charge state of the Aβ42 dimer had been found to
also encompass any of the higher order structures (2, 4, 6 and 12-mer) in the Aβ42
sample, it now only contains dimer, tetramer and hexamer with a 5-fold excess of
the Aβ(39–42) fragment present. Interestingly, the drift time profile of Aβ40 does
not change upon binding of Aβ(39–42), albeit Aβ40 being highly similar in sequence
to Aβ42. Molecular modeling shows however that the nature of Aβ(39–42) binding
for Aβ40 and Aβ42 is different. Aβ40/Aβ(39–42) interactions are mostly of an
electrostatic nature (which are stronger in the gas phase), while Aβ42/Aβ(39–42)
interactions are van-der-Waals driven. This difference might reflect why Aβ(39–42)
is able to bind in a pocket of Aβ42, while binding on the surface of Aβ40 instead.
Especially when binding is governed by electrostatic interactions, such as was found
for Aβ42/Aβ(39–42), it is a fair question how well the observations made in the
gas phase represent the solution phase. While electrostatic interactions tend to
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stabilize structures even more in the gas phase than in the solution (the solvent is
not available as an alternative interaction partner), a hydrophobic (i.e., entropically)
driven interaction will not survive the transfer into the gas phase as it relies on
the presence of water. This might somewhat distort the relative stabilities and
abundances of species in native MS. Other issues with aggregating systems relate to
the sensitivity of oligomerization towards concentration effects, mainly due to the
electrospray process. For a thorough discussion of these questions for amyloidogenic
species, the reader is directed to an excellent recent commentary by Ashcroft [77].

Increasing size: viral capsids

In a quest for ever larger particles amenable to analysis by nESI and native MS, Heck
et al. were able to spray intact viral capsids [78]. The analysis of something that
large had only been previously surpassed by a study of two large intact viruses [79]
and the nucleoprotein vault (9.2–12 MDa), using ESI and a gas phase electrophoretic
mobility molecular analyzer (GEMMA) [80]. The earlier virus studies made use of
a charge detector instrument and suffered from a limited resolution — making it
more akin to particle sizing than mass spectrometry. It is an exciting prospect that
electrospray seems able to transfer ions that large intact into the gas phase. Provided
that the instrument and detector development keep in step with complexes of ever
higher mass and complexity, it is entirely feasible that we will be able to use the same
high-resolution MS, IM-MS and MS/MS methods in the future to gain structural
information on analytes which are in fact intact nanoparticles. The hepatitis B virus
(HBV) capsid protein forms icosahedral capsids which either consist of 180 (T=3)
or 240 (T=4) subunits. A capsid protein subunit consists of two domains that are
connected by a linker. An assembly is preceded by dimerization of the subunits and
subsequent assembly into either the T3 or T4 capsid. This process is dependent on
both the linker length of the subunits as well as the assembly conditions [81]. Heck
et al. also use nESI-IM-MS to investigate the shape of the empty viral capsid proteins
in vacuo, and find that the T3 and T4 species both have two stable conformers each,
as shown by the significantly different drift times [78]. Since the ratio between both
conformers (for both T3 and T4) is found to be independent of the charge state and
voltage which drive mobility separation, it was suggested that these conformers are
generated during the ionization and desolvation processes, but with a mechanism
which is not fully understood yet [78]. Interestingly the experimentally obtained
CCS are significantly bigger than expected for a compact particle with that mass
(Fig. 1.2D). This suggests that the HBV capsid retains its hollow sphere character
in the gas phase. A more biologically relevant question though is how the empty
viral capsids assemble into hollow spheres. This process is an essential characteristic
of viruses, and at the basis of how they spread and infect cells. In an attempt to
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Fig. 1.7: Native IM-MS of the HBV capsid proteins under non-assembly conditions reveals
the prevalence of lower oligomeric species (dimer, tetramer and hexamer). Cross
sections calculated from ion mobility (inset) show how the observed hexamers
(solid lines) are more compact under non-assembly (10 mM AmAc, pH 6.8)
than under assembly conditions (200 mMAmAc, pH 6.8). Dashed lines indicate
modeled structures of the hexamer found in the PDB structures from the intact
virus (1QGT) and the non-assembling mutant (3KSX) as a comparison. Reproduced
with permission from [78]

elucidate the assembly pathways, Heck et al. investigated the viral capsid assemblies
of both the HBV and norovirus capsids by IM-MS. Due to the self-assembly properties
of the monomers, assembly intermediates are low in abundance under neutral pH.
Capsid formation is considered to proceed via the assembly of a nucleus, comprised
of a number of subunits that varies depending on the kind of virus. As expected,
the authors find that the intact viral capsids were the most dominant species in
typical native MS buffers (200 mM AmAc, pH 6.8), but the high sensitivity of MS
enables also the detection of some low abundant oligomers (2<N<40). To probe the
structure of the assembly intermediates they used alkaline conditions (pH 9), which
promotes disassembly but does not affect the observed CCS for the intact capsids.
Assembly intermediates with N<20 display a linear correlation between m/z and
CCS, indicating that the intermediates are likely to have a sheet-like structure [11].
Interestingly the peak widths for those assembly intermediates are narrow over a
broad range of activation energies, indicating high stability and little conformational
flexibility. To investigate the initial nucleus for capsid formation,Heck et al. took
inspiration from an HBV mutant which is not able to fully assemble, but rather forms
a hexameric complex (shown by X-ray crystallography) which has been suggested
to resemble the nucleation complex [82]. In an attempt to investigate whether
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the HBV wild-type nucleation complex is indeed a hexamer, they exploit the fact
that the virus coat protein is not able to fully assemble under alkaline low ionic
strength conditions. Indeed they find that the hexamer is more abundant than under
nonalkaline conditions, indicating that it accumulates rather than assembles into the
intact virus. CCS determination of the hexamers indicates that under non-assembly
conditions the structure indeed seems to resemble that of the crystallized mutant,
while under assembly conditions it appears to match the 5-fold symmetry axis-based
vertex structure also found in the virus (Fig. 1.7). It is worth noting though that
the CCS in general were found to be highly dependent on ionic strength (up to 16%
change) [11]. The study of the virus assembly has recently seen a resurgence, thanks
to the use of native nESI and IM-MS for structural studies, as exemplified above.
For additional examples and a more thorough overview of the field, the interested
reader is directed to an excellent review paper by Ashcroft et al. which discusses the
progress of investigating viral assemblies in the gas phase [83].

Overcoming polydispersity: alpha-crystallins

Although a lot of progress has been made in the use of high resolution techniques
such as NMR and X-ray crystallography over the last decades, these techniques
still suffer from some shortcomings — one of which is that they do not tend to
cope well with heterogeneous or polydisperse samples. In crystallography the
general belief is that heterogeneity of a sample will impede crystal formation, or
it will diffract poorly. Even if a structure can be solved, it may only represent one
conformer or oligomer which happens to crystallize best, at the expense of the other
components of the sample. In theory native MS can handle sample heterogeneity
well, but in practice there are also some difficulties. Using electrospray for large
complexes which display a broad range of stoichiometries, charge state distributions
start to overlap and eventually due to the broadness of the peaks (±15–25 m/z)
form an uninterpretable overlay of mass spectral peaks. Benesch et al. recently
demonstrated that this problem can be overcome by using a combination of CID
fragmentation and novel software tools [36]. As discussed previously, CID usually
leads to the ejection of an exposed subunit from the complex, which unfolds at the
same time and takes a disproportionate amount of charge with it that is related to
its exposed surface (“asymmetric” dissociation). CID of the homo-oligomeric, but
polydisperse α-crystallins thus generates subunit-stripped complexes. The removal
of one or two monomers significantly reduces the average charge state of the
remaining complex, thereby deconvoluting the spectrum and shifting peaks to a
higher m/z region. The charge reduction increases the spacing between peaks,
allowing for charge state series to be unambiguously assigned [36]. With the
problem of polydispersity solved, it is now possible to probe the structure of the
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Fig. 1.8: Assigning peaks in polydisperse mass spectra using the CHAMP algorithm. A. Ex-
perimental (black) and best-fit calculated spectra for an ensemble of HSP18.1–Luc
complexes of a different composition. The inset shows how the different complex
compositions (different colors) contribute to the overall signal observed in the ex-
perimental spectra. B. The CHAMP algorithm also allows for quantitative analyses
of HSP18.1–Luc binding, presented by using a color intensity scale. C. Correlation
with the tandem MS approach validates the CHAMP approach. Reproduced with
permission from [36].

complexes. Using restraints gained by a combination of NMR (tertiary structure) and
MS (quaternary organization), it is possible to identify the subunit interconnectivity
of the protein complex [36]. The αA and αB protein complexes are stabilized by two
different kinds of interactions. Firstly, the monomers form dimers by means of ‘intra-
dimer’ interactions. Secondly, edges of the different dimers also form ‘inter-dimer’
interactions which determine the shape of the complex. The authors construct a
database of putative structures based on the modeling of a large set of polyhedra
with a different number of subunits [36]. The restraints obtained by a combination
of ion mobility and tandem MS are then used to see how well these models fit
with the calculated structures. By using this approach they show that different
oligomeric states display a distinct range of sizes. For example, the structures of the
24, 26 and 28mer (octahedron, augmented triangular prism and gyrobifastigium,
respectively) have been determined and show how the addition or removal of a
dimer can lead to interconversion between these structures. The fact that there are
only two different types of interactions in these polydisperse complexes allows for
the determination of a thermodynamic profile of the assembly process [36]. Based
on the knowledge gained on the inter- and intra-dimer contacts, the authors build
a model with thermodynamic parameters for the removal of either monomers or
dimers from the intact complex. In this way they can also estimate the strength of the
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inter- and intra-dimer interactions, and obtain a dynamic profile of interconverting
topologies. Although the problem of polydispersity can be circumvented with the
approach described above, assigning all the peaks in the spectrum can be time-
consuming. Benesch et al. therefore developed an automated approach for the
interpretation of polydisperse spectra [84]. They show the viability of this approach
on small heatshock proteins (sHSPs), which are molecular chaperones binding
target proteins which have lost their native fold, to prevent their aggregation. The
resulting protein complexes have proven to be extremely challenging for structural
studies due to their polydisperse character. The authors investigate how HSP18.1
binds its target Luciferase (Luc). After incubation at elevated temperature (42 ◦C),
HSP18.1–Luc complexes of a range of different compositions are detected. Using
the CHAMP algorithm (calculating heterogeneous assembly and mass spectra of
proteins), theoretical nESI spectra for different stoichiometries of the HSP18.1–Luc
complex can be simulated based on established relationships (e.g., approximation of
mass of adducts based on the solvent accessible surface area [85] and determination
of the average charge state based on the mass of the complex [26]). The algorithm
uses this approach to generate several candidate distributions. By comparing the
simulated spectra to the experimental data the algorithm searches for the best fit,
which is presented to the user as a chi square value. Fig. 1.8 shows the experimental
spectrum (black) obtained for the HSP18.1–Luc complexes, overlaid with the best-fit
calculated spectrum (red). As can be observed from the gray insets, the HSP18.1–Luc
complexes indeed display a broad range of different stoichiometries. The CHAMP
algorithm can also be used to estimate relative abundances (Fig. 1.8B). These
results demonstrate nicely how MS approaches – whether or not assisted by spectral
simulation algorithms – can contribute to solving questions that are otherwise hard
to address by traditional biophysical methods.

1.2.6 Large multi-subunit complexes

Methods for analysis of hetero-oligomeric complexes

While native nESI IM-MS and MS/MS measurements of particles, well into to the
megadalton mass range, have become routinely accessible with current instrumen-
tation which is capable of high-mass operation (i.e., QTOFs and Orbitrap), the
interpretation of such spectra can require considerable manual effort — especially
when not enough is known about the composition and stoichiometry of the complex.
Due to the variety and number of different subunits, and the possibility of additional
binding of endogeneous ligands (e.g., nucleotides, lipids) or the presence of possibly
unexpected posttranslational modifications (e.g., phosphorylation, glycosylation),
using an approach solely based on measuring the mass of the intact complex will
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sometimes not yield enough information. For example, if the difference of the
masses of two subunits divided by the total mass of the complex is less than the
peak width at half height, it is often not possible to assign their stoichiometries [86].
In addition the mass of noncovalent complexes measured under non-denaturing
conditions is often found to be slightly higher than the sum of the subunit masses
because of solvent or buffer ions which remain bound. Several strategies have been
developed to address this. In order to obtain a complete set of subunits of the native
complex, including their possible modification state, the sample is electrosprayed
from denaturing conditions first. This allows the measurement of accurate masses
of the separate components, but not their stoichiometry in the complex. For large
heterogeneous protein complexes with a lot of different subunits, or when severe
overlap of signal in the same m/z range occurs (often subunits with similar masses),
it is beneficial to use an additional liquid chromatography separation. Alternatively,
the extra separation dimension added by ion mobility can be used to resolve overlap-
ping charge state series based on their compactness, enabling the determination of
the masses of the separate subunits. With the accurate masses of the subunits known
and having obtained a (less accurate) mass of the complete assembly under native
conditions, it is often possible to determine the stoichiometry. This process can be
aided by software such as the “Summit” program [87], which calculates all possible
subunit combinations based on the masses determined previously within a certain
error, providing the user with a list of all possible stoichiometries. Other freely
available programs which assist with peak assignment are SOMSS [88], Amphitrite
(http://www.homepages. ucl.ac.uk/ucbtkth/resources.htmlamphitrite) and Massign
[89]. Here the spectra of all individual subunits are calculated and the experimental
data is then matched with a weighted superposition of these spectra, rather than
attempting to deconvolute and assign peaks directly (see also [84]). The next step
in an MS-based structural study is to determine which subunits are located on the
surface of the protein complex. An MS/MS (CID) approach is used to eject peripheral
subunits in an asymmetric dissociation process. This approach is then extended
by measuring the sample under mildly denaturing conditions in solution so that
mainly the subunit/subunit interactions are disrupted, (rather than disrupting the
structural integrity of the subunits), in order to determine the substructure and
building blocks of the assembly. Identifying subcomplexes in particular becomes very
important, as neighbourhood relations are essential restraints for the model-building
of very large protein complexes [90]. These subcomplexes can be generated by
adding low concentrations (e.g., 30%) of chaotropic, organic solvents (MeOH, ACN,
DMSO) or by increasing the ionic strength (addition of salts) [90], both of which
can weaken subunit–subunit interactions. The set of subcomplexes thus generated
provides important information on the architecture of the entire complex. Making
interaction maps can be labor intensive though and therefore automated approaches
have been developed. The Summit algorithm [87] ignores the 3D aspect of the
protein complex, but rather comes up with a list of subunit contacts which are
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compatible with the detected subcomplexes. The surface areas of the subunits are
scaled based on their mass and connectivities are weighted based on the amount
of times a certain connection is found in the subcomplexes. With an interaction
network generated in this way and using restraints from IM-MS and high-resolution
structures of the individual subunits (if available), it is possible to build a structural
model of the complex. For a more detailed description of the assignment process the
interested reader is directed to a review paper by Sharon [86].

Membrane protein complexes

Integral membrane proteins (IMP) have always posed a formidable challenge for
structural biology, as established techniques rely on sufficient availability as well as
solubility and monodispersity of recombinant samples. In vitro approaches in general
are only relevant for biological questions as far as they work in a “native” setting,
which for membrane proteins means a hydrophobic, lipid bilayer like environment.
The reconstitution of IMP in detergent and/or lipid micelles seems to be the most
promising avenue for this purpose, as the fast increasing body of structures obtained
by X-ray crystallography as well as electron microscopy, and to a lesser extent NMR
spectroscopy, demonstrate (currently there are about 520 IMP structures in the
PDB database). There has been a continuing effort to resolve IMP embedded in
micelles with native MS for some time, but only recently Robinson et al. succeeded in
analyzing the quaternary structure of a tetrameric ion channel in this way [91]. The
difficulties for native MS were due to the incompatibility of buffers and detergent
systems with nESI, the solubilization of the membrane protein as well as the fast ex-
change regime that is often displayed by them, and finally the ionization suppression
observed in electrospray due to detergent aggregation. However, a new approach
proved that it was possible to overcome some of these restrictions. Rather than trying
to disrupt the micelles that contain the membrane proteins in solution, Robinson and
colleagues found that in solutions which contain detergent well above the critical
micelle concentration, the micelles actually protect the membrane proteins during
their transfer into the gas phase. By spraying the membrane proteins from micelles
and subsequently releasing them by collisional activation, they were able to transfer
them intact into the gas phase [91]. Many non-ionic detergents are amenable to
this approach, and usually “empty” detergent clusters as well as those containing
the protein are detected. In spite of the activating conditions used for releasing the
protein complex from the micelle, noncovalent interactions between cytoplasmic and
transmembrane subunits are found to be maintained in this study, highlighting that
the integrity of the complex, once freed from its hydrophobic shell in the gas phase,
is not compromised. The question then arises if collisional activation might alter the
structure of the IMP, since excess energy is being deposited in the micelle in order
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Fig. 1.9: IM-MS of the V-type ATPase reveals the closing mechanism for the H+ channel
based on nucleotide binding. A. IM-MS spectra of ICL12/CL12 under ATP-rich and
ATP-depleted (ADP-rich) conditions. The broader arrival time distribution of the B.
ICL12 subcomplex compared to C. CL12 indicates heterogeneity in subunit I. D.
Proposed mechanism for nucleotide-dependent closing of the proton channel. E.
Coarse-grained and atomic model of the ICL12 complex generated according to
IM restraints and homology modeling. Reproduced with permission from [93]

to disassemble it. Robinson et al. address this question in a study where they also
describe IM-MS experiments to probe the structural integrity of membrane proteins
in the gas phase. The arrival time distribution of the tetrameric potassium channel
KirBac3.1 was found to be relatively narrow, indicating that the protein complex
maintains a rigid structure as would be expected for a native-like state [92]. The
experimental CCS are in good correspondence with the calculated values (only 1%
difference; 6900 and 6969 Å2 respectively) [92]. In another seminal study Robinson
et al. present IM-MS data from V-ATPases from two different strains of bacteria:
Thermus thermophilus (Tt) and Enterococcus hirae (Eh). While an X-ray structure is
available for the TtATPase, the EhATPase is much less characterized [93]. By using
further gas phase activation, the authors were not only able to release the EhATPase
complex from the micelles, but also to remove several subunits, which allowed for a
reconstruction of the stoichiometry. Interestingly the EhATPase was found to have
two peripheral stalks that hold the soluble head in place, rather than just one as
other species do. Although the main function of ATPases is to use the proton gradient
across membranes to synthesize ATP, many F-type bacteria have also developed an
ATP dependent reversal of this process, resulting in the removal of protons. The
authors propose that such a radical change in function is most likely assisted by a
specific lipid as well as nucleotide binding (ATP/ADP). To investigate the identity of
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the lipids which are known to be present based on the extra mass of the subcomplex,
they mass select peaks which correspond to the membrane-embedded part of the
ATPase and use CID to release and identify the lipids. By using this approach they
are able to determine the stoichiometry of lipid binding and suggest a model in
which the lipids fill the space around the rotor part of the ATPase assembly. Since
this type of lipid is not very prevalent in the cell, and found in the complex no matter
how the recombinant protein is produced, this interaction is believed to be specific
[93]. The authors also investigated the effect of nucleotide binding on the structure
of the TtATPase. Fig. 1.9A shows the arrival time distributions of the proton channel
domain of the TtATPase under ATP-rich and depleted (ADP-rich) conditions. Binding
of ADP to the ICL12 complex results in the loss of the I subunit. Moreover the
expansion of the mass spectrum under ATP-rich conditions is consistent with the
binding of 6 lipids and 2 nucleotides (ATP or ADP). Previous research proposed that,
consistent with these results, the eukaryotic equivalent subunit I sensed intracellular
levels of nucleotides and transferred this information by means of conformational
change due to ADP binding. To probe this proposed conformational change Robinson
and colleagues used ion mobility-mass spectrometry. Fig. 1.9B–C shows the arrival
time distributions of different charge states under either high levels of ATP or of
ADP. The relatively narrow mobility profiles of the CL12 complex at high ADP levels
indicate that it has one predominant conformation,whereas the broader distribution
for the ICL12 complex at high ATP levels indicates heterogeneity induced by subunit
I. A similar effect with pH change indicates that complex I is a sensor for both the
presence of ADP as well as proton concentration [93]. Based on these observations
a mechanism is proposed wherein the removal of subunit I due to either low con-
centrations of ATP or protons leads to the inactivation of the proton channel. As
depicted in Fig. 1.9D removal of subunit I would enable lipids to block the proton
channel. For further information on native MS of membrane proteins the reader is
directed to chapter 2 or an excellent review by Barrera and Robinson which discusses
this exciting new line of research in detail [94].

1.3 Non-native MS analysis

While native methods can access information on stoichiometry, size and shape of
proteins and complexes directly, non-native or denaturing methods of MS analysis
are increasingly being used in order to obtain low resolution structural information
of a natively folded protein or complex. They allow the mapping of intra- or
intermolecular contacts or follow conformational changes or folding pathways, by
taking advantage of covalent labels which are introduced into the protein structure.
We call these methods “non-native” in spite of the fact that the modifications occur in
vitro under non-denaturing solution conditions, since the analysis is usually carried
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out under non-native conditions. This can mean a mass measurement of intact
but denatured protein (“accurate mass”) to determine the presence and number
of covalent labels. However, more often an enzymatic digest is performed instead,
followed by peptide mass measurement (MS) and fragmentation (MS/MS) in order
to obtain sequence tags which reveal the sites of covalent modification. Here we
give only a short overview of these techniques, as the reader is otherwise directed at
several recent review articles on this subject [95, 96, 97]. The three most widely
used methods in this context are (i) H/D exchange, (ii) covalent labeling and (iii)
cross-linking. Generally speaking they can be used to study a wide range of structural
questions, but they are strongest in mapping interactions and/or conformational
change in proteins. These different approaches are all somewhat complementary and
one therefore benefits from using more than one method, with an additional gain in
information and structural detail (Fig. 1.10). The data thus obtained can also provide
crucial input for computational models (e.g., by providing distance constraints or
surface accessibility data) – especially if high-resolution structural methods cannot
be applied, which is often the case with particularly dynamic structures.

1.3.1 H/D exchange

In H/D exchange of proteins, amide hydrogen in the peptide backbone is exchanged
for deuterium (or in some experiments the other way round) over various time inter-
vals, and the increase or decrease in mass is detected by mass spectrometry. Other
hydrogen atoms are not usually monitored as they either exchange too fast or not at
all on the timescale of the experiment. For isotopically resolved signals, the mass
shift will manifest itself in a change of the isotopic pattern; otherwise an increase
of the average mass will be observed. The number of exchanged hydrogen atoms
can be determined on the level of the intact proteins (global H/D exchange, e.g., for
monitoring folding processes). In order to localize the sites of exchange, the proteins
are digested and the mass increase is monitored on the peptide level. The kinetics of
exchange depends on a combination of solvent accessibility and hydrogen bonding
of the respective backbone hydrogen. This means that hydrogen atoms involved
in stable secondary structures do not exchange on the timescale of the experiment.
H/D exchange does therefore not solely map solvent accessibility (meaning solvent
exposed surface), as hydrogen bonding has to be taken into account as well. Higher
exchange levels for a given pH and temperature indicate that a protein has a more
unfolded or more flexible conformation than a protein with lower exchange levels.
H/D exchange, sometimes also called HDX, is the mildest way of labeling proteins
as the deuterium intake does not change the tertiary structure of the protein. The
deuterium uptake can also be monitored by NMR which has a higher structural
resolution than MS, but also more constraints concerning the necessary quality and
maximum size of the protein as well as the amount of sample needed. HDX is most
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commonly used to obtain information on the local domain structure or the ‘protec-
tion’ of parts of the protein sequence due to binding of ligands or other subunits. In
many cases these binding events cause a change in secondary structure, but H bonds
are also often directly involved in the binding of interaction partners. However, if
a ligand only binds to a stable secondary structure (e.g., α-helix or β-sheet) or to
amino acid side chains without inducing a structural change, this might be invisible
to HDX. In protein folding, the level of deuterium incorporation shows the degree
of secondary structure. HDX can also be used to map conformational change and
protein dynamics, and it can help to identify flexible regions of a protein which might
prevent crystallization for high resolution structure determination. Several excellent
reviews about these applications do exist [98, 99, 100, 101, 102]. The exchange
reaction is initiated by adding an excess of (un)deuterated solvent and quenched
by lowering the pH to 2.5 and cooling the sample to 0 ◦C, where the exchange rate
is minimized. To minimize back-exchange during the analysis the following steps
have to be performed very fast and without a change of pH and temperature and
minimized exposure to ambient, moist air. While HDX itself is performed under
native conditions, the analysis of exchange requires denaturation in order to obtain
the necessary high mass resolution. Usually pepsin is used for the digest because
this enzyme works fast under acidic conditions. One problem of pepsin is that its
cleavage is not amino-acid specific, making data analysis more complicated than e.g.,
for the routine tryptic digests. Fortunately the cleavage sites though are reproducible
and consistent for a given protein sequence. Therefore a digest of the protein of
interest has to be done prior to HDX and the pepsin generated peptides have to be
identified, so that the cleavage sites are known. Pepsin digestion is often performed
online with the enzyme immobilized on a column for a faster workflow. Recently
an automated HDX system has been introduced commercially (Waters Corporation,
Milford/MA, USA), combining labeling, quenching, pepsin digestion and rapid UPLC
separation of the peptide mix with in-line high-resolution ESI MS/MS. Another re-
cently developed commercial approach which aims to minimize sample handling and
especially dilution during the labeling reaction is based on online trans-membrane
H/D exchange [103] combined with an electrocapture cell [104] (Biomotif AB,
Sweden). These recent developments go some way towards making HDX more
high throughput and routine, and we therefore anticipate a renewed interest in this
established method, especially in the pharmaceutical industry.

HDX labeling combined with standard peptide fragmentation techniques (MS/MS
based on collision-induced dissociation, CID) suffers from low sequence resolution
as the deuterium labels can only be localized within the length of a peptide. The
reason for this is that CID causes deuterium scrambling in the gas phase [105], as the
amide H and D atoms are known to become fully mobile and interchangeable along
the peptide sequence under fragmentation conditions [106], a fact which has long
been overlooked. It is therefore not appropriate to try assigning deuterium labels to
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Fig. 1.10: Overview of non-native mass spectrometry approaches targeted at answering a
wide range of structural questions. H/D exchange gives information on solvent
accessibility and secondary structure via a peptide digest or top-down approaches.
Folding processes can be monitored with a global exchange. Covalent labeling
can be used for surface mapping, and cross-linking shows interacting parts of
proteins and provides distance restraints for structure modeling. Combining
these three methods – either with each other or with native mass spectrometry
– can give a more detailed overview of the structure and dynamics of a certain
protein or complex.

individual amino acids when using CID fragmentation. A recently developed alterna-
tive fragmentation technique, electron capture or transfer dissociation (ECD/ETD),
allows single amino-acid resolution of H/D labels in MS/MS, since it does not cause
any significant scrambling due to the rapid and nonergodic backbone cleavage
induced by electron transfer [107]. In addition ETD also promises exciting new
opportunities for top-down sequencing of intact, undigested proteins which are H/D
labeled, thus minimizing sample handling steps and maximizing sequence coverage.
This has for example been used by Konermann et al. to study the structure and
dynamics of small soluble Aβ oligomers [108]. One of the main problems of HDX is
data analysis, which is usually slow and time-consuming because of the large number
of possible deuteration sites and the nonspecific cleavage of pepsin. This also limits
the size of the proteins that can be analyzed, because sequence coverage needs to be
as complete as possible and data complexity increases with the size of the studied
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protein. Fortunately there is a lot of progress in software development targeted at
HDX experiments recently. HDX Workbench has for example been developed at The
Scripps Research Institute (Scripps Florida, Jupiter/FL, USA) and is freely available
upon contact from their website (http://hdx.florida.scripps. edu) although limited
to data from Thermo instruments [109]. Fully automated software for HDX data
processing has been developed by Amgen (Amgen Inc., Thousand Oaks/CA, USA).
They introduce two internal peptide standards with high and low exchange rates
to reduce systematic and random errors [110]. As with other methods in structural
biology, membrane proteins are still challenging to study. As a recent highlight,
Mehmood et al. have shown the dynamics of the open and closed conformations of
an ABC transporter with the help of global and local H/D exchange [111].

1.3.2 Covalent labeling

Covalent labeling, sometimes also called protein footprinting, is a very versatile
method as many different reagents can be used to label various sites on the accessible
protein surface, by chemically modifying them. The most widely used and successful
technique so far is undeniably hydroxyl labeling (for excellent reviews see refs. [112,
113, 114, 115]). Hydroxyl radical footprinting modifies surface-accessible amino
acid side chains by chemical oxidation. Reactivity mainly correlates with solvent
accessibility since the OH radical has the same van-der-Waals radius as H2O, but
the intrinsic oxygen affinity of different types of amino acids also has an effect (see
below). Nevertheless hydroxyl labeling is still the least amino acid-specific reagent in
footprinting, and therefore the most popular method to date for an unbiased covalent
protein labeling. Hydroxyl radicals can be generated in different ways in situ: by
chemical methods, by radiolysis of water or by photolysis of hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2). The most popular of the chemical methods, which usually involve metal
catalysis, is Fenton’s reagent. Here Fe(II) reduces H2O2 to hydroxyl radicals, with
the advantage that the reagents are easy to handle and of low cost. Drawbacks of
that method are potential unwanted secondary reactions due to long reaction times,
and the need for additives such as ETDA which increase solubility of the metal ions
but can also interact with biological macromolecules and alter their local structure
or reactivity towards the hydroxyl radicals. Radiolysis of water and photolysis of
H2O2 can both be performed on a microsecond timescale, so that exposure times and
secondary structural effects are minimized and more transient structures become
accessible to the method. This type of labeling can also be performed in vivo since
the radicals are generated in situ, which offers many exciting new possibilities for
studies of dynamic and heterogeneous systems. Unfortunately the experimental
setups for both methods are expensive. The radiolysis of water can be accomplished
with X-ray pulses or gamma radiation, but only with X-ray pulses can very short
exposure times be achieved. Both have the disadvantage of using ionizing radiation
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that could risk perturbing the native protein structure and samples have to be
buffered to compensate for the pH change caused by the water decomposition.
Photolysis of H2O2 usually uses pulsed UV lasers (e.g., KrF excimer laser, 248 nm).
Hydrogen peroxide is added to the sample prior to photolysis which might already
cause some oxidation at the sulfur-containing amino acids. To avoid this, low
concentrations should be used and control experiments without laser treatment are
necessary. Quenching of the reaction is possible with radical scavengers such as
methionine. To determine the exact location of oxidation, a standard protein digest
followed by MS/MS analysis (similar to post-translational modification mapping)
is performed, taking care to achieve sequence coverage as complete as possible.
Biological applications for covalent labeling are in principle comparable to those for
H/D exchange, with the important difference that the hydroxyl radicals primarily
label side chains, whereas HDX occurs at the backbone amides. This makes these
methods somewhat complementary and the information content can be increased by
combining both. An example for this has been shown by Chance et al. for serpin, a
metastable human protein [116]. They were able to show the difference between
the “static” picture of the crystal structure and dynamic conformations of the protein
in solution. They also find that the combination of HDX and hydroxyl labeling
can give a more complete structural picture than either of the methods alone. A
key advantage of covalent labels over HDX is the speed of labeling: Depending on
the method for radical generation, dynamics on a submillisecond timescale can be
observed [117]. An impressive recent example is the characterization of the fast
conformational switch between the open and closed states of a potassium channel
by hydroxyl radical labeling [118]. The hydroxyl label is “permanent” (irreversible),
i.e., no back-exchange can occur and the duration of the analysis is not a critical part
of the experiment. Single amino acid resolution is possible because no scrambling of
covalent labels happens in the gas phase during peptide fragmentation, even with
CID, and there is no limit for the protein size. Hydroxyl footprinting is effective
with most amino acid residues, but their intrinsic reactivity varies by up to a factor
of 1000. The sulphur-containing amino acids methionine and cysteine show the
highest reactivities, followed by the aromatic and then the aliphatic amino acids.
This can be a disadvantage if specific sites with low reactivity are to be probed or if
peptides only consist of such amino acids. If a highly reactive amino acid is however
never found to be oxidized, one can be fairly sure that it is highly protected in the
protein structure and not accessible to solvents. Most common oxidation reactions
are the insertion of oxygen (+16 Da) in the aliphatic side chain or the formation
of a carbonyl group (+14 Da). Many different oxidations are possible depending
on the amino acid, leading to a variety of possible mass shifts and therefore to an
increase in the complexity of the data (all possible oxidations have to be added
manually as amino acid modifications in the peptide database search). The biggest
weakness of hydroxyl radical footprinting is probably its susceptibility to secondary
effects. Many additives act as radical scavengers which reduce the concentration of
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available hydroxyl radicals and therefore modify oxidation levels that are not related
to changes in protein conformation or binding. A number of denaturants used in
unfolding experiments, and especially also formic acid, are examples for a situation
where the additive is only in the sample of interest but not in the control and can
therefore mask conformational effects. Oxidation levels have to be kept low (low
exposure times) to avoid changes in structure induced by oxidation. Recent works
by Downard et al. have shown by using ion mobility-mass spectrometry that limited
oxidation has no impact on the global structure of proteins [119]. Unstructured
peptides as internal standards can also help to identify unwanted secondary effects.
Other reagents used to covalently label proteins are usually not so reactive and
a lot more specific towards individual amino acids, and therefore rather used to
probe specific amino acids. Examples are carbodiimides as labeling reagents for
carboxylic acids and vicinal dicarbonyles for arginine. Accessible lysine can be
simply methylated or labeled by organic acid anhydrides or N-hydroxysuccinimide,
and cysteine by iodoacetamide and its derivatives as well as N-alkyl maleimides
or fluorescent reagents, amongst others. A detailed overview of different labeling
reagents has been given by Mendoza and Vachet [120].

1.3.3 Cross-linking

Cross-linking is the covalent linking of two functional groups in one or two proteins
(intra- or intermolecular)which are spatially proximate or part of interacting domains.
The proteins are then usually digested and the cross-linked peptides are identified by
mass spectrometry with amino acid resolution. Cross-linkers of various lengths and
selectivities for functional groups have been designed to link different reactive groups
over defined distances in proteins. Several recent reviews have been published on
cross-linking combined with non-native MS [121, 122, 123, 124]. Cross-linking can
be very useful in computer-based structure modeling, where it may provide distance
constraints which reduce the number of possible structures or help to suggest subunit
topologies in complexes, by defining contact sites. It is difficult to achieve specific
cross-linking of multiple subunits with each other at the same time though, so
that complete complexes are not easily accessible with this method. The molar
ratio between the cross-linker and protein, as well as the reaction time, has to be
optimized carefully since too many cross-links can lead to structural artifacts. Ideally
there are only a few cross-links per protein or complex (but not the same ones each
time). It is also important that the buffer molecules do not have functional groups
that interfere with the cross-linking agent (e.g., amines in lysine cross-linking). One
of the biggest issues with cross-linking is that only a minority of the linker molecules
end up reacting at both ends with the desired amino acids so that they can inform
on the native structure of the protein or complex. Different nomenclatures exist
for these types of cross-links. If only one functional group reacts and the other
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one does not or becomes hydrolyzed, this creates mono-links (or deadend links,
type 0 cross-links). Likewise intrapeptide links occur frequently (loop-links, type
1 cross-links). They have to be distinguished from “real” cross-links between two
peptides or proteins, which are also called type 2 cross-links, inter/intraprotein
or interpeptide links. Most commonly used are homobifunctional aminoreactive
linkers for lysine residues. The functional groups are N-hydroxysuccinimidyl or
sulfosuccinimidyl with an alkyl linker between them. They have high reaction rates
but are susceptible to rapid hydrolysis in water which limits the potential reaction
time. Formaldehyde is also often used as a cross-linking agent. It links lysine and
also tryptophan residues within a quite short distance (one carbon linker) but also
with lower reactivity. Other amino acids can also be targeted for crosslinking, e.g.,
cysteines, acidic amino acids (Glu/Asp) or arginine. Heterobifunctional cross-linkers
connect a pair of different amino acids, but they lead to additional difficulties in
data analysis. Carbodiimides are used as so-called zero-length cross-linkers. They
act as coupling reagents between lysines and acidic amino acids but require very
close proximity of the side chains to be able to connect them. UV crosslinking is
also a zero-length cross-linking method. It is mainly used to study nucleic acids
and protein/nucleic acid complexes as the nucleic acid bases get excited by UV
irradiation and can form covalent bonds to amino acids. All bases and all amino
acids can in principle be crosslinked by UV, but their reactivities differ a lot. The most
reactive amino acids are cysteine, lysine and the aromatic amino acids phenylalanine,
tryptophan and tyrosine. Alanine, aspartic and glutamic acids, serine and threonine
on the other hand have rather low reactivity. Advantages are that the native structure
does remain relatively unperturbed because only functional groups in very close
spatial proximity can react [125, 126]. Data analysis of cross-linked proteins is quite
complex due to the enormous amount of possible cross-links and the incompleteness
of the reaction. This complexity increases with the size of a protein, and datasets
which contain linked peptide sequences from two or more different proteins are
not trivial to interpret. High mass accuracy is needed on the MS1 level (peptide
mass measurement) due to the huge amount of possibilities to combine two peptides
in a cross-link, and a large number of bioinformatic tools exist to assist with data
analysis. Missed proteolytic cleavages also increase the data complexity (trypsin
does not cleave after cross-linked lysines), as does the fact that only a small fraction
of peptides are truly cross-linked. Some recently developed functionalized cross-
linkers try to address these problems. Enrichment of cross-linked peptides can
happen through affinity tags (especially biotin) which are part of the linker, size
exclusion chromatography (based on the on average higher mass of the cross-linked
peptides), or SCX fractionation (strong cation exchange). SCX uses the fact that
cross-linked peptides have higher charges in solution than normal peptides or mono-
/loop-links. This is mainly due to a higher number of protonation sites that increase
with mass. Cleavable linkers have also been designed for an improved detection of
cross-linked peptides in mass spectra as they lead to specific fragmentation patterns
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that identify a cross-link [127]. A similar approach uses stable isotope labeling of
the linker to identify cross-linked peptides. In vivo cross-linking is also possible
with formaldehyde as a crosslinking agent. It is mainly used to identify interacting
proteins by mass spectrometry without identifying the actual cross-linking site. This
is possible but difficult due to the complex chemistry of formaldehyde cross-linking
and the resulting highly heterogeneous mixture of products [128]. Cross-linking
and H/D exchange have been successfully used to refine or correct crystal structures
in the case of both intra- and intermolecular protein interactions [129, 130]. Cross-
linking is also increasingly applied together with native MS approaches and ion
mobility for determining the stoichiometry and binding partners of large multiprotein
complexes [131, 84].

1.4 Perspectives

Proteins rarely act alone. It has been estimated that half of all proteins in the cell
are part of complexes, either as oligomers or interacting with other proteins. Such
interactions may be only fleeting, or they can be stable and form the core of larger
particles — what we would call a “hub” or a “node” in the protein network of the
cell [8]. The dynamic nature of some of these complexes as well as their com-
plexity with multiple, often variable components poses a formidable challenge for
structural biology methods, including native MS. Classic highthroughput proteomic
approaches are capable of identifying interacting proteins in complexes including
their stoichiometry, but they only give indirect access to the native, folded state of
proteins and the architecture of assemblies. Recently covalent labeling techniques
such as hydroxyl radical labeling, cross-linking and H/D exchange have experienced
a resurging interest due to their ability to “capture” aspects of structural detail even
in transient states. These covalent modifications are irreversible (apart from HDX
where back exchange can occur) and analysis can therefore be performed under
denaturing conditions. Various aspects of native folds and interaction surfaces can be
sampled, but the information which these techniques provide is only partial since it is
difficult to make the labelling reaction sufficiently selective or quantitative. “Native”
approaches on the other hand are becoming increasingly popular since they allow
the determination of the mass and stoichiometry of complete complexes, together
with novel MS/MS fragmentation methods. More recently the combination with
ion mobility spectrometry which is now available on commercial instrumentation
provides also easy access to the overall shape and size of particles. One of the advan-
tages of native approaches in MS is that even distributions of different conformers
or association states in heterogeneous samples can be analyzed since signals are not
averaged across species in IM-MS. Structural Proteomics provides data which can be
used to decide between alternative structures or to build low-resolution 3D models
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of biomolecules. In combination with more established high-resolution structural
methods or with data from other biophysical or spectroscopic techniques, it can
make crucial contributions to our understanding of molecular processes which occur
in biological systems.
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Part II

Integral Membrane Proteins„Iedereen wist dat het niet kon, totday er iemand
kwam die dat niet wist.

— Epictetus
(Greek philosopher)
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Abstract
Recent developments in native mass spectrometry and ion mobility have made it
possible to analyze the composition and structure of membrane protein complexes in
the gas-phase. In this short review we discuss the experimental strategies that allow
to elucidate aspects of the dynamic structure of these important drug targets, such
as the structural effects of lipid binding or detection of co-populated conformational
and assembly states during gating on an ion channel. As native mass spectrometry
relies on nano-electrospray of natively reconstituted proteins, a number of commonly
used lipid- and detergent-based reconstitution systems have been evaluated for their
compatibility with this approach, and parameters for the release of intact, native-like
folded membrane proteins studied in the gas-phase. The strategy thus developed
can be employed for the investigation of the subunit composition and stoichiometry,
oligomeric state, conformational changes, and lipid and drug binding of integral
membrane proteins.
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2.1 Introduction

Although it is estimated that around one-quarter of human genes encode for integral
membrane proteins (IMP), the difficulty of studying the structural aspects of these
proteins is underlined by the fact that less than 3% of the current entries in the
PDB database represent membrane proteins. Traditional structural biology methods
like NMR and X-ray crystallography yield high-resolution structures, yet might be
hindered by certain intrinsic properties of membrane proteins, such as the difficulty
to overexpress IMPs in order to obtain enough sample, the need to find suitable
native reconstitution conditions (solubilization of membrane protein using typical
approaches employed for molecular and structural studies, i.e. detergent micelles,
bicelles, amphipols or nanodiscs, with the aim of preserving the quaternary structure
of the IMP), and the fact that they often form large, sometimes heterogeneous
complexes. Other techniques, including electron microscopy (EM), are better suited
to handle these restrictions due to the lower sample requirements and indifference
towards which reconstituion approach is taken. On the other hand such techniques
often yield lower-resolution structural information and can also suffer from structural
heterogeneity in IMPs. A relatively new method for the study of membrane protein
structure and assembly is native mass spectrometry (MS) combined with ion mobility
(IM) spectrometry. In this review we will give a short overview of recent advances
using this approach. We will show how native MS can be used to investigate
the oligomeric state, dynamic structure and lipid binding of IMPs, with particular
emphasis on the experimental strategies used to obtain gas phase particles, which
retain key characteristics of the membrane protein complexes present in solution.

2.2 Keeping it together - in the gas phase

Native MS relies on the gentle transfer of folded proteins or complexes from a
volatile aqueous buffer into the vacuum of the instrument using nano-electrospray
ionization (nano-ESI)[132]. Key to this approach has been the introduction of a
miniaturized version of the conventional ESI source by Wilm and Mann (1996),
which benefits from a much lower flow rate (in the nl/min range) and thus reduced
sample consumption (as little as 1–2 µl of a 20 µM solution for IMPs) compared to
static flow ESI. Most importantly however, the smaller spray tip diameter in nano-ESI
yields smaller droplets, which in turn require less harsh desolvation conditions and
thus facilitate the detection of native-like structures. An additional advantage of
nano-ESI is the greatly improved sensitivity of the method, which facilitates the
use of sample concentrations as low as 0.1 µm, although for membrane proteins
typically 10 µM or higher are recommended [133]. In order to maintain native
protein structures intact, careful control of the conditions in the sample interface
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and within the instrument is crucial to avoid activation of the ions and possible loss
of higher-order structure. Within the mass spectrometer, the internal energy of ions
(their ‘temperature’) is dictated by the combination of gas pressures (and thus the
number of collisions) and the applied accelerating voltages. In general, native MS
uses elevated pressure regimes within the instrument to ensure sufficient focusing of
the ion beam, while also retaining higher-order structure and folded conformations.
Although higher pressures lead to more frequent collisions, it is the amount of
acceleration due to the applied voltages that dictates the effect of these collisions on
the internal energy of the ions. High accelerating voltages induce collisional ‘heating’,
where the internal energy of the ion increases with each collision. Conversely, when
low accelerating voltages are applied the exact opposite effect takes place and
collisional cooling is observed [33]. Gentle collisions at relatively high gas pressures
serve a triple purpose. Firstly, they maintain the ‘temperature’ (internal energy)
of the ions during the adiabatic expansion of gas from atmospheric pressure into
the vacuum of the source region, which would otherwise lead to a strong cooling
effect for the ions. Secondly, the collisions allow for remaining solvent, buffer or
detergent to dissociate from the protein or complex. Such evaporative dissociation
has a cooling effect on the internal energy of the analyte, thus promoting complete
desolvation while maintaining native-like conformations. Finally, the increased
gas pressure ensures that high m/z ions (e.g. protein complexes) form a focused
ion beam in a process called collisional focusing, which is a prerequisite for their
transmission and detection in the mass spectrometer [33].

2.3 Native mass spectrometry of integral membrane
proteins

A breakthrough in applying native MS to membrane proteins was demonstrated in
a seminal paper by Barrera and Robinson, who used detergent above the critical
micelle concentration (CMC) in order to form micelles and preserve non-covalent in-
teractions in the structurally well-characterized membrane protein BtuC2D2 during
the critical step of desolvation and ionization by using nano-ESI [91]. Previously, it
was generally believed that the presence of free detergent in solution at concentra-
tions much higher than those of the protein complex components would suppress
ionization, as detergent and other surfactants can occupy the surface of the elec-
trospray droplets and prevent the release of protein [134]. In addition, detergent
micelles are found to be quite heterogeneous both in respect to mass and charge,
making direct m/z analysis of membrane proteins embedded in micelles impossible.
Empty micelles formed from non-ionic and zwitter-ionic detergent, without embed-
ded protein, appear to show a very broad range of sizes in ESI-MS, from monomer
roughly up to their published aggregation numbers [135], suggesting that both
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evaporation of neutral detergent and (to a lesser extent) dissociation of charged
detergent molecules play a major role during transfer from solution to the gas phase.
While detergent clusters in the gas phase should probably not be called ‘micelles’
anymore, they are still effective in protecting embedded membrane protein against
dissociation or unfolding inside the mass spectrometer, as shown by the preservation
of non-covalent interactions [91, 136] and the determination of collision cross sec-
tions that closely resemble those calculated from high-resolution structures for these
IMPs [137, 138]. A successful strategy for the intact characterization of membrane
proteins includes therefore: (a) the native reconstitution in solution, (b) transfer of
detergent clusters (‘micelles’) into the gas phase, and (c) subsequent dissociation
to reveal the embedded membrane proteins or complexes (Fig. 2.1). In contrast to
the desolvation of soluble proteins, where the most activating conditions (highest
acceleration voltages) are typically applied in the source in order to strip remaining
water and buffer molecules, membrane proteins require that their detergent cover
survives transfer into the gas phase, and that it is only removed, typically using
collisional activation, in the collision cell. It is therefore imperative that the source
conditions are tuned carefully, in order to maintain interactions between detergent
molecules which protect the embedded membrane protein until inside the mass
spectrometer, where its controlled release occurs [139]. Although this strategy was
attempted previously [140], higher protein concentrations in combination with the
use of increased gas pressures and levels of collisional activation yielded the much
sought after results: resolved oligomeric membrane protein complexes in the gas
phase [91]. Whereas for soluble proteins, declustering voltages are normally kept to
a minimum to prevent unfolding or dissociation, collision-induced dissociation (CID,
without precursor peak isolation) was required here in the collision cell to remove
the detergent and reveal the embedded IMPs in their native oligomeric state. As
such, the release of IMPs from detergent clusters in the gas phase shows parallels
with the desolvation of soluble native proteins, which is not complete before the ions
enter the mass spectrometer, but continues as a prolonged evaporation event into
the first vacuum stages (‘source’). The main differences lie however in the essential,
protective role that remaining detergent plays until the ions are inside the collision
cell (i.e. declustering occurs later), and the usually stronger interaction between
detergent molecules and also detergent and protein. Energetic collisions of detergent-
embedded IMPs with inert gas molecules are used to strip the detergent molecules
and thereby release the intact, charged IMP while conserving its non-covalent inter-
actions. This requires however that the strength of the interactions which define the
higher-order structure of the membrane protein (e.g. hydrogen bonds, salt bridges),
is greater than the interactions between protein and detergent. This is usually the
case for structurally defined IMPs, but not necessarily for some of the more dynamic
and transient interactions, such as those found in assemblies of pore-forming pep-
tides, which can be difficult to study. In order to obtain well-resolved peaks with
a minimum of residual detergent attached, the acceleration voltages needed for
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic view of the fate of reconstituted IMPs in detergent micelles under non-
denaturing MS conditions. After release from solution by nano-ESI A. the analyte
enters the vacuum B. in the source region (ion beam focusing, poss. mass/charge
selection in quadrupole). C. In the collision cell, increasing amounts of collisional
activation (CID) lead to the disassembly of detergent clusters. The amount of
energy needed depends on the detergent used, where triton X-100 releases at low
energy (10–50 V), while DDM needs higher activation (up to 100–200 V). Using
excess energy D. to release IMPs may result in the start of unfolding. The ion
mobility cell E. separates the protein complexes according to their mass, charge
and global structure (rotationally averaged size and shape, also called ‘collision
cross section’). The time it takes for a protein to move through the cell is related
to its mobility, which can be converted into a collision cross section. Due to
the friction with gas, more extended ions will travel more slowly even at the
same charge and molecular mass (Da), granting information regarding structural
heterogeneity within the same charge state F.. Typical pressures in the different
compartments are shown in table G.

removal of sugar-based detergents such as n-dodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside (DDM) in
the collision cell are near the maximum of what commercial instruments can provide.
Therefore specific modifications, which allow use of higher gas pressures and an
increased range of collision energies, are often employed [141, 139]. It is generally
believed that the excess energy provided by collisional activation dissipates in the
detergent cover first, causing its evaporation (see below). A further increase of the
collision energy (where possible) will then lead to unfolding followed by dissociation
of the embedded protein and even top-down fragmentation [142], similar to what
has been described for soluble proteins [143].

Using this strategy, native MS can yield valuable data on the subunit composition
and stoichiometry of IMPs in different detergent or lipid environments, which are
not easily obtained using other methods, particularly when proteins are structurally
heterogeneous (i.e. when different conformational and oligomeric states are copop-
ulated). In cases where well-resolved mass spectra are available, the presence of
post-translational modifications and the binding of ligands can also be studied [91].
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In combination with homology modeling, such data were used in a recent study to
build a structural model for the MexB efflux pump [144]. In addition to sequence
and stoichiometry information, native MS is also used to investigate the stability
and organization of membrane protein complexes. Wang et al. showed that dis-
sociation thresholds in the collision cell can be related to the spatial organization
of a membrane protein complex. By comparing two tetramers with similar sizes –
KirBac3.1 and BtuC2D2 – they showed how the proportion of the complex that is
effectively located inside the micelle influences its stability towards CID. All four
subunits of KirBac3.1 have transmembrane segments, whereas for BtuC2D2 only two
subunits span the membrane, which renders the latter more sensitive to dissociation
at comparable collision energy regimes. This type of information can be useful
to evaluate the arrangement of subunits in the membrane, or to prove or refute
structural models that were proposed on the basis of other data [9]. Native MS
is increasingly used in combination with other biophysical approaches (e.g. EM)
and computational methods. The comparatively low sample consumption of such
hybrid approaches compared to crystallography or NMR spectroscopy can make
the structural characterization of membrane protein complexes feasible, which is
otherwise difficult to obtain.

2.4 The use of ion mobility to study conformation and
assembly topology of membrane proteins

While hydrophobic interactions are well known to play a crucial role for the structure
and stability of membrane proteins, in particular with regard to interactions with
their molecular environment, the specific folding and assembly of the protein itself
also relies on intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds and other types of attractive
forces, which are retained or even strengthened in the gas phase [145]. The
hydrophobic effect, however, which is one of the key forces driving micelle assembly,
vanishes in the water-free environment of the gas phase. The question therefore
arises how we can know whether a membrane protein maintains its native-like fold in
the mass spectrometer, under the chosen experimental conditions. Although narrow
charge state distributions of soluble protein in nano-ESI suggest that a compact, well-
folded structure is maintained, and this observation can be used as an indicator for
sufficiently ‘native’ conditions during the experiment, it should be noted that charge
states are a product of the electrospray process itself and therefore not sufficient to
define the subsequent conformational change that proteins, particularly unstructured
and membrane-bound ones, might undergo. Both the average charge and the width
of the charge state distribution are believed to be representations of the surface area
of a protein or complex in its state during the final stages of the electrospray process
[22, 9]. For membrane proteins, ESI charge states have been shown to correlate with
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Fig. 2.2: Effect of different energy regimes used in mass spectrometry of membrane proteins
under native conditions when using sugarbased detergents such as DDM. The
apparent protective ability of detergent micelles in the gas phase allow non-
covalent interactions to be maintained for membrane proteins at levels (up to
200 V) at which soluble protein complexes would already undergo significant
dissociation. Increasing the collision energy higher than necessary for membrane
protein release leads to collision-induced unfolding, followed by dissociation and
even fragmentation, yielding sequence information. Collision energies reported
are for illustrational purposes and will vary based on the protein and detergents
used. Reproduced from [142].

the surface area of the soluble, detergent-free domains of a membrane protein, and
are generally found to be lower than for soluble proteins [146]. As charging occurs
during electrospray, the observed charge state distributions do not necessarily reflect
the folding state of proteins released from detergent clusters later in the process.

A more suitable method to study the conformational behavior and assess the struc-
tural integrity of proteins is IM spectrometry. Native IM-MS is a gas phase ion
separation technique where ions are separated based on their mobility (influenced
by compactness, mass and charge) through a gas-filled drift cell (Fig. 2.1). Under
the influence of a low electric field, the ions are accelerated through an inert gas
until they reach a constant speed (drift velocity) due to the friction they experience
– somewhat similar to a gas phase electrophoretic mobility. More extended confor-
mations will undergo more collisions with this gas compared to compact structures,
and will thus drift more slowly. The time an ion spends in the IM cell (i.e. drift time)
is characteristic for its rotationally averaged collision cross section (CCS), measured
in Å2. Although the structural information thus obtained is limited, the separation
power of IM is sufficiently high to differentiate co-existing protein conformations or
assembly topologies, if their CCSs differ by at least 2–5% relative to each other [11,
133]. Such a separation is based on the arrival time on the different conformations,
which yield gaussian distributions that might partially overlap, but are resolved at
the apex of each of the curves, thus allowing each conformation to be detected.
CCSs are particular useful for testing structural models, either generated in silico
or derived from protein structures solved by NMR spectroscopy or X-ray crystal-
lography, by calculating the theoretical CCS and comparing them with observed
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experimental values computed from drift time profiles [53, 56, 147, 148]. One of
the principal strengths of the IM-MS approach is its ability to observe, in an unbiased
way, co-existing species which differ in mass/charge or ion mobility, instead of just
providing aggregate values over the whole ensemble (see below). As such, IM-MS
provides a powerful tool to assess whether membrane proteins maintain their native
conformation in the gas phase, and to study their folding state and assembly topology
in response to the detergent and lipid environment. For a more detailed description
of the principles of IM, instrumentation and application, the reader is redirected to
several excellent reviews [11, 57, 133, 149].

2.5 Detergents protect membrane proteins in the gas
phase

The observation that natively reconstituted membrane proteins in detergent micelles
could not only survive the transfer to the gas phase, but also the seemingly harsh
conditions required to release them from their detergent cover, was a significant
one. The energy regime that is applied in order to set free IMPs from detergent
such as DDM would be sufficient to unfold most soluble proteins. So how is it
possible that weak, non-covalent interactions in membrane proteins are maintained,
whereas soluble protein complexes would already undergo dissociation under similar
conditions? Studies of the dissociation behavior of micelles have revealed that
the detergents are ejected by a process called detergent evaporation [135]. With
increasing energy, the detergent micelle is shrunk down in size and charge as
detergent molecules, often in pairs, are ejected from the remaining cluster. This
process – although taking place at a different pressure regime and stage in the mass
spectrometer – shows clear similarities to the desolvation of soluble proteins, where
collisional activation in the source would slowly increase the internal energy of the
system (‘heating’), if evaporative cooling of solvent did not counter this effect [150].
For soluble proteins, it is well documented that ‘native’ peaks are inevitably rather
broad, often showing distinctive tailing that is ascribed to residual solvent, buffer
and (counter-) ions [151, 152, 32, 153, 154], whereas narrow m/z signals can only
be achieved under more activating conditions which may already cause some partial
unfolding and/or dissociation of native protein.

Similar to how residual solvent is often found to remain bound under conditions
which maintain the native character of a soluble protein in native MS [30], the
attempt to completely remove detergents bound to membrane proteins can lead to
unwanted gas phase unfolding. Figure 2.3 shows the effect of an increased declus-
tering potential on the mechano-sensitive ion channel of large conductance (MscL).
This pentameric channel was natively reconstituted into triton X-100 detergent,
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Fig. 2.3: Extensive detergent removal might lead to IMP unfolding in the gas phase. A.
Residual detergent molecules guarantee the native conformation of pentameric
MscL in the gas phase. Although triton X-100 detergent clusters are not stable
in the gas phase, up to six triton X-100 molecules remain bound to the protein
and are resolved at 10 V trap collision energy (colored lines under each peak).
B. Under this mild declustering regime, the 17+ charge state of MscL is present
in a single, compact and native conformation over the whole range of detergent
adducts, with only a slight increase in CCS observed due to the number of bound
detergent molecules C. and D. Increasing the trap collision energy to 50 V does not
only lead to further detergent stripping and thus sharper peaks, but also induces
some partial protein unfolding. The additional, slightly extended conformation
visible in D. no longer resembles the native solution structure of the closed MscL
channel as determined by X-ray crystallography [137].

and the compact form observed under gentle conditions (Fig. 2.3A,B) matches
the CCS calculated from the X-ray structure of the closed state reasonably well
(4902 Å2 computationally vs 4861 Å2 experimentally difference) [137]. Under
conditions that favor increased declustering, at higher collision energies, narrower
peaks are obtained due to a reduced number of detergents bound (Fig. 2.3C), but at
the same time a second, more extended conformation appears in the IM plot (Fig.
2.3D), indicating that a fraction of the ions is already activated to an extent that
they partially unfold. In another study, the native form of the PagP aquaporin was
only observed for protein with a number of DDM molecules bound, whereas less
adducted peaks corresponded to a partial collapse of a flexible loop of the membrane
protein (rather than unfolding). The authors of this work conclude that evaporative
cooling caused by detergent release, rather than the presence of detergent itself
seems to actually prolong the lifetime of the native structure in the gas phase [136].
Investigations into the nature and behavior of detergents in the gas phase also
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gave insight into the charge states of detergent micelles, which lie well below the
Rayleigh limit for spherical objects [135]. This might explain why most membrane
proteins pick up less charge than would be predicted from observations made on
soluble proteins [146, 133]. Lower charge states might be beneficial for preserving
native-like conformations in the gas phase, as recently reported for charge-reduced
membrane proteins which displayed more compact structures [138, 155]. Similar to
observations for soluble proteins, IMPs seem to undergo expansion due to Coulombic
effects for higher charge states. This is the reason why for IM studies the lowest
charge state is typically selected as it is believed to represent the most native-like
conformation [57].

2.6 Gas phase unstable detergent clusters facilitate
IMP release under gentle conditions

Despite the obvious success of native MS with membrane proteins, questions arose on
the use of such high collision energies to remove detergent [139]. Was it possible to
guarantee native structures in the gas phase under such highly energetic conditions?
Even though protein complexes might maintain their oligomeric state, this does not
immediately imply that they have also retained their complete native fold. Although
IM can help to solve such questions, by comparison of an experimentally determined
CCS with the theoretical value derived from an X-ray structure, such an approach
cannot be taken when there is no high-resolution structure available yet. Especially
for membrane proteins that are too large or complex for study by NMR spectroscopy
or resist crystallization, the structural restraints that IM can generate might be much
sought after for the generation or validation of computational models [156, 157].

Recent studies have highlighted the role the gas phase properties of detergent
clusters play for the gentle release of membrane proteins in the mass spectrometer
[137, 138]. While stable micelles are formed in detergent solutions above the CMC,
thanks to a combination of attractive forces and the hydrophobic effect, the ability of
detergent molecules to form intermolecular hydrogen bonds was found to be decisive
for the gas phase stability of detergent clusters [137]. Micelles that are stabilized due
to an extensive hydrogen bond network between detergent molecules are much more
resistant to dissociation in the mass spectrometer, whereas the hydrophobic effect
is lost as a stabilizing factor in vacuo (Fig. 2.1). Triton X-100 is such a detergent
with low hydrogen bond capacity. Its micelles are mainly hydrophobically driven
and not stable in the gas phase, allowing release of protein such as MscL pentamers
at only 10V collisional activation, in contrast to detergents such as DDM which form
extensive hydrogen bond networks and require much higher levels of activation for
disassembly [137]. While the choice of detergent will of course mainly depend on
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the need to natively reconstitute the specific IMP in a detergent or lipid environment
which preserves its higher-order structure, the use of detergent which forms clusters
that are unstable in the gas phase (when possible) provides a robust platform for
the gentle release and study of folded membrane proteins.

The use of such gas phase-unstable detergent clusters has proven to be invaluable
for the study of the dynamic structures of IMPs, with IM-MS revealing changes in
the conformational ensemble of IMPs or changes in their stability upon lipid binding
in the gas phase [137, 138].

In an attempt to elucidate the gating mechanism of Msc, Konijnenberg et al. used
the ability of a number of charged drug molecules covalently bound in the pore to
effect structural transitions that imitate membrane tension-induced channel opening.
In this way, defined opening states could be prepared that are suitable for analysis
by EM, electron paramagnetic resonance, and native MS. Using the ability to not
only detect the oligomeric state of MscL, but also separate and characterize different
conformations simultaneously (Fig. 4A), the authors could detect stepwise opening
of the channel with increased numbers of charged drug molecules bound in the pore,
at the same overall charge state. When comparing the different hetero-oligomers
– each with a number of drug binding sites defined by the number of Cys mutant
subunits – the CCS is found to increase with the number of possible binding sites.
Interestingly, the CCS increases via population of well-defined states of increasing
size, thus suggesting that MscL gating occurs stepwise on its way to a fully open
conformation [137]. Comparing the experimentally determined CCS values with
those obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of MscL gating revealed that
the opening proceeds via an iris-like rotation of the transmembrane spanning helices
(see insets in Figure 2.4A).

In recent years, it has become increasingly apparent that the interactions of proteins
with specific lipids in the bilayer membrane are often crucial for their structure
and function. Mass spectrometry studies of detergent-solubilized IMPs may also
reveal lipids that remain bound under both solution (reconstitution) and gas phase
(detergent stripping) conditions. The observation that membrane proteins maintain
interactions with lipids even when removed from them with an excess of detergents
[146, 158], points towards a specific role for their presence. Recent exciting work by
Laganowsky et al. demonstrated convincingly using native IM-MS how specific lipids
can stabilize membrane proteins. By screening the interactions of the ammonium
channel AmbT with a range of different lipids, using gas phase unfolding studies,
phosphatidylglycerol (PG 18:1,16:1) was found to have a significantly higher stabi-
lizing effect (Fig. 2.4B,C). The importance of this approach is further highlighted
by the successful use of this lipid for protein crystallization. The X-ray structure of
AmbT shows how a specific loop interacts with PG, further illustrating the stabilizing
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Fig. 2.4: In combination with native MS, ion mobility is a powerful tool for the study
of dynamic structure of integral membrane proteins. A. By using a charged
compound (MTSET) which binds to cysteine residues in mutant subunits that form
heteropentameric MscL with w.t. subunits, up to five charges are placed inside the
pore, which causes gradual opening and concomitant flattening of the structure
similar to the effect of membrane pressure. Distinct intermediate opening states
can be characterized under gentle MS conditions [10 V CE (collision energy)] by
their collision cross section, and matched with structural models generated by
molecular dynamics (inset) indicating that opening of MscL occurs in an iris-like
rotation. B. Ion mobility spectrum of AmtB with 0–4 PG lipids bound at 175 V
CE. Increasing the amount of collisional activation allows to follow unfolding of
AmtB in the gas phase. C. Stabilizing effect of different lipids on AmtB. PG was
the only lipid that required significant higher collision energies to unfold AmtB,
thus indicating a specific interaction. PG binding also facilitated crystallization
of AmtB, and the X-ray structure shows that a loop comprised of residues 70–81
interacts with the lipid. As expected, mutating residues N72 and N79 to alanine
abolished this effect. Reproduced with permission from Laganowsky et al. (2014).

effect of the lipid. In the same study, the authors were also able to identify lipids
that stabilize the MscL and aquaporin Z channels and are known to be important
for their function. Taken together, these observations show how native IM-MS can
not only be used to study aspects of dynamic structure of membrane proteins, but
also as an important screening tool for specific lipid interactions with IMPs, thus also
furthering chances for successful membrane protein crystallization.
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2.7 Detergent-free native mass spectrometry of
membrane proteins

Although detergents have long been used to solubilize and study membrane proteins
in micelles, there is always a chance that they introduce a structural bias, as they
can only approximate the native, planar lipid bilayer environment of IMPs. Several
alternative approaches were recently introduced, but only nanodiscs, bicelles and
amphipols have so far been reportedly tested for their applicability in MS. A key
requirement for native MS, as for other biophysical and structural methods, is that
the protein is soluble and its higher-order structure stable in the chosen detergent,
amphipol or lipid-based reconstitution platforms.

Amphipols are amphiphatic, short polymers which wrap around the hydrophobic
transmembrane region of IMPs [159]. The number of amphipol molecules bound
depends on the size of the transmembrane domain of the protein or complex [160].
Amphipols bind membrane proteins rather tightly, albeit non-covalently, and solubi-
lize them in a stable environment without the need for detergents or lipids [161].
The tight binding of amphipols can however frustrate experiments which aim to
elucidate the higher-order structure of the embedded membrane proteins [162],
and IM-MS studies are further complicated due to the fact that amphipols are poly-
disperse in length [163]. Recent work compared the effectiveness of amphipols in
maintaining the native conformation of monomeric IMPs with the commonly used
detergent DDM [161]. The CCS observed for α-helical proteins was found to be close
to their theoretical values, suggesting that amphipols might be at least as good at
maintaining the native conformation of membrane proteins as detergents. The lower
charge states obtained with amphipols were suggested to be an important indicator
for non-denatured conformations [161]. Research on oligomeric IMPs solubilized
with amphipols however indicates that they might not be effective in maintaining
the correct oligomeric state of membrane proteins released in the gasphase [162],
possibly because interactions of amphipols with the protein are strong compared to
the interactions between the protein subunits themselves.

While lipid bilayers themselves form large heterogeneous structures and are there-
fore difficult to handle in MS, bicelles and nanodiscs are examples of more defined,
membrane-like reconstitution systems which are now increasingly being used in
structural studies. Bicelles are lipid bilayer discs (Fig. 2.5A) consisting of a mixture
of long-chain lipids [dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC)] which make up the bi-
layer, and short-chain detergent [3-(cholamidopropyl) dimethylamminio-2-hydroxy-
1-propanesulfonate (CHAPSO)] or short-chain lipid [dihexanoyl-phosphatidylcholine
(DHPC)] which form the edges around the hydrophobic tails of the lipids (Sanders
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Fig. 2.5: Membrane protein reconstitution into bilayers and nanodiscs is compatible with
native MS. IA. cartoon representation of the cross section of a bicelle with a
phospholipid bilayer (orange) and detergent cover (blue) surrounding the lipid disc
protecting the hydrophobic tails of the lipids. IB. in nanodiscs, the phospholipid
bilayer (orange) is protected by two rings of membrane scaffold proteins (MSP, red
circles) which shield the hydrophobic lipid tails and ensure relatively monodisperse
particles. II. Mass spectrometry of nanodiscs under activating conditions reveal
different charge states (10+ to 12+) of the intact nanodiscs which consist of two
copies of MSP1D1 (membrane scaffold protein D1) with a variable number of
DMPC lipids. The sizes of lipid clusters observed are in close agreement with the
theoretical value of 160 DMPC lipids per nanodisc.

and Prosser, 1998). Using a DMPC/CHAPSO mixture yields discs varying in diameter
from 20 to 40 nm and with a thickness of around 4 nm [164]. The diameter of the bi-
celles depends on the bicelle concentration present in solution, with larger diameters
at lower concentrations [165]. The native state of oligomeric proteins is stabilized
by bicelles of a larger diameter due to the increased space and reduced curvature of
the lipid bilayer [166]. Bicelle-reconstituted IMPs have been successfully analyzed
by native MS [162]. Diacylglycerol kinase (DgkA) released from bicelles by CID
was found to be in a compact state, implicated by the low and narrow charge state
distributions for monomer and trimer (2+ to 4+). When comparing these charge
states to DgkA solubilized in amphipol or detergent, where mainly monomer (3+ to
9+) and a small population of trimer (for amphipol, 5+ to 7+) was detected, the
use of bicelles seems to give rise to a more native-like state of the protein (Hopper
et al., 2013).

Nanodiscs, however, are - similar to bicelles - lipid bilayer discs, but stabilized
by a pair of stacked membrane scaffolding proteins (MSP) (Fig. 2.5A). MSPs are
all α-helical amphiphatic proteins which wrap around the edge of the discs, thus
protecting the hydrophobic tails of the lipids. Nanodiscs are fairly monodisperse
in diameter, ranging from 9.8 to 12.9 nm depending on the length of the MSP
used [167], and provide a suitable platform for IMP reconstitution. Native MS
experiments on ‘empty’ nanodiscs have confirmed their remarkable homogeneity,
and the number of lipids they contain (depending on the size of the nanodiscs)
was found to correlate very well with the expected number [168] (Fig. 2.5B).
In order to structurally characterize embedded membrane proteins, they have to
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be released from the nanodiscs using collisional activation (CID), as the varying
number of lipids and charges does not allow to resolve peaks of the intact particles.
Nanodiscs are reported to be very stable, and medium levels of collision energy
(200V) lead to ejection of only a small number of lipids. Further increase of the
collision energy, to 360– 400 V, causes disassembly of the MSP dimers and the
lipids fully dissociate, finally also releasing the embedded IMP [162]. Using DgkA
again, oligomeric protein was detected at relatively low charge states (6+ to 7+)
[162]. The fact that low charge states and the expected oligomeric sizes of IMPs are
observed when using nanodiscs highlights the potential of lipid bilayers as a platform
for membrane protein studies in native MS. Unfortunately, no IM data of proteins
released from bicelles or nanodiscs has been published yet. It is therefore difficult at
the moment to say which reconstitution system is more favorable for use in native
MS, depending on the type of protein under study. While charge state distributions
of released IMPs are not sufficient to judge the ‘nativeness’ of an approach (see
above), they suggest nevertheless that lower charge states are likely to correspond
to more native-like, compact structures. A recent IM spectrometry centered study
[161], which focuses on the effectiveness of amphipols and detergents in protecting
the native-like conformations of IMPs in the gas phase, indeed suggests that this
relationship still holds: at least forα-helical membrane proteins, amphipols yielded
lower charge states which also had more compact CCSs.

2.8 Outlook

Although MS has been used before to study intact membrane proteins for some time
[169], recent evidence suggests that aspects of their higher-order structure, such as
oligomeric distribution, conformational transitions or specific lipid binding, can be
examined by using native MS. This finding was a great breakthrough for membrane
protein studies, and has put IM-MS approaches in the focus of considerable recent
attention. Obtaining information on the oligomeric states of the protein is one
of the strengths of this approach, particularly when the protein is polydisperse or
structurally dynamic, while difficult to achieve with other methods. The ability
to detect and investigate specific lipid binding to IMPs opens a window to an
important field of protein-lipid interaction studies. Initial native MS experiments
were performed with detergent micelles as a reconstitution platform, and so far
the bulk of published work still uses this well-established approach, confirming its
popularity. Detergents however might not always provide the ideal environment for
the preservation of native structure in solution and in the MS experiment. Alternative
reconstitution systems such as amphipols, bicelles, and nanodiscs have shown to
hold great promise for membrane protein studies, particularly also in native MS
where the protein is set free from its membrane-like environment just prior to
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analysis. The most important factor however remains, despite all the recent exciting
developments in the use of native MS, that each different membrane protein has
its own individual character and dictates which native reconstitution system is
best suited to ensure correct folding and assembly for further in vitro or in vacuo
structural investigation.
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Abstract
The development of native mass spectrometry techniques for studying integral
membrane proteins have opened up new ways to gain structural information on
these challenging systems. Although many different platforms for solubilization
of integral membrane proteins are available, detergent are still most widely used
in mass spectrometry. There is however, little information available about the
behavior of detergent micelles in the gas phase, let alone on how they protect
integral membrane proteins against the seemingly harsh conditions that are required
for their release. Here we study the shape and sizes of detergent micelles in solution
before moving to a detergent embedded protein to study its release. We’ll show
how detergent evaporation is the dominant method of release and how this process
can be described using a statistical approach, which lies the base for predictions of
charge states of integral membrane proteins in the gas phase.
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3.1 Introduction

The application of native mass spectrometry as a tool for structural biology has taken
off during the last two decades [59, 11, 133]. One development that has sparked
particular interest and fascination has been the analysis of integral membrane protein
(IMP) assemblies by mass spectrometry [144, 139, 93]. This methodology relies
strongly on the ability to solubilize native membrane proteins outside of the lipid
bilayer prior to transferring them to the gas phase. Although various solubilization
systems – including bicelles, amphiphols and nanodiscs - are being employed, the
use of detergent micelles (fig. 3.1) remains the most popular method [162, 161].
But in spite of excellent results obtained with numerous integral membrane protein
(IMP) systems [170, 138, 137], the use of detergents for native mass spectrometry
might not be the most obvious choice as the detergent micelle might provide a less
native environment for the IMP than the lipid bilayers used in bicelles or nanodiscs.
However isolation of integral membrane proteins from the lipid bilayer requires
solubilization of the protein. As detergents are not only very effective at extracting
membrane proteins from the lipid bilayer, but also effective at stabilizing IMPs in
solution as well as cost effective, most IMPs are solubilized by detergents. As such
detergent solubilized membrane proteins are easily accessible for studies by mass
spectrometry. Despite the possible drawbacks of using detergents, the ease with
which membrane proteins are released from their detergent micelle compared to
other solubilization platforms probably contributes to its ongoing popularity in native
MS. Collision induced dissociation has so far been the main method of releasing
IMPs for detergent micelles, yet the precise mechanism by which this happens is not
fully understood yet. By increasing the internal energy of the IMP-detergent system,
due to collisions with the inert gas, detergent molecules are ejected. It is believed
that this process, which has been coined ‘detergent evaporation’ [135], resembles
that of the evaporation of solvent molecules in the initial vacuum stage of the mass
spectrometer [142]. This suggests that the release of detergent molecules from the
IMP-detergent complex also reduces the internal energy of the system (evaporative
cooling), thereby having a protective effect for the embedded protein. As many
detergent cluster embedded integral membrane protein complexes display extensive
heterogeneity in the gas phase, the study of detergent embedded IMPs by native
mass spectrometry has proven difficult. As a consequence native MS research has
focused on released membrane proteins after removal of detergents. The discrepancy
between the well-ordered – although still heterogeneous – detergent micelles in
solution and the extensive and rather aspecific detergent clusters observed in the
gas phase [171], leaves questions about the fate of detergent micelles in the gas
phase. Other open questions remain on the size of detergent micelles in the gas
phase when solubilizing IMPs, the charging of the protein-detergent complex and
even if the method of release is similar to that of “empty” detergent micelles. With
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Fig. 3.1: Cartoon representations of cross sections of detergent micelles for A. a spherical
“empty” detergent micelle B. a detergent micelle solubilizing an integral membrane
protein and C. the hypothetical structure for detergent clusters in the gas phase,
showing a hollow cavity in the middle.

the study of integral membrane proteins becoming more routine, and more and
more membrane protein complexes studied, so came the realization that not every
IMP can be released natively from detergent micelles. The recent observations that
it is beneficial for the release of integral membrane proteins to use charge reducing
agents [155], underlines the importance of a more thorough understanding of what
happens during the detergent evaporation process – especially with the charges
present on the protein-detergent complex. Here we investigate the process of IMP
release from detergent micelles. Starting from empty detergent micelles, we evaluate
how the behavior of micelles in the gas phase relates to that in solution. We then
extend our focus to a protein-detergent systems, and follow the release of detergents
by collision induced dissociation.

3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Characteristics of detergent clusters in the gas phase

To study the behavior of detergent micelles in the gas phase, three classes of deter-
gents with varying alkyl chain lengths were selected: two non-ionic sugar-based
detergents and one zwitterionic detergent with a phosphatecholine headgroup (table
3.1). We first investigated the cluster sizes of the detergent clusters in the gas
phase under a non-activating energy regime (See section 3.4.3 for instrumental
details), to minimize dissociation of detergent clusters in the vacuum of the mass
spectrometer. Figure 3.2 shows the mass spectrum and ion mobility contour plot for
the probably most widely used detergent dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM) at twice
the critical micelle concentration (CMC). Although the mass spectrum displays in-
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creasing complexity of the peaks due to overlapping m/z values for different cluster
sizes, these can be easily separated in ion mobility. Detergent clusters with similar
charge line up and thus allow for facile assignment of cluster sizes and separation of
overlapping species. Using IM-MS we determined the sizes of the detergent clusters
as summarized in table 3.1. Comparing these results to those given for detergent
micelles in solution, it immediately becomes apparent that the largest observed
detergent clusters in the gas phase exceed the maximum cluster size in solution (the
aggregation number of a detergent micelle). Aggregation numbers represent the
average number of detergents in a micelle in solution (table 3.1). Another interesting
observation is the fact that the cluster sizes for the detergents are continuous, i.e.
any intermediate size between a monomeric detergent and the largest detected
cluster size is observed. The intensities of these clusters decreases with increasing
charge (and thus cluster size). If we reason from a sample containing detergent
micelles in solution, we would expect to see smaller clusters (predominantly deter-
gent monomers and dimers) and intact micelles (with the usual variation in size)
in the gas phase. However no dominant intermediate cluster sizes are expected, as
are observed in the mass spectrum in figure 3.2. Larger cluster sizes for detergents
in solution have been reported as so called ‘premicelles’ by NMR experiments, but
only below or near the CMC value of a detergent [172]. However as we are working
well above (two times CMC) the CMC value for each detergent and subsequent
experiments at ten and 40 times CMC do not alter the spectrum observed, it seems
unlikely that these species stem from solution. The discrepancy between solution
and gas phase cluster sizes thus suggests a loss of regular micelle structure in the
gas phase.

Micelle formation in aqueous solution depends strongly on the length of the alkyl
chain, where detergents with a longer alkyl chain tail forms micelles at lower
concentrations. In addition detergents with a shorter alkyl chain form detergent
micelles consisting of a smaller number of monomers [173, 172]. If we assume that
detergent micelles in the gas phase are still spherical, the large variety in cluster
sizes observed suggests that upon entering the gas phase the solution structure of
detergent micelle is lost. Detergent micelles larger than their solution aggregation
number, would mean that the interior of the detergent micelles is partially empty,
something which in solution does not occur, as higher concentrations of detergent
well above the CMC rather lead to formation of more micelles than larger ones [174,
175, 176, 177]. Additional evidence for the loss of structure of detergent micelles in
the gas phase are the continuous range of cluster sizes observed, whereas it would
be expected that if solution structure was maintained only "intact" micelles and
fragments would be observed.

To further investigate the structure of detergent micelles in the gas phase, we
applied ion mobility to determine the collision cross sections (CCS) of the different
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Fig. 3.2: Detergent micelles are investigated by mass spectrometry and ion mobility in
the gas phase. Similarly charged detergent clusters line up in ion mobility, thus
allowing for facile assignment of detergent cluster sizes. The cluster sizes for the
first 5 charge states are assigned. Spectra were obtained using a sampling and
extraction cone of 1 V each with a source pressure of 6.5 mbar, with all other
voltages kept to a minimum.

cluster sizes. Ion mobility can be employed to study the topology of biomolecules by
comparing experimental CCS with theoretical CCS calculated from possible structural
geometries [95, 9, 60]. Figure 3.3 summarize the CCS of the different detergent
classes studied here as a function of their cluster sizes. It should be noted that there
was no effect of charge state on the CCS of the detergent clusters, i.e. a 3+ cluster of
20 molecules had a similar CCS than a 5+ cluster of 20 detergents. Comparing the
theoretical size of a detergent micelle to that of the detergent cluster sizes in the gas
phase confirms the loss of solution structure. Foschol12 forms micelles consisting of
around 54 detergents for a spherical shaped micelle. For a densely packed spherical
micelle (Fig. 3.1A) this would yield a CCS of 1543 Å2,(for calculation see section
3.4.4), whereas a CCS of 2110 Å2 is reported for the n=54 cluster of FosChol12. For
this CCS and assuming a spherical shape, the same calculation yields a diameter of
the alkyl chain length that exceeds that of a FosChol12 molecule by 3,98 Å, thus
suggesting a hollow cavity in the middle (see Fig. 3.1C). These observations are
independent of composition of the headgroup (fig. 3.2A) or alkyl chain length of a
detergent (Fig. 3.2B), but might be more closely related to the molecular volume of a
detergent. Detergents with a similar molecular volume (eg. FosChol12 (367Å3) and
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Tab. 3.1: Comparison of cluster sizes of maltoside (DM), Foscholine (FC) and glucopyra-
noside (GP) based detergent micelles in solution and the gas phase

Detergent Class Mol.
weight
(Da)

Mol.
volume
(Å3)

Conc. at
2x CMC

Solution aggre-
gation number
(taken from
Anatrace.com)

gas phase
maximal
cluster
size

8DM Non-ionic 454.4 426.89 39 mM 47 134
10DM Non-ionic 482.6 460.49 3.6 mM 69 197
12DM Non-ionic 510.3 494.09 0.3 mM 78-149 118
FC8 Zwitterionic 295.4 300.65 228 mM n/a 149
FC10 Zwitterionic 323.4 334.42 22 mM 24 159
FC12 Zwitterionic 351.5 367.86 3 mM 54 153
6GP Non-ionic 264.4 253.34 500 mM n/a 262
8GP Non-ionic 292.4 286.95 40 mM 27-100 >182
10GP Non-ionic 320.4 320.55 4.4 mM n/a 243
12GP Non-ionic 348.4 354.15 0.4 mM n/a 165

12GP (354 Å3)) display a similar growth in CCS per cluster size. When compared
to the theoretical geometries for detergent micelles in the gas phase, it becomes
apparent that the growth in CCS for increasing detergent cluster sizes display a
uniform spherical growth, although the increase in CCS is larger than corresponding
to the molecular volume of a single detergent molecule. As some of the earliest
work on the behavior of detergents in the gas phase was performed on inverse
micelles, which appeared to be stable [178] upon transfer to the gas phase, we
also investigated the possibilities of inverse micelle formation. Although inverse
micelles in solution are only formed in apolar solvents, which causes the polar
headgroups to point inwards and stick together, formation of such species during
the electrospray process cannot be ruled out. The ability of detergents to assemble
at the air-water interface (fig. 3.5) in combination with the electrospray process,
where larger droplets are slowly shrunk down, might induce artificial interactions
between the headgroups. If the hydrophobic tails would stick out of the droplet, this
might cause the formation of inverse micelles. Furthermore, the vacuum of the mass
spectrometer can be considered to be a "hydrophobic" environment itself, due to the
absence of water. When comparing the calculated CCS for inverse micelles to those
experimentally obtained, it becomes clear that inverse micelles would yield much
larger CCSs than either densely packed micelles or the CCS experimentally observed
and can thus be discarded as an explanation. Taken together, all evidence support
the loss of structure of densely packed micelles in the gas phase. This process most
likely proceeds via artificial oligomerization in the electrospray process followed by
a gas phase collapse to take the most energetically favourable conformation.

Charging of detergent clusters, especially when used to solubilize IMPs, recently
gained renewed interest [155]. With more and more reports of IMPs analyzed gas
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Fig. 3.3: Collision cross sections for detergent clusters in the gas phase reveal a uniform
spherical growth. Comparing the experimental CCS for detergent clusters to
theoretical CCS for densely packed micelles (Fig. 3.1A), reveals that detergent
clusters in the gas phase have lost their solution structure. A. Comparison of the
CCS of 3 different detergents (DDM in cyan; FC12 in red; 12-GP in navy) with a
12 carbon alkyl chain length. Theoretical values for each detergent are reported by
similarly colored continuous lines for spherical micelle growth and dashed lines for
inverse micelles. B. comparison of the effect of alkyl chain length (6-GP in black;
8-GP in red; 10-GP in navy; 12-GP in cyan) on the CCS of detergent clusters.

phase by native MS, it became apparent that not all IMPs could be released from
detergent micelles while maintaining their native fold. Although this could in part
be attributed to the levels of energy required to release the IMP from its detergent
micelle, the observation that adding charge reducing agents in solution could prevent
IMP unfolding in the gas phase suggested a critical role for charging of the IMP-
detergent complex. As the number of charges a protein is provided with during the
ESI process is crucial for soluble proteins to maintain a native fold [57], so will it
effect IMPs in the gas phase by causing unfolding due to Coulombic repulsion when
the protein carries too much charge. For IMPs it is even more difficult to predict
what causes the observed charge state distribution, as possible charge altering effects
are extended past the electrospray process and can also occur during detergent
stripping. Indeed recently it was shown that the type of detergent used to solubilize
an IMP can have a dramatic effect of the resulting charge state distribution [179].
To gain a better understanding of charging of IMP-detergent clusters in the gas phase
we started from detergent without IMP and looked at how charge increases as a
function of cluster size. With the headgroup of the detergents making up the surface
of the detergent micelle in solution – and the knowledge that charging of proteins
is strongly correlated to their surface area (see chapter 1) – a comparison of the
three different headgroups here yields large differences in charging in the gas phase
(Fig. 3.4A). Interestingly the closely related detergents 12GP and DDM (1 and 2
pyranoside groups respectively) show a significant difference in charge per mass
range, whereas FC12 displays a similar growth in charge per mass range as DDM. As
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might be expected the effect of the tail length on the charging of detergent clusters
in the gas phase can be neglected (Fig. 3.4B), as they are not solvent exposed during
the ESI process and due to their hydrophobic nature do not contain any ionizable
sites, making it unlikely that they will obtain charge. One possible reason why
detergent clusters in the gas phase tend to be lower charged than dictated by the
Rayleigh limit for a spherical water droplet of similar dimensions or the empirically
derived charging of globular proteins, might be the lowered surface tension of the
droplet due to the presence of detergents. A lower surface tension would mean that
during the electrospray process – provided it proceeds via the charge residue model
(see chapter 1) - droplets undergo fission at a lesser charge density, thus leading to
lower charged droplets. Although lower average charges have been reported for
polyethylene glycol-based detergents by comparing the CS distribution of a soluble
protein in absence and presence of the detergent, similar experiments with sugar-
based detergents did not yield a lowered CS for the protein [179]. Another possibility
is that ionization of detergents is energetically unfavorable, such as for example the
glucopyranose groups of DDM, where it is difficult to place an additional proton. As
IMPs released from detergent micelles tend to be equally or slightly lower charged
than soluble globular proteins [146], it is interesting to assess the contribution of
the detergent micelle to the final charge state distribution of an IMP. Solubilizing
IMPs with detergents means an increase in surface area of the protein-detergent
complex as the hydrophobic regions of the IMP are covered by detergents. As such
the observation that detergents are charged well below the Rayleigh limit might
be one of the key factors in allowing IMPs to maintain their native conformations
in the gas phase. As detergents are removed, charge most likely remains with the
protein due to the relative large surface area of the protein compared to that of a
detergent. For folded (globular) soluble proteins such effects are irrelevant, because
they do not have an artificially large surface area - caused by the detergent micelle
surrounding the IMP – during the electrospray process. With all evidence suggesting
a discrepancy between the organization of detergents in solution and the gas phase,
the key question remains where such rearrangements are induced. As the spectra
for detergent clusters in the gas phase closely relate to other clusters (e.g. for
salts) formed in highly concentrated solutions, it seems likely that the detergent
clusters are generated during the electrospray process. If rearrangements occur
during the electrospray process the characteristic of single detergent molecules to
assemble at the air-water interface might lie at the base of the observed cluster sizes.
Figure 3.5A describes how desolvation during the electrospray process might cause
detergent clusters observed in the gas phase to be larger than those for detergent
micelles in solution. During the desolvation process the droplet shrinks which forces
the detergents at the air-water interface to interact with the detergent micelle. As
the hydrophobic effect is lost in the gas phase and hydrogen bonds become more
energetically favorable, the headgroups of the detergents from the micelle and those
at the surface interact and form a more extended cluster, which due to the shape of
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Fig. 3.4: Charging of detergent clusters in the gas phase. A. The effect of different head-
groups (DDM in cyan; CF12 in red; 12-GP in navy) on the charging of detergent
clusters. Grey lines indicate the charging according to the Rayleigh limit for
a spherical droplet of similar mass (solid line) and the experimentally derived
charging of globular proteins (dashed line). Observed gas phase cluster sizes are
indicated by the numbers in corresponding colors. B. The effect of alkyl chain
length of GP detergents (6-GP in black; 8-GP in red; 10-GP in navy) on the charging
of detergent clusters.

the droplet is forced to take on a spherical shape. A similar mechanism for smaller
detergent oligomers (Fig 3.5B) can explain why such a broad range of detergent
cluster sizes is observed. It should be noted that such an explanation relies on the
relatively high concentration of detergent molecules present, which leads to such
aspecific interactions in the electrospray process, as described in detail in chapter
1. Provided that the concentrations are above the CMC, the spectra for detergents
by MS seem to be unaffected by the concentration of detergents in solution, i.e.
the spectra for a two times CMC detergent solution are similar as for a 40 times
CMC solution. Furthermore such a mechanism fails to explain why there is a more
continuous distribution of cluster sizes, whereas one would expect values that are
centered around the aggregation number of the detergent.

3.2.2 Gas phase behavior of DDM-embedded BLG

Having assessed the behavior of detergent micelles upon entering the gas phase, we
then turned to investigating if this behavior was altered by the presence of a protein.
As typical integral membrane protein-detergent systems are often too heterogeneous
to follow their release in detail, we chose the whey protein β-lactoglobulin (BLG)
from bovine milk. BLG is a 18.3 kDa protein that belongs to the lipocalin family.
It consists of an eight stranded antiparallel β-barrel, which is flanked by an alpha
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Fig. 3.5: Suggested mechanism for scrambling of detergent cluster sizes in the electrospray
process. A. cartoon representation of how hollow detergent clusters are formed
during the electrospray process and B. suggested explanation for the continuous
range of detergent cluster sizes observed.

helix (see figure 3.9). The central calyx of the β-barrel serves as a binding pocket
for several hydrophobic ligands, including vitamin D2 and retinol [180]. In spite
of being a soluble protein, BLG has been shown to interact with lipid bilayers. It
appears that BLG does not fully insert into the bilayer, but rather partially embeds
itself [181]. These observations have led to a possible role for BLG as a transporter
for the aforementioned ligands across the membrane [181]. BLG interacts with
many different detergents, which depending on the detergent type either leads to
aggregation, dimerization or the formation of a detergent micelle [182]. Although
DDM forms a (partial) micelle with BLG, it should be noted that it is unknown which
region is embedded or even to what extend BLG is encapsulated. Most research so
far has focused around the aggregation properties of BLG with ionic detergents, as
understanding of this process is important for the food industry [182].

Figure 3.6 shows the spectrum of BLG-DDM clusters in the gas phase at low collision
energies. Under these conditions BLG is at least partially embedded within a micelle.
Using ion mobility-mass spectrometry we can separate the signals from empty
DDM clusters from those of the DDM embedded BLG based on their drift time (fig.
3.6). The resulting spectrum of DDM embedded BLG allows for facile assignments
of charge state and DDM cluster size. The charge states observed for detergent
embedded BLG are 8+ to 14+ with DDM clusters ranging from 1 (8+) up to 77
(14+). The mass range encompassed by each charge state of the DDM-embedded
BLG compared to either empty DDM clusters or soluble BLG reveals an increase in
charge state upon DDM binding. For a protein the size of BLG a maximum charge
of 10.5 is expected - based on the Rayleigh limit for a water droplet of similar size
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Fig. 3.6: Ion mobility of BLG-DDM detergent complexes in the gas phase. A. Ion mobility of
BLG-DDM allows for separation of BLG-DDM clusters from empty DDM clusters.
Highlighted area (in blue) represents the signals from the BLG-DDM clusters in the
gas phase. Bottom panel shows the full spectrum without any filtering based on
drift times in ion mobility B. Extracted mass spectrum from the highlighted area
in A. C. Heat map representation of the relation between BLG-DDM cluster size
and charge obtained from the extracted spectrum in B. using the Unidec software
[183].
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- however, globular proteins tend to only charge up to 90-70 % of this value (Fig.
3.7). For soluble BLG a charge state distribution ranging from 7+ to 9+ is observed,
which on average lies slightly below those expected for a globular protein. The
increase in charge state upon binding DDM is interesting as it suggest that - provided
there are no structural rearrangements upon embedding in the DDM micelle - charge
is also carried by the detergent micelle. When compared to charging of "empty" DDM
clusters, it should be noted that even with extensive clusters sizes (n=83, 14+) of
DDM surrounding BLG the BLG-DDM clusters remain relatively highly charged. This
suggests a large contribution from BLG in the form of solvent accessible surface area
where charge can be located, which is in correspondence with only a small part of
BLG being embedded. If charge would be predominantly allocated on the detergent
micelle surrounding BLG, it would be expected that much lower charge states are
observed, as is demonstrated in figure 3.3 and 3.5 for "empty" detergent clusters.
Indeed it has been shown that the degree of embedding and charge state for IMPs
are related [158].

When non-activating conditions are applied the BLG-DDM complexes are very het-
erogeneous in composition, similar to the behavior of empty detergent clusters in the
gas phase. To investigate this in more detail, we applied ion mobility to obtain CCS
of BLG-DDM complexes as a function of cluster size and charge state. The smallest
observed BLG-DDM complex consists of BLG bound to a single DDM molecule and
has eight charges and a CCS of 2227 Å 2 (Fig. 3.8). This is significantly larger than
the theoretical CCS of free BLG with eight charges, which is 2030 Å2. Additional
binding of DDM molecules increases the observed CCSs in a linear fashion, yielding
a CCS for the BLG-DDM14 complex of 2601 Å2. Similar trends are observed for
the 9+ and 10+ clusters. The increase in CCS per added DDM detergent to BLG
is much smaller than observed for “empty” DDM clusters or the theoretical growth
of a densely packed spherical micelle (figure 3.1A and 3.3A) added to the CCS
of BLG. Recently it was shown that individual detergent molecules might migrate
over the protein from the hydrophobic regions to more polar regions on the protein
[184]. As the hydrophobic effect is lost in the gas phase, such migrations might
be energetically favorable due to formation of interactions between the headgroup
of the detergent and the protein (e.g. via hydrogen bonds). Such a re-orientation
of detergents on the protein surface could explain why the observed CCS for the
BLG-DDM clusters are smaller than predicted, especially when taken into account
that in absence of a protein, “empty” detergent clusters were shown to display a loss
of structure and undergo an increase in CCS for what would be expected based on
their molecular volume. Alternatively, these results could be explained by a specific
interaction between the protein and DDM assembly that stabilizes the detergent clus-
ters. However, without the extent of the surface of BLG covered by DDM detergents
in solution known, such conclusions remain speculative. Finally, it should be noted
that other than for “empty” DDM clusters – which have CCSs that are independent
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Fig. 3.7: Comparison of charging of BLG (black), DDM (navy) and BLG-DDM clusters (red)
as a function of molecular weight. Grey and dotted line represent charging of a
droplet of similar size according to the Rayleigh limit or an experimentally derived
curve for globular proteins respectively, assuming spherical growth.

of charge – BLG-DDM seems rather sensitive for Coulombic unfolding due to charge
repulsion, as there is a sharp increase (+123 Å2 for 9+ and +130 Å2 for 10+ )
in CCS upon adding an additional charge. Although BLG represents a well-folded
protein structure in solution, which is furthermore stabilized by several disulfide
bridges, a similar increase is observed for the 7+ and 8+ charge state of soluble
BLG.

3.2.3 Probing the location of the detergent micelle embedding BLG

As little information is available on the interaction of BLG with DDM, we attempted
to probe the area of BLG that is covered by detergent molecules. Solution labelling
approaches such as fast photochemical oxidation of proteins (FPOP) are very suitable
for probing differences in protein structure or protection of certain regions. In FPOP
low concentrations of H2O2 are added to a protein solution and irradiated by a
pulsed laser to generate hydroxyl radicals. These radicals can interact with the side
chain of surface exposed residues yielding predominantly a mass addition of 16
Da. Although in principle all side chains can react, the reaction rates for different
amino acids differ significantly. By adding a quenching reagent (L-glutamine in
this case) the lifetime of the radicals can be limited to approximately 1 µs, thus
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Fig. 3.8: Collision cross sections for BLG-DDM clusters (8+ in black; 9+ in red, 10+ in
navy) in the gas phase compared to a random growth of a DDM micelle on the
surface of a BLG protein based on experimentally derived CCS for “empty” DDM
cluster growth (black dots) and a compact spherical micelle growth (cyan line).

being faster than most conformational changes within a protein. As the induced
modifications are covalent, the sample can be analyzed by bottom-up proteomics
approaches and sequencing by CID, without the fear of losing any modifications.
Similar to how FPOP can be used for epitope mapping of protein interactions by
comparing differences in oxidation of certain regions of a protein [185], it can also
be used to determine which regions are membrane embedded [113]. We observed
several oxidation sites for BLG in absence of DDM, all of which were located on the
surface of the protein, suggesting a folded structure (Fig. 3.9). When compared to
FPOP on BLG in presence of DDM, we observe little difference to BLG without DDM
present. Although these results allow us to exclude several regions, it still remains
unclear which region is embedded. Similarly, these results suggest that no large
structural rearrangements occur upon embedding of BLG in DDM micelles. Such
observations had previously been established for the central calyx of BLG [180, 186,
182].
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Fig. 3.9: Analysis of oxidation sites on BLG and DDM embedded BLG reveals little difference
in oxidation patterns, suggesting no large structural changes. Observed tryptic
peptides are displayed in bold, with oxidation sites colored red.

3.2.4 Investigating the mechanism of detergent removal in the gas
phase

Subsequently we investigated the possible influence of collisional activation on
the structure of BLG. Upon increasing the trap collision energy to 50 V collisional
activation, BLG is fully released from its partial DDM micelle. The complexity of
the spectrum is reduced significantly, resulting in singly charged DDM monomers
and dimers (not shown) and a 6+ to 11+ charge state envelope of BLG (fig. 3.8).
Interestingly the spectrum is not significantly different from that of BLG in 25 mM
ammonium acetate, with average charge states of 7.74 for BLG in ammonium acetate
and 7.95 for BLG from BLG-DDM clusters. Starting from a maximum of 14 charges
on the BLG-DDM complexes, this is a significant reduction in the number of charges
upon detergent stripping. Based on these charges it can be seen that BLG can be
released natively from its detergent micelle without too much effect of Coulombic
unfolding. If higher average charges were observed the apparent susceptibility of
BLG to Coulombic unfolding (as mentioned earlier), would already prevent the
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Fig. 3.10: Comparison of the charge state distribution of BLG (top) from 25 mM ammonium
acetate and (bottom) from 25 mM ammonium acetate supplemented with DDM
at 10 times CMC and 50 V of collisional activation applied.

release of native conformations of BLG, even without taking any possible disruptive
effects of the collisional activation required for the release of BLG. The degree of
surface of a protein covered by detergents has been linked to the susceptibility for
unfolding due to collisional activation [92]. Due to the small area that is covered by
a DDM micelle in solution it is thus not unthinkable that although having a similar
charge to native BLG, the energy required to strip the detergents from the protein is
enough to induce unfolding. Indeed IM of BLG released from DDM micelles revealed
CCS significantly bigger than observed for BLG without activation.

Since the BLG-DDM system allowed us to determine charge states and the sizes of
different BLG-DDM clusters, it provided us with a good system for investigating
the gas phase release of membrane proteins by CID. As analysis of isobaric species
(different cluster sizes of BLG-DDM with different charge but similar m/z values)
leads to interference with the analysis, ion mobility-mass spectrometry allowed
detection of unique BLG-DDM complexes (Fig. 3.6A) of m/z values that were
exclusive to only one [BLG-DDMm]n species, which could then be selected by
the quadrupole for further investigations. This approach allows us to monitor the
detergent stripping process under increasing levels of collisional activation. A typical
example of a specific m/z species is the [DDM24-BLG]10+ charge state. Upon
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Fig. 3.11: Release of BLG from a partial DDM micelle upon applying increasing levels of
collisional activation. Spectrum on top of the graph corresponds to the boxed
area and has several dominant peaks in the spectrum annotated.

isolation and mild agitation by CID we predominantly see the precursor and at
lower m/z regions a sequence of peaks that already show the removal of single
uncharged DDM molecules, whereas at higher m/z values a corresponding series of
peaks is observed, however here we observe the removal of a singly charged DDM
molecule (Fig. 3.11). For both of these series it goes that they grow more intense
with increasing collisional activation. Above 42 V collision energy we start to observe
the fully stripped BLG stemming from removal of individual DDM molecules. Figure
3.11 shows the spectrum at 46 V collision energy, where both stripped BLG as well
as BLG-DDM clusters can still be observed. Although we started from a single charge
state, it is interesting to observe that for the detergent stripped BLG a broad charge
state distribution is observed, showing the heterogeneity in charge that detergent
stripping induces.
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3.2.5 A modelistic approach for micellular release

The broad charge state observed after releasing BLG from a single charge state of a
BLG-DDM cluster (Fig. 3.11) prompted us to further look into the ability of detergent
evaporation to remove charge from the remaining IMP. Since all of the intermediate
cluster sizes were observed equally upon increasing the collision energy, this suggests
that detergent evaporation is occurring, and likely to be the dominant process for
release of IMP-detergent complexes. This process has already been proposed based
on data obtained from MS/MS studies of detergent micelles without protein present
[171]. As all intermediate cluster sizes were observed, it can be assumed that
detergents predominantly leave as monomers, although evidence exists that for
detergent clusters originating from protein-free micelles, detergents tend to pair
up before being ejected [135]. Starting from a protein/detergent cluster precursor
with n detergents and m charges, [BLG:DDMn]m+ , each step in the evaporation
process leading to the fully stripped BLG can be described by either one of these two
options: a single detergent is removed by neutral loss ([BLG:DDMn−1]m+) or ejected
carrying a single charge ([BLG:DDMn−1]m−1+). This leads to a probabilistic tree
that grows in complexity with increasing DDM cluster precursor size (fig 3.12A). The
probability tree represents a hypergeometric model used to describe the transition
of a charged BLG/DDM cluster, which is produced in the electrospray process, to
the free charged BLG protein, released in the gas phase. In this model the total
number of events is governed by the number of detergents attached to BLG, whereas
a successful event is considered as the release of a detergent carrying charge. The
number of successful events can thus be measured as the resulting average charge
state of the fully released BLG. To test if such a model holds any predictive power
regarding the reduction in charge in the detergent stripping process, we selected
different cluster sizes all with the same charge in the quadrupole and subjected
them to collision induced dissociation to release BLG. Figure 3.12B and C shows
the average charge states observed for released BLG stemming from 9+ charged
BLG-DDM complexes with different numbers of DDM bound. By assuming that
the probabilities for each additional detergent loss are cumulative, it is possible to
calculate all the transition probabilities within the probability tree. Figure 3.12D
shows the sum of the probabilities for each DDM cluster size to lose one or more
charges. As a proof of principle these results show that it is feasible to follow the
release of a membrane protein from its detergent micelle. Having seen the effect
of the headgroup on the charging behavior of different detergents, it would be
interesting to repeat these experiments and see if different detergents yield different
probabilities for ejecting charged detergents. Such differences could lead to a better
understanding of the properties that are favorable for detergents employed in native
mass spectrometry. Although it seems that the number of detergent-IMP complexes
that can be studied without disruption of the micelle is limited, such limitations
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Fig. 3.12: Following charge reduction of BLG-detergent clusters due to detergent loss. A.
Scheme displaying detergent evaporation mechanism as a hypergeometrical
distribution. B. Observed average charge states (red dots) for released BLG with
increased DDM cluster size alongside modelled average charge states (black
squares) based on the mechanism described in A. C. Mass spectra of BLG charge
state distributions after release from a 9+ precursor with a fixed number of
detergents (indicated by the red numbers on the side). D. Extracted probabilities
for charge loss (0,-1,-2,-3 and -4 charges in black, red, cyan, navy and grey
respectively) in detergent evaporation with increasing DDM cluster size.

might be due to the desolvation on Q-TOF instruments used for most studies, that do
not allow for identification of individual cluster sizes. Results on integral membrane
proteins in a lipid bilayer (nanodiscs) studied on orbitrap type instruments have
shown that IMPs can be studied while remaining embedded in a lipid bilayer [183].
Furthermore it is not unthinkable that the results presented here can contribute to
correlating the resulting charge state distribution of the IMP after release to the
degree of embedding of IMPs in solution and thus provide a new piece of structural
information.

3.3 Conclusion

Investigations into the behavior of empty detergent micelles in the gas phase prompt
us to think about what micelles in the gas phase are. Albeit found to be spherical,
detergent clusters in the gas phase account for any possible cluster size and even
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appear to be generally much larger than the aggregation number in solution. If these
clusters are still the ordered systems that they were in solution, it would mean that
they have a hollow cavity. Since calculations show that their diameter exceeds up to
twice their alkyl chain length, one can assume that this order is lost upon transfer
to the gas phase. Even with the origin of the detergent clusters in the gas phase
not fully understood, it remains remarkable that non-covalent interactions within a
membrane complex can be maintained under the conditions required for the release
of the complex. Stripping of the detergents from the protein is facilitated by heavy
agitation, although some exceptions apply as will be discussed in chapter 4. This
energy seems to be largely transferred to the ensemble of detergent molecules rather
than the membrane complex, and we show that it proceeds largely via removal of
single detergents. With the renewed interest in charging of IMPs in the gas phase,
we then turned to investigate the effect of charge loss in the detergent evaporation
process. The amount of charge an IMP might retain during the detergent evaporation
process is crucial for maintaining native conformations as it might prevent Coulombic
unfolding of IMPs. We showed an analysis of how protein-detergent complexes are
charged in the gas phase prior to detergent removal. The sole fact that detergent
clusters tend to be lower charged than proteins, might be a critical condition for
maintaining the native conformations of IMPs in the gas phase. Although this
protective effect is strongly depended on the degree of embedding, the resulting
charge state for IMPs after release might be lower than for soluble proteins. This has
the advantage that IMPs experience lower Coulombic repulsion, thus favoring native
conformations to be maintained. These results can be directly linked to previous
observations that IMPs with more of their surface embedded in detergent micelles
are better protected against unfolding in collisional activation. As exposed regions
of the protein charge up more than detergent embedded regions, this could mean
a higher net charge per mass. A higher charge makes collisional activation more
effective and could thus explain previous results. Finally we proposed a method that
allows for investigation of the charge reducing effect of detergent evaporation from
protein/detergent clusters. Although only applied to one protein and one type of
detergent, the methodology described here can hold great promise to compare the
charge reducing effect of different detergents. Together with the ease of releasing
the IMP from its detergent micelles (see chapter 4), the charge reducing capacity
of a detergent might be crucial for maintaining native IMP conformations in the
gas phase. Although it should be noted that for many IMP systems the choice of
detergent is restricted to what the IMP tolerates, a more thorough understanding
will be beneficial when working towards a general methodology for studying IMPs in
the gas phase, which will greatly benefit high throughput studies. As we have shown
that as IMP-detergent clusters are higher charged than the released IMP, ejected
detergents often leave as charged molecules. This observation in combination with
that of others which have shown that the choice of detergent can significantly affect
the resulting charge state distribution of a released IMP, suggests that the ability
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of an ejected detergent to take charge along when being ejected is responsible for
the observed charge state of an IMP. As such, this work lies the basis for further
investigations into the charge reducing capabilities of different detergent classes in
relation to maintaining native protein conformations in the gas phase.

3.4 Method and materials

3.4.1 Detergent micelle preparations

All detergents were purchased from Anatrace (Maumee, OH, USA) at “Anagrade”
quality. Detergents powders were dissolved in MQ grade water to a final concentra-
tion of twice the critical micelle concentration for that detergent, and vortexed for
20 seconds. For several detergents this process was repeated at 10x and 40x CMC,
to see if any changes in the spectra were obtained.

3.4.2 Preparation of detergent embedded BLG

Bovine beta-lactoglobulin (ID:L0130) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA) and dissolved in MQ grade water to a final concentration of 54 µM.
BLG was subsequently diluted using MQ grade water and a 40x CMC solution of
dodecyl-β-D-Maltoside to a final concentration of 20 µM BLG and 10x CMC of DDM
(protein:detergent ratio of 1:80). Lowering the concentration of detergent led to less
association of DDM to BLG, whereas increasing the concentration of DDM to 40x
CMC did not yield any difference in the spectra obtained. Samples were subsequently
incubated for one hour at room temperature, prior to analysis.

3.4.3 ion mobility-mass spectrometry and CCS determination

All ion mobility-mass spectrometry was performed on a commercially available
Synapt G2 HDMS mass spectrometer (Waters, Manchester, UK). Samples were in-
troduced into the vacuum of the mass spectrometer using gold-coated borosilicate
glass capillaries prepared in-house. Critical voltages throughout the instrument were
sampling cone 1V, extraction cone 1V, trap collision energy 4 V (unless indicated
otherwise), trap DC bias 42 V and transfer collision energy 0.5 V. Pressures through-
out the instrument were 6.50 mbar, 4.46 E−2 mbar, 1.44 E3, 3.05 mbar and 4.30
E−2 mbar for source, trap collision cell, helium cell, ion mobility cell and transfer
collision cell respectively. Ion mobility spectra of “empty” detergent clusters were
calibrated against CCS of DDM clusters measured on a linear Synapt G2 ion mobility
instrument, which allows for absolute CCS determination [10]. CCS of BLG-DDM
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clusters were calibrated against CCS of native proteins as determined by the same
instrument [10].

3.4.4 CCS calculations of theoretical micelle sizes

As there is no “empty” space within a spherical micelle, it can be reasoned that
the length of the alkyl chain is equal to the diameter of the micelle. The radius
can then be calculated by assuming that C-C radius length of the alkyl chain to be
1.54 Å under a tetrahedral bonding angle (109 ◦), which yields a length of 1,54 sin
(109,54/2)=1,26 Å. However as the final methyl group in the alkyl chain takes more
space with a radius of 2.1 Å, we get:

lmax = 1, 26(NC−1) + 2, 1

where lmax gives the chain length as a functon of carbons present (NC) or simpli-
fied

lmax = 1.26NC + 0.84

The cross section of a sphere is given by

A = π ∗ r2

however to convert this to a CCS (in Å2) we need to take into account the radius
of the ion mobility gas rN2 . Thus the CCS (ω) for a spherical object with radius r is
given by:

ω = π(r + rN2)2

To calculate the contribution of each headgroup to the sphere one can use the
“oil drop model” to calculate the surface contribution of each individual detergent.
The oil drop model assumes that the interior of the micelle is a droplet of liquid
hydrocarbon with the density of the corresponding hydrocarbon liquid. Looking up
the densities for alkanes as a function of alkyl length it can be calculated that the
volume (V) of a micelles containing m detergents (and thus alkyl molecules), given
by:

V = (27.4 + 26.9NC) ∗m

Given that the volume of a sphere equals

4/3πr
3

we can solve m for

m =
4/3πr

3

1, 26NC + 0.84
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From here to calculate the surface area per monomer (S/m) we need to multiply
both sides by the surface area of a sphere, given as:

S = 4πr2

thus giving:
S/m = 3(27, 4 + 26.9NC)

(1, 26Nc+ 0.84)

Solving this equation yields that additional DDM molecules give an additional
increase of the surface of the sphere of 65.8 Å2, making it hollow on the inside. We
can then use the relation between the surface of the headgroup of a single detergent
and the surface of a sphere to calculate the cross sections of inverse micelles.

ri = (65, 8m
4π )1/2

gives the inner radius of the sphere. Including the chain length of the alkyl chain
gives the radius of the complete sphere, thus yielding

ω = π((65, 8m
4π )1/2) + 1.26Nc+ 0.84 + rN2)2

As the spacing between the detergent alkyl chains might be larger than the diameter
of the mobility gas (> 2Å for N2) this (as the mobility gas might miss the detergent
cluster) would lead to an overestimation of the CCS by this model for especially the
smaller detergent clusters. However, it can be questioned if for smaller detergent
numbers an inverse micelle would be a favorable configuration.

3.4.5 Fast Photochemical Oxidation of Proteins

FPOP samples containing the protein (10 µM BLG or 10 µM BLG in 10 times CMC
DDM), 20 mM L-glutamine, 0.02 % H2O2 and 10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0)
were injected at a flow rate of 20 µL/min through a 100 µm fused silica capillary
with a window etched at the point of laser irradiation. A laser with an energy of 100
mJ was fired at a frequency of 15 Hz. Under these conditions it is estimated that
approximately 20% of the sample is not irradiated. Sample was collected in a tube
containing 20 µL of a 1 µM catalase and 100 mM L-Met solution. Samples were
subsequently stored at -80 ◦C until analyzed. For the tryptic digest samples were
reduced with 2 µL of 500 mM TCEP per 100 µg protein and reduced for 1 hour at
55 ◦C. Subsequently free cysteines were carboxymethylated with 5 µL iodoacetic
acid at 375 mM concentration per 100 µg protein. After a 30 minute incubation at
room temperature, 6 volumes of icecold aceton was added to precipitate the protein
and left overnight at – 20 ◦C. Samples were centrifuged at 8000 x g at 4 ◦C for 10

min followed by removal of the aceton. The remaining pellet was dissolved in 100
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µL 200 mM TEAB and 2,5 µg trypsin per 100 µg protein was added. Sample was
incubated overnight at 37 ◦C and subsequently frozen at -20 ◦C prior to analysis.

3.4.6 Calculation of transition probabilities in detergent stripping

From the measured data we can determine the empirical chances of the transition
from state H[m,9] to state H[0,n] where the charge state (n) is smaller or equal to 9
charges and the cluster size (m) between 1 and 20 detergents. The only problem
here is that due to overlapping peaks in m/z we cannot obtain datapoints for all
cluster sizes (m).

For the missing cluster sizes we have to make an estimate for those transition chances.
Looking at the transition chances, it is likely to assume that for each number m the
transition change from state H[m,9] to state H[0,n] behaves like a Gauss curve.
Such assumption is further reinforced by the fact that charge state distributions in
the electrospray process are Gaussian-like.

For all m-values for which we have data, we determine the parameters µ and σ

based on the observed charge states after detergent release to describe a Gauss curve.
Looking at the patterns for these µ and σ values we estimated the Gauss curves for
the missing m-values by fitting the µ with a 4th degree polynomial and the sigma’s
by a lineair polynomial. From these curves we can now predict a Gauss curve for all
cluster sizes for the transition chances from state H[m,9] to state H[0,n] in the range
of 1<=m<=20 and 0<=n<=8.

Using these transition chances we determined all transition chances from state H[m,i]

to state H[m−1,i] or from state H[m,i] to state H[m−1,i−1]. For example we want to
know the transition chance fromH[m,9] to H[m−1,9]. Through the transition chances
we obtained we have both the chance from state H[m,9] to state H[0,9] and the chance
from state H[m−1,9] to state H[0,9]. We also know that the state H[m,9] in one step
either goes to H[m−1,9] or H[m−1,8]. Therefore the chance from state H[m,9] to state
H[0,9] is equal to:

PH[m,9]→H[0,9] = PH[m,9]→H[m−1,9]PH[m−1,9]→H[0,9]+PH[m,9]→H[m−1,8]PH[m−1,8]→H[0,9]

As for each cluster size H[m,9] only transitions to H[m−1,9] or H[m−1,8] are observed -
as isolation in the mass spectrometer does not allow either n or m to increase, we
can make the transition of PH[m−1,8]→H[0,9] equal to zero. Thus we can conclude
that the chance from state H[m,9] to state H[0,9] must be equal to:

PH[m,9]→H[0,9] = PH[m,9]→H[m−1,9]PH[m−1,9]→H[0,9]
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As we also know PH[m−1,9]→H[0,9] we can conclude:

PH[m,9]→H[m−1,9] =
PH[m,9]→H[0,9]
PH[m−1,9]→H[0,9]

And we have determined the chance of the transition of state H[m,9] to H[m-1,9]
and therefore the transition chance of state H[m,9] to H[m−1,8] which must be 1-the
chance of the transition of state H[m,9] to H[m−1,9]. Using several of these arguments
we can determine all transition chances from state H[m,i] to state H[m−1,i] or from
state H[m,i] to state H[m−1,i−1] for each number i<=9. Note that to do this we made
a few assumption of some chances being 1 or 0 for some small m, which seem
justified based on the other chances.
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Abstract
Mechanosensitive ion channels are sensors probing membrane tension in all species;
despite their importance and vital role in many cell functions their gating mecha-
nism remains to be elucidated. Here, we determined the conditions for releasing
intact mechanosensitive channel of large conductance (MscL) proteisn from their
detergents in the gas phase using native ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS). By
using IM-MS, we could detect the native mass of MscL from Escherichia coli, deter-
mine various global structural changes during gating by measuring the rotationally
averaged collision cross-sections, and show that it can function in absence of a lipid
bilayer. We could detect global conformational changes during MscL gating as small
as 3%. Our findings will allow studying native structure of many other membrane
proteins.
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4.1 Introduction

One of the best candidates to explore the gating of mechanosensitive channels is
the mechanosensitive channel of large conductance (MscL) from Escherichia coli.
The crystal structure of MscL in its closed/nearly closed state from Mycobacterium
tuberculosis revealed this channel as a homopentamer [187]. Each subunit has a
cytoplasmic N- and C-terminal domain as well as two α-helical transmembrane
(TM) domains, TM1 and TM2, which are connected by a periplasmic loop. The five
TM1 helices form the pore and the more peripheral TM2 helices interact with the
lipid bilayer. MscL detects changes in membrane tension invoked by a hypoosmotic
shock and couples the tension sensing directly to large conformational changes [187,
188]. On the basis of a large body of structural and theoretical data, numerous
gating models of MscL have been proposed [189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194]. These
models agree upon (i) the hydrophobic pore constriction of the channel and (ii)
the channel opens by an iris-like rotation—i.e., a tilting and outward movement
of transmembrane helices that make the channel wider and shorter [191]. This
mechanism is supported by patchclamp [191], disulfide cross-linking [195], FRET
spectroscopy [196], and site-directed spin labeling EPR experiments [192], as well
as computational studies [197, 198]. So far, direct experimental results have only
been observed for short-range local structural changes, and no measure of the overall
global structural changes during channel gating have been reported. Because there
is no crystal structure available for the open MscL channel, elucidating overall global
structural changes from the onset of channel activation is of utmost importance for
our understanding of the gating mechanism of mechanosensitive channels. Here,
we provide direct experimental evidence for the key areal changes occurring during
channel gating by combining our ability to activate MscL in a controlled manner to
different subopen states [199] with a native ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS)
approach.
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4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 Detergent micelles that are unstable in the gas phase allow
detection of MscL in its native form

Native mass spectrometry (MS) relies on the gentle ionization and transfer of intact
complexes from solution into the gas phase by means of nanoelectrospray ionization
(nanoESI) using desolvation voltages and pressures inside the mass spectrometer,
which maintain noncovalent interactions [152, 2, 26, 32, 200]. Together with ion
mobility, an adjunct technique that measures collision cross-sections and determines
the global (rotationally averaged) size of individual particles, native MS is increas-
ingly used to determine the subunit composition, stoichiometry, size, and shape of
biomolecular complexes [27, 47, 11, 133]. IM-MS has proven exceptionally useful
for providing insights into the structure of membrane proteins, such as subunit
stoichiometries and phospholipid binding [91, 93]. Current methodology depends
strongly on the apparently protective capabilities of detergent micelles to transfer
membrane proteins intact into the vacuum of the mass spectrometer [91, 139],
followed by the removal of these detergents by collisional activation. However, the
energy required to rid the membrane protein of its detergent cover often results
in the loss of structural integrity [139, 136]. To enable analysis of native MscL
structure using IM-MS [27, 47, 11, 133], we addressed this problem and screened
several detergents for their ability to preserve and release oligomeric MscL, hence
eliminating the need for collisional activation. First, we introduced the protein in
n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM) micelles using nanoESI into the mass spectrometer.
DDM is one of the most commonly used and better-studied detergents for native
MS of membrane proteins [94]. The dissociation of DDM micelles in the gas phase
requires moderate to high levels of collisional activation, i.e., 150–200 V. When using
IM-MS to study MscL in DDM, we could only detect monomeric MscL, indicating that
these conditions were too harsh to keep native oligomeric MscL intact (Fig. 4.1A and

Tab. 4.1: gas phase detergent cluster stability depends strongly on the ability to form
intermolecular hydrogen bonds

Detergent
name

Detergent
type

Aggr. no.
solution

H-bond
donor
sites

H-bond
accep-
tor
sites

max.
cluster
size,
kDa

Max.
aggr.
no.
gas
phase

Max.
charge
state

DDM Nonionic 78-149 7 11 60.2 118 10+
Triton X-
100

Nonionic 75-165 1 10avg n/a 6 2+

LDAO Ionic 76 0 2 n/a 2 1+
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Fig. 4.1: Comparison of the oligomeric states and collisional activation required to release
MscL from detergent micelles in the gas phase. A. Ion mobility spectrum (Upper
panel) and the excerpt of the mass spectrum in the region where monomeric MscL
is observed when released from DDM micelles. Release of MscL from DDM micelles
requires high collision energies, which are already enough to disrupt the MscL
pentamer, yielding only monomeric subunits. B. Ion mobility spectrum (Upper)
and complementary mass spectrum (Lower) of pentameric MscL released from
Triton X-100 micelles. Red lines indicate calculated m/z values for pentameric
MscL C. Ion mobility spectrum (Upper) and the excerpt of the mass spectrum in
the region where monomeric and dimeric MscL is observed when released from
LDAO micelles.

Table 4.1). Next, we tested Triton X-100. Surprisingly, we found that rather than
requiring collisional activation to disassemble detergent–protein complexes, the pro-
tein already appears in the spectra at very mild declustering conditions as a series of
pentamer peaks centered around 4,750 m/z (Fig. 4.1B). It appears that Triton X-100
micelles dissociate readily in the gas phase of the mass spectrometer, but we nonethe-
less detected pentameric MscL with only a few remaining detergent molecules still
attached (Fig. 4.1B, lower panel). Upon increasing the collision energy above 50 V to
remove these remaining detergents, we found that the energy required to do so was
high enough to partially unfold MscL in the gas phase (Fig. 4.2). We therefore kept
the various accelerating voltages inside the mass spectrometer below the threshold
for unfolding, accepting broader peaks due to the remaining Triton X-100 detergent
molecules but avoiding any artifactual structural change of the protein complex. We
hypothesize the ease of protein release from Triton X-100 micelles in the gas phase
by their greatly reduced hydrogen bond forming capacity. Detergent micelles form
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Fig. 4.2: Collision-induced unfolding of MscL. Heat map representation of collision-induced
unfolding of the 16+ charge state of MscL. The internal energy of the protein
increases due to more energetic collisions (higher acceleration voltage) with a
neutral buffer gas, leading to increasing CCS (unfolding). The dotted white line
represents the energy regime used throughout this study.

in water largely due to the hydrophobic effect, which is absent in the vacuum of the
mass spectrometer. For the maltoside-based detergent DDM, a network of hydrogen
bonds in the head group stabilizes the detergent clusters in the gas phase, which
then would require considerable additional energy for dissociation. Triton X-100,
however, is not able to form such an extensive hydrogen bond network because of its
polyethylene oxide head group; its micelles disassemble spontaneously upon transfer
into the gas phase, thus revealing the embedded oligomeric protein. To examine this
hypothesis, we also tested N,N-dimethyldodecylamine-N-oxide (LDAO), which was
not expected to form extensive hydrogen bond networks. LDAO indeed required
only 10 V of collision energy to release the protein from its detergent micelles, but
yielded only monomeric and dimeric MscL subunits (Fig. 4.1C). This observation
highlights the fact that though LDAO is a suitable detergent for gentle protein release
in the gas phase, it does not enable MscL to adopt the correct (oligomeric) form
in micelles [201, 202]. Our approach, using detergent micelles that are unstable
in the gas phase, allowed for the detection of native pentamer of E. coli MscL by
IM-MS. Recently, a study on determining the specificity of membrane proteins toward
lipids reported that a homologous MscL channel from Mycobacterium tuberculosis
(Tb-MscL) also keeps its folded conformation in the gas phase of IM-MS [138].
MscL from these two organisms differ in their molecular weight, tension sensitivity,
and lipid interactions. Tb-MscL is bigger than E. coli MscL. Indeed, in the study of
Laganowsky et al. [138], the molecular mass and collision cross section (CCS) of M.
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tuberculosis MscL was measured as 85,578 Da and 5,438.5 Å2, whereas we measured
the same parameters for WT E. coli MscL as 78,342 Da and 4,861 Å2 (Table 2).

4.2.2 Ion mobility-mass spectrometry can distinguish individual
heteropentameric MscL channels by their mass-to-charge
ratio and size

Now able to detect pentameric MscL by IM-MS, we set out to follow a range of large
global structural changes occurring during MscL gating, i.e., the opening or closing
of the channel. In its closed state, the pore diameter is aprox. 3.5 Å. However, when
the channel fully opens, the pore diameter is estimated to become as large as aprox.
30 Å [203, 204], which can be detected by IM-MS if it were possible to trigger MscL
opening in the absence of the lipid bilayer and tension. Here, to open these tension-
sensitive channels in our experimental setup, we used heteropentameric MscLs
comprised of varying number of WT and cysteine point-mutated subunits (G22C)
per pentamer (Fig. 4.3) [199] . Even though in nature, MscL opens in response to
tension in the lipid bilayer, attaching charged cysteine-specific compounds to the pore
of MscL-G22C homopentamers opens the channel spontaneously [205, 206, 207].
Recently, based on this principle, we gained control on the degree of MscL opening
in the absence of tension. We increased the hydrophilicity of the channel pore one
subunit at a time using WT G22C heteropentameric MscLs. As the number of G22C
subunits per heteropentamer increased, hence also the number of binding sites for
positive charges within the pore constriction, the channels opened further and visited
higher subconducting states [199]. We first tested any conformational differences
in individual heteropentameric channels in their closed form using IM-MS. We
generated homo- (WT5 and G22C5) and heteropentameric (WT4G22C1, WT3G22C2,
WT2G22C3) channels using a duet expression system, as described previously. Briefly,
two mscL genes (WT-MscL with a StrepII-tag and G22C-MscL with a 6 His-tag) were
cloned and coexpressed in E. coli PB104, which allowed the production of homo-
and heteropentameric channel assemblies in the host cell membrane. Individual
heteropentamers were then obtained by using a three-step purification protocol;
two-step affinity chromatography to remove the homopentameric MscL, followed
by chromatofocusing to separate the individual heteropentameric MscL based on
their isoelectric points [199]. The resulting heteropentamers are stable and do not
exchange subunits. Using IM-MS we determined the mass-to-charge ratio and the
rotationally averaged size (CCS) of individual pentamers (Table 2). MscL had a
narrow charge distribution (15–20+). In native MS, the lowest-observed significant
charge state is known to represent the native conformation best. We chose the 16+
state for CCS determination throughout, because it gave consistent signal quality for
all samples. The CCS was found to increase slightly with the number of WT subunits
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Fig. 4.3: Structure of MscL. A. MscL viewed along the membrane plane. B. MscL monomer
highlighting the MTSET bound to the cysteine at position 22 (red). C. Top view of
homo- and heteropentameric MscL with different numbers of WT (yellow) and
G22C (blue) subunits. MscL figures were aligned to the E. coli sequence and are
based on the crystal structure of pentameric WT MscL from M. tuberculosis

within a given heteropentamer. This observation was attributed to the larger size of
the StrepII-tag of WT monomers relative to the size of the 6His-tag. Indeed, IM-MS
of the homopentameric WT MscL channels with StrepII-tag gave a larger CCS than
the same protein with 6His-tag (Table 2).

4.2.3 MscL gating is reversible and can be detected by ion
mobility-mass spectrometry

To see whether the gating of MscL can be detected by IM-MS, we first showed
the covalent binding of a positively charged cysteine-specific channel activator [2-
(trimethylammonium) ethyl] methanethiosulfonate bromide (MTSET) to cysteines
of G22C subunits by tandem MS (Fig. 4.4). We tested increasing amounts of MTSET
with G22C5 homopentamer and showed that MTSET concentrations above 500 µM
maximally label the cysteines (beyond 1,000 µM deterioration of the IM-MS signal
occurs due to ion suppression). Therefore, for the rest of the experiments, we used
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Fig. 4.4: Titration of G22C5 MscL with MTSET. Covalent MTSET binding was assessed
after collision-induced dissociation (70–100 V CE) of the complex in the gas phase
because the mass difference induced by MTSET binding was too small to observe in
native MS using our current soft release approach, due to peak broadening caused
by the polydisperse nature of the detergent that remains bound to the pentamers.
The spectra show the overall ratio of MscL subunits with (B) and without (U)
MTSET covalently attached. MscL did not seem to be saturated despite the specific
nature of MTSET binding to cysteines, although after 750 µM no significant change
in the bound vs. unbound ratio was observed. It is possible that further binding
of MTSET to the five reactive cysteine sites in the pore lining is somehow limited
by the positive charge density that is obtained after MTSET binding to several
cysteines.

750 µM MTSET for activating MscL channels. Next, we measured the rotationally
averaged collision crosssection of G22C5 homopentamer in the presence of 750
µM MTSET. These MTSET activated homopentamers generated similar narrow
charge-state distribution (15–20+) as the closed channels, and we followed the
16+ charge state throughout. Though the closed channel had a single CCS centered
around 4,960 ± 63 Å2 (CCS ± range), after MTSET treatment, the CCS of G22C5

increased and showed four distinct peaks at 5,095 ± 46; 5,330 ± 48; 5,580 ± 56;
and 5,890 ± 106 Å2 (CCS ± range), suggesting various sub-open conformations
of the channel during its gating (Table 2). To prove that the presence of MTSET
had opened the channel, we closed these already activated channels by using a
reducing agent, dithiothreitol (DTT), for cleaving MTSET off the protein and showed
that the CCS returned back to its original value (Fig. 4.3A). We also tested the
effect of MTSET alone and showed that it did not cause any changes in the CCS
of WT5 homopentamer. To further demonstrate that the CCS species of MTSET-
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Fig. 4.5: Opening of MscL observed by IM-MS. A. Charge-induced opening of MscL is
reversible. The shift and dispersity of the collision cross-section observed for the
16+ charge state of G22C5 MscL (black) upon binding of MTSET indicates opening
of the channel (yellow). After adding DTT to the same sample, thus removing the
positively charged MTSET from the pore lining, the channel returns to its closed
state again (red). B. Increasing the number of MTSET labeled cysteines in the pore
lining allows MscL to occupy more extended conformations. Reported collision
cross-sections are corrected for the different compositions of the purification tags
of the heteropentamers of MscL.

activated MscL are different open conformations of the channel, we compared them
to collision-induced unfolded MscL (Fig. 4.2), which shows different states. To our
knowledge, this is the first time that ion channel gating is observed by using IM-MS
to monitor global conformational changes.

4.2.4 The overall size of MscL channels increases as the number of
charges in the pore increases

Finally, we could resolve the channel opening to different subopen states by acti-
vating heteropentameric MscL with varying numbers of chargeable G22C subunits
in the presence of 750 µM MTSET. When WT4G22C1 was activated with MTSET,
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no detectable change in CCS was observed using IM-MS (Fig. 4.5B). However,
patch-clamp electrophysiology [199], dualcolor fluorescence [207], and fluores-
cence dequenching assays showed conductance through the WT4G22C1/MTSET
channel pore. The maximum pore opening for this heteropentamer was calculated to
be up to 15 Å [207]. Introducing a second charge in the pore, using MTSET-activated
WT3G22C2 mutant, however, generated two major CCS populations around 5,266
± 64 Å2 and 5,557 ± 98 Å2 (CCS ± range; Fig. 4.5B and Table 4.2), indicating
that MscL already goes through at least two pronounced conformational states on
its journey from its closed to the two-charge activated state. With the addition of
the third charge to the pore, i.e., WT2G22C3 activated with MTSET, the channel
visited the same extended conformations as WT3G22C2 MscL with higher frequencies
(Fig. 4.5B). Homopentameric G22C5, when activated with MTSET, displayed all
intermediate CCSs that were also observed for the heteropentameric forms of MscL,
but also showed an additional more compact (5,095 ± 46 Å2) and a more extended
(5,890 ± 106 Å2) conformation. These findings on observing increasing CCSs upon
addition of MTSET to the pore are in good agreement with the patch-clamp single-
channel measurements of individual heteropentamers when activated by MTSET
[207]. Though WT4G22C1 visits a very low ion-conducting state with 2% probability
and stays mainly in the nonconducting closed conformation (P = 98%), as the
number of MTSET attached subunits increases, i.e., MTSET attached WT3G22C2,
WT2G22C3, WT1G22C4, and G22C5, the channels visit higher subconducting states
and also present a more flickering behavior [207]. Homopentameric G22C5, acti-

Tab. 4.2: IM-MS allows for size determination of different homo- and heteropentamers

Species Masstheor
(Da)

Massobs
(Da)

CCSclosed
Å2

CCSclosed tag
corrected Å2

CCSopen tag cor-
rected Å2 and
intensity(%)

WT-6His 78255 78342
±29

4861
±61

n/a n/a

WT-
StrepII

79345 79461
±32

4927
±59

n/a n/a

WT4G22C1 79173 79182
±37

4944
±64

4959 ±64 4952±63
(100%)

WT3G22C2 79001 79114
±45

4917
±59

4947 ±59 4950±62 (47%)
5266±64 (34%)
5557±98 (19%)

WT2G22C3 78829 78882
±42

4902
±63

4948 ±63 4965±62 (27%)
5228±56 (34%)
5555±68 (29%)

G22C5 78485 78600
±15

4884
+63

4960 ±63 5095±46 (21%)
5330±48 (35%)
5580±56 (29%)
5890±106
(15%)
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vated with MTSET, spends most of its time in the early substates, whereas it visits the
closed form only 25% of the time according to this data [207]. Therefore, in a given
time, due to its flickering behavior and higher possibility of being in sub-open states,
MTSET-bound G22C5 channels visits various sub-open states frequently, which might
explain the smallest conformational state of 5,095 Å2 being visible with 21% relative
abundance in G22C5 but not in WT4G22C1. Furthermore, the absence of the fully
closed form of activated G22C5 in the CCS distribution but the presence of this very
first, distinctly larger 5,095 Å2 species with similar abundance in IM-MS measure-
ments as in patch-clamp measurements, i.e., 21% vs. 25%, respectively, suggests
that this population might represent the closed-expanded state of MscL, which could
not be differentiated from the closed MscL on ionic conductance-based patch-clamp
experiments [207]. Overall, IM-MS could detect multiple conformations of MscL
during its gating between the closed and the open forms (Fig. 4.5B).

4.2.5 MTSET-induced increase in the size of MscL obtained from
IM-MS corresponds with that of the tension-activated channel
in MD simulations

To correlate the observed increase in rotationally averaged collision cross-sections
of charge-activated MscL in its very early open states as determined by IM-MS with
tension-induced MscL gating, we performed coarse-grained molecular dynamics
simulations, which were required to perform simulations on the timescale of MscL
gating . Using the closed-state crystal structure of MscL from M. tuberculosis [187,
208], a coarse-grained model [198, 209] was generated and embedded in a 1,2-
dioleoyl-snglycero- 3-phosphocholine (DOPC) bilayer. By applying high tension (65
dyn/cm) on the membrane, we were able to simulate initial channel opening. In the
first aprox. 100 ns following the application of the lateral bilayer tension, the MscL
transmembrane helices tilted, extending the extracellular cavity and flattening the
channel in the plane of the bilayer (Fig. 4.6A). The channel took an additional aprox.
200 ns before the channel pore expanded enough to allow water permeation through
the pore (Fig. 4.6B). The onset of water flux through the channel correlates well
with the observed increase in minimum pore radius (Fig. 4.6C). Fig. 4.6D shows
the calculated CCS for various time points of the simulation. The CCS gradually
increased from a value of aprox. 4,900 Å2 before the tension was applied, to aprox.
5,200 – 5,300 Å2 when the channel gates, and reaches its first substates, overall
corresponding well with the cross-section values of the closed (4,960 Å2) and first
two expanded conformation (5,095 and 5,330 Å2) as determined by the IM-MS
experiments (Fig. 4.3). The absence of water in the pore at CCS of 5,095 Å2 presents
additional evidence that this state might indeed be a closed-expanded state at the
initiation of MscL gating. These findings further support that the observed very early,
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Fig. 4.6: MscL gated with applied tension in MD simulations. A. Snapshots from a Martini
CG MD simulation show how the opening of the channel is governed by tilting of
the helix bundle in response to flattening of the membrane (from left to right: no
tension, with tension after 100 ns, and 300 ns). After applying bilayer tension,
the water flux through the channel was monitored B. Showing flux per 0.15 ns
(black) and average over 3 ns (red). C. Minimum pore radius through the pore
constriction (residues 12– 25). D. CCS calculated from the MD simulations. The
dotted line indicates the CCS before the tension was applied.

hence compact, conformations seen for the charge-activated MscL pass through
similar substates as tension-activated MscL in its transitions from the closed to the
open conformation [199].

4.2.6 Structural changes during MscL gating are intrinsic to the
protein.

The observed enlargement of heteropentamers with increasing number of MTSET-
bound subunits also suggested—for the first time to our knowledge—that MscL
could open in the absence of a lipid bilayer. Previously, charge-induced activation
of MscL has been shown in intact E. coli cells, with spheroplasts [196, 210] and
with reconstituted systems [192, 211]. In all of these cases, MscL was embedded
in a lipid bilayer environment. To support our IM-MS findings, we studied MscL
channels in Triton X-100 with and without MTSET using both electron paramagnetic
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Fig. 4.7: CW-EPR spectra of spin-labeled G22C MscL solubilized in Triton X-100 at room
temperature. MscL was partially labeled at its 22nd amino acid position with a
cysteine-specific spin probe MTSSL with the labeling efficiency of 50%. EPR spectra
were normalized to maximum amplitude and correspond to 36 accumulations
(black trace, no MTSET; red trace, with MTSET; protein concentration 285 µM).
Two EPR parameters are used to assess the mobility of the spin probe quantitatively:
the mobility parameter (the inverse of the central line width, ∆Hpp−1) and the
inverse of the second moment (<H2>−1). An increase in the spin-label motional
freedom is reflected in an increase of both numerical values and is associated with
channel opening. In the absence of MTSET, the values were ∆Hpp−1 = 5.4 mT−1 ;
<H2>−1 = 4.05 mT−1, whereas in the presence of MTSET: ∆Hpp−1 = 6.2 mT−1;
<H2>−1 = 4.24 mT−1. This increase in both EPR parameters indicates that upon
MTSET binding, detergent solubilized MscL opens in the absence of a lipid bilayer
environment.

resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy. Together
with site-directed spin labeling, EPR provides information on protein structure and
dynamics both in detergent and lipid bilayers [212]. To make MscL visible for EPR,
we partially (50% spin-labeling efficiency) labeled homopentameric G22C mutant
with 1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolin-3-yl)methyl methane thiosulfonate. G22
position of MscL has been previously shown to change its environment when the
channel opens [192]. We monitored structural changes of MscL in Triton X-100 by
following the variations in spin–spin interactions, and the mobility of the spin labels
within MscL as a function of MTSET activation of the channels (Fig. 4.7). If the
channel opens, the distance between the spin labels increases and causes a change
in the EPR line shape, and an increase in the mobility of the spin labels. The overall
line broadening in the absence of MTSET indicated closer proximity between spin
labels (i.e., stronger spin–spin interaction) in the closed form (Fig. 4.7, black trace).
However, upon MTSET treatment, broadening disappeared (Fig. 4.7, red trace),
suggesting that the subunits of MscL moved further apart. Furthermore, interaction
with MTSET increased the probe mobility (Fig. 4.7). Next, we used transmission
electron microscopy and image analysis to study the closed (no MTSET) and partially
open (750 µM MTSET) states of G22C5 MscL in Triton X-100 detergent micelles.
Negatively stained closed and partially open MscL channels appear as bright spots as
shown in figure 4.8A, Left and Right, respectively. Using WEB and SPIDER software
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Fig. 4.8: Electron micrograph and image processing of MscL closed and open states. Closed-
state or open-state MscL was applied at a concentration of 0.03 mg/mL to electron
microscope grids and stained with 2% uranyl acetate. A. Electron micrographs
of negatively stained MscL. (Left) Closed state. (Right) Open state. The particles
appear white on a darker background. B. Image averaging of MscL. (Left) Image
averaging of 1,403 closed-state particles (centered and aligned) (Right) Image
averaging of 1,004 different partially opened channels (centered and aligned).
C–F. Gallery from selected classes from classification. C. and D. Closed-state MscL.
C. Three classes showing the top views. D. Three classes showing the side view. E.
and F. Open-state MscL. E. Three classes showing the top view. F. Three classes
showing the side view. The size of the box is 212 × 212 Å.

packages, 1,403 closed and 1,004 open-state, centered, and aligned channel images
were averaged. In its closed form, the area of the averaged MscL images in detergent
was 5,007 Å2 (Fig. 4.8B, Left). Upon treatment with MTSET, the channels became
flatter and wider and expanded to 6,165 Å2 (Fig. 4.8B, Right). Even though we
took the averaged images as a measure, we were able to classify open and closed
channels into different subclasses using the WEB and SPIDER software (Fig. 4.8C–F).
Whereas figure. 4.8C and D shows the three classes in the closed form of MscL from
the top and the side, respectively, figure 4.8E and F show three classes of the open
state from the top and side, respectively. The observed subclasses may represent
different subclosed and subopen states; however, it needs further investigation.
Furthermore, the EM data on the averaged images of the closed and partially open
state with a 27 ± 5% area increase upon MTSET opening is in good agreement with
the CCS increase found by IM-MS of 21 ± 3%. Together, EM data strongly supports
that our observation with IM-MS shows MscL gating in the absence of detergent or
membrane.
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4.3 Conclusion

In conclusion, detergent micelles that require minimum energy for their disassembly
in the gas phase are valuable tools in native IM-MS of integral membrane protein
assemblies. Resolving the global shape of the protein in combination with its mass-
to-charge ratio made it possible to follow the global structural chances of MscL upon
its gating. We could detect conformational changes as small as 3% in the rotationally
averaged collision cross-sections of the protein complex from the closed (4,952
Å2) to the first detectable substate of 5,095 Å2, which seem to represent a closed-
expanded state at the initiation of MscL gating. Assignment of other CCS species to
defined subconducting states of MscL as defined by patch clamp on the basis of ionic
conductance is currently difficult. Because a minor increase in a subconducting state,
and hence change in pore diameter does not necessarily make a detectable change
in the overall conformation of the channel. Indeed, in patch-clamp studies [207]
the authors could detect as many as seven subconducting states of G22C5 when
activated by MTSET. However, we could observe four CCS species in IM-MS. We
believe studying membrane proteins in gas phase unstable detergents by employing
IM-MS opens new avenues for further discoveries on their dynamic structures.

4.4 Material and methods

4.4.1 Sample preparation and native IM-MS

MscL homo- and heteropentamers were produced as described elsewhere and solubi-
lized in detergent at 2x critical micelle concentration [188]. Proteins at 5–20 µM
were buffer exchanged (Superdex 200 column) into 100 mM ammonium acetate
(pH 6.8) and introduced without further desalting into the mass spectrometer us-
ing nanoESI with gold-coated borosilicate capillaries at capillary voltages of 1.2–
1.6 kV. Spectra were recorded in positive ion mode on a commercially available
traveling wave ion mobility mass spectrometer, SYNAPT G2 HDMS (Waters) with
32-kDa quadrupole and settings optimized for transmission of large complexes. Gas
pressures were 6.0, 8.35E−3, 3.26E−2, and 1.31 mbar for backing, source, trap,
and the ion mobility cell, respectively, and He and IMS cell gas flows were 140
and 60 mL/min, respectively. Critical voltages for intact transmission of the de-
tergent/protein complexes were found to be low sampling and extraction cone
voltages (1 and 1 V, respectively), with trap and transfer collision energies (CE) set
to 10 and 3.5 V, and the trap cell bias to 35 V, unless otherwise stated. Homo- and
heteropentamer samples were incubated for 5 min at room temperature with the
indicated concentrations of MTSET (Affymetrix) before analysis. A series of different
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incubation times revealed that after 5 min no further opening was observed, which
is in good agreement with the fast and specific nature of MTSET binding to cysteine
residues. Experimental drift time distributions were subjected to a multiple Gaussian
fit routine to extract conformation specific arrival times. All arrival times obtained
by IM-MS were then calibrated against proteins of known collision crosssection such
as cytochrome C, β-lactoglobulin, albumin, alcohol dehydrogenase, and glutamate
dehydrogenase, as reported previously to yield CCSs. All reported cross-sections are
from one of the lowest observed charge states (16+), because it represents the most
native conformation. The m/z scale of all mass spectra was externally calibrated
using a 10-mg/mL cesium iodide (CsI) solution. The spectra were processed using
MassLynx 4.1. Tag correction was performed using a linear fit of the offset values
(increase in CCS per additional Strep-tag) to obtain an average CCS difference per
added Strep-tag.

4.4.2 MD simulations

Simulations of MscL gating were performed using the Martini coarse-grain (CG)
model [213, 214, 215] and the GROMACS 4.X simulation package following a
similar protocol as described previously [198, 209]. In short, the topology of MscL
was derived from the crystal structure of the closed state Tb-MscL (PDB ID code
2OAR) [187, 208] using CG Martini 2.0. The channel was solvated in 562 CG DOPC
lipids and aprox. 20,000 CG water beads (corresponding to aprox. 80,000 water
molecules) using the insane.py script. The temperature and pressure were controlled
using the Berendsen thermostat (298 K) and barostat [216]. The initial system
was energy-minimized (steepest descent, 500 steps) and simulated for 1 ns using
short time-step 1- to 10-fs simulations and with position restrains on the protein
backbone. The restrains were released, the time step set to 30 fs, and the system was
equilibrated for 4 µs with 1 bar semiisotropic pressure coupling. Bilayer tension was
incrementally applied in seven short (3-ns) simulations to a value of 65 dyn/cm and
then simulated for 0.6 µs. In the first aprox. 100 ns following the application of the
lateral bilayer tension and thinning of the bilayer, the MscL transmembrane helixes
tilted, extending the extracellular cavity of the channel. The channel hydrophobic
gate takes an additional aprox. 200 ns before expanding and opening the channel.
Selected frames from the CG simulation were backmapped into atomistic coordinates
using the Wassenaar et al. [217] reverse-transformation method and minimized
with the GROMOS 54a7 force field [218]. The minimum pore radius was measured
for the same backmapped frames using the HOLE 2.0 program as the radius of the
largest sphere that could pass through the channel hydrophobic lock (aprox. 0.5–1
nm along the channel pore axes starting from the center of mass of residue 18) and
interacting with the fully atomistic structure using their van der Waals radii. All
CCS calculations were done using MOBCAL [53] with the projection approximation
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(PA) algorithm at 298 K and He as a buffer gas. To correct for the use of N2 in the
IM-MS experiments and the underestimation of cross sections by the PA algorithm,
all calculated CCS were scaled by the experimentally derived factor of 1.14 [9].
Simulations snapshots were generated using the molecular graphics viewer VMD
[219].

4.4.3 Chromatofocusing

A Mono P 5/200 GL chromatofocusing column (GE Healthcare) was equilibrated
with 20 mL start buffer [25mM Tris-acetic acid (pH 8.3) at 10 ◦C, 10 mM NaCl, 0.2%
(vol/vol) Triton X-100], and a pregradient was formed by washing the column with
6 mL of elution buffer pH 5.0 [7 mL Polybuffer 74, 3 mL Polybuffer 96, 10 mM NaCl,
0.2% (vol/vol) Triton X-100]. The heteropentamer mixture was desalted before
application to the chromatofocusing column by using a NAP-10 column. During
elution, 250-µL fractions were collected. The pH of the fractions was determined at
6 ◦C. The protein content of the peak fractions was determined using a 2D Quant Kit
(GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

4.4.4 Fluorescence dequenching assay

Proteins were reconstituted into synthetic liposomes according to Koçer et al. Briefly,
azolectin was thawed and sized by extrusion 11 times through a 400-nm filter. The
resulting liposomes were destabilized by the addition of Triton X-100. Protein and
lipids were mixed at 1:50 weight ratio and incubated for 30 min at 50 ◦C. Subse-
quently, selfquenching dye solution [200 mM calcein in 10 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 8.0)] was added at a 1:1 volume ratio and supplemented with 6 mg (wet weight)
Bio-Beads (SM-2 absorbents; Bio-Rad) perµl of detergent (10% Triton X-100) used
in the sample and lipid preparation. For detergent removal, the sample was incu-
bated overnight (aprox. 16 h) at 4 ◦C under mild agitation. The proteoliposomes
were applied to a Sephadex G50 Pharmacia size-exclusion column to remove the
free dye. All elution fractions were assayed in a Varian Cary Eclipse fluorometer
at an excitation wavelength of 495 nm and the emission recorded at 515 nm. In a
standard assay, 3 µL calcein-filled proteoliposomes were diluted into 2.2 mL efflux
buffer. At t = 1 min, MTSET was added at a final concentration of 1 mM for channel
activation. The fluorescence was measured continuously, and the total fluorescence
of the sample was determined by dissolving the proteoliposomes with 0.5% (vol/vol)
Triton X-100 at t = 7 min. The datasets were normalized by using the initial fluores-
cence of each sample as 0% and the signal after the Triton X-100 addition as 100%.
The data were fitted to the exponential plot and the first-order rate constants (k)
and SD values for calcein efflux were calculated for each heteropentamer.
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4.4.5 EPR spectroscopy

Continuous-wave EPR measurements were performed using a commercially available
MiniScope benchtop X-band EPR spectrometer (MS400 Magnettech GmbH) with
a rectangular TE102 resonator. The microwave power was set to 10 mW and the
B-field modulation amplitude to 0.20 mT. EPR glass capillaries (0.9 mm inner
diameter) were filled with sample volume of 50 µL with a final protein concentration
of 285 µM. The microwave and the modulation frequencies were 9.41 GHz and 100
kHz, respectively. Each spectrum corresponds to the accumulation of 36 scans.

4.4.6 Electron microscopy

MscL at a concentration of 0.03-mg/mL in 100 mM ammonium acetate buffer pH
6.8 was applied in its closed or partially open state, i.e., activated by MTSET, to
electron microscope grids and stained with 2% uranyl acetate. The specimen was
analyzed with a JEOL 2100, LaB6 operating at 200 kV. A Gatan CCD camera was
used (4,000 × 4,000; pixel size 15 Å) for collecting the data. Micrographs were
recorded at a nominal magnification of 40,000 (pixel size 2.65 Å). The WEB and
SPIDER software packages were used for image processing. The 1,403 particles in
the closed state and 1,004 particles in the partially open states were picked by hand,
windowed, subjected to reference free alignment, and sorted into classes using the
K-means clustering. Each class contained images of particles viewed from the same
orientation.
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Abstract
Mass spectrometry plays a crucial role in proteomics, providing identification of
protein identities by looking at smaller peptide fragments. Such fragments can either
be generated by digestion of intact proteins in solution followed by MS detection
(bottom-up approaches), or fragmentation of intact proteins in the gas phase by
either collision induced dissociation (CID) or radical driven techniques (ECD/ETD).
Here we study the intact stoichiometry and top-down fragmentation behaviour of
three integral membrane proteins which were natively reconstituted into detergent
micelles: the mechano-sensitive ion channel of large conductance (MscL), the Kirbac
potassium channel and the p7 viroporin from the hepatitis C virus. By releasing
the proteins under non-denaturing conditions inside the mass spectrometer, we
obtained their oligomeric sizes. Increasing the ion activation (collision energy)
causes unfolding and subsequent ejection of a highly charged monomer from the
membrane protein complexes. Further increase of the ion activation then causes
CID of the ejected monomers, with fragments observed which were predominantly
found to stem from membrane embedded regions. These experiments show how in
a single experiment, we can probe the relation between higher-order structure and
protein sequence, by combining the native MS data with fragmentation obtained
from top-down MS.
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5.1 Introduction

The development of electrospray ionization (ESI)[132] and matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization (MALDI)[220] has led to an explosion of mass spectrometry
(MS)-based proteomics approaches. Central to these approaches is the detection
and/or quantification of proteins under denaturing conditions, usually after enzy-
matic digestion, by fragmenting them to obtain sequence-specific information. At
the same time the development of a miniaturized version of Fenn’s electrospray
(nano-ESI) by Wilm and Mann has made it possible to transfer proteins and protein
complexes intact and in their folded state into the gas phase[13, 12]. Especially
in combination with ion mobility, native mass spectrometry is rapidly becoming
an invaluable tool for structural biology, as it yields not only information on mass,
ligand binding and oligomeric size, but also allows for separation of copopulated
conformations of a single protein[4, 59, 133, 152, 26]. In recent years, native mass
spectrometry has been extended to the study of integral membrane proteins (IMP)
in the gas phase. The realization that micelles — the formation of which is to a
large extent hydrophobically driven — could survive transfer to the ultimate hy-
drophobic environment[178], the vacuum of the mass spectrometer, enabled studies
on detergent micelles with IMPs inside[140]. The apparent protective capabilities
of suitable detergent micelles were found to be sufficient in most cases to observe
oligomeric membrane protein complexes in their native global fold[91, 136]. More
recent developments in the field show how native MS can reveal lipid binding, probe
conformational dynamics of membrane proteins[137, 170] and even assist with
finding the ideal crystallization conditions for X-ray diffraction[138].

One of the strengths of mass spectrometry is its ability to provide information
ranging from sequence information of proteins (e.g., mutations, truncations, post-
translational modifications) to small molecule binding and the global folding or
oligomerization state of complexes, without averaging over all different species
which may be present in a sample[221, 222, 223]. To gain sequence information
about a protein, bottum-up approaches are often applied. In bottom-up experiments
a protein is first digested by a protease into smaller peptides, which are then
introduced into the mass spectrometer and subsequently fragmented to yield the
amino acid sequence of each peptide. Bottom-up approaches, are very effective
in sequencing globular and membrane proteins with suitable enzymatic cleavage
sites, based on peptide fragmentation and subsequent comparison to a database of
theoretical fragments. Sequence coverage for IMPs however that consist of extensive
membrane spanning regions can be poor with bottom-up approaches. Infrequent
prevalence of cleavage sites in membrane spanning regions makes sequencing
difficult, due to large precursor peptides[224].
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Another approach that is currently drawing renewed interest is the sequencing of
proteins using top-down methods, for example with the aim to characterize individ-
ual protein isoforms. Top-down approaches use collision-induced dissociation (CID)
of intact proteins — often denatured — to produce fragments, yielding sequence
information. Sequencing by CID can even be performed starting from native proteins
and protein complexes, as reported previously[143, 225, 226]. In CID, ions are
accelerated by a voltage offset (“collision energy”) and undergo multiple, energetic
collisions with an inert gas (e.g., argon). The activation of the ions, their internal
energy, is controlled via the kinetic energy of the ions and the frequency of colli-
sions with the inert gas. Low acceleration voltages and high gas-pressures reduce
the internal energy of the ion (“cooling”), whereas lower gas-pressures and high
acceleration voltages allow the ion to accelerate more between collisions, resulting
in an energy transfer that augments the internal energy of the ions (“heating”)[33].
As CID is a rather slow, multi-step process, the internal energy of the ions increases
slowly until dissociation occurs. As such, CID is an ergodic (quasi-thermal) process,
which preferentially leads to fragmentation of the weakest interaction in the protein
or complex — usually a noncovalent bond.

When using top-down approaches, time consuming steps such as enzymatic digestion
which are commonly used in bottom-up approaches, are no longer necessary. Apart
from (partial) primary sequence data which can be used to investigate the identity
of an unknown protein, top-down sequencing can also provide information on the
full complement of post-translational modifications present[227]. The interest for
top-down MS has been instigated by the results of the human genome project which
led to the realization that we have fewer genes than initially anticipated[228]. As a
consequence, the complexity of our biological machinery must stem, amongst others,
from protein sequence variations[229]. Recently the term “proteoform” has been
coined to encompass such variations of primary structure, and linked with top-down
MS[230].

IMPs have previously been studied using topdown MS, but so far always in combi-
nation with a denaturing LC/MS setup[221, 231, 232, 233]. Membrane proteins
were solubilized using organic solvents, leading to loss of their oligomeric state
and unfolding of the protein[222]. Using this approach, the use of detergents
can be largely circumvented and the denaturing conditions for the protein make
top-down fragmentation an efficient tool for probing sequential heterogeneity and
post-translational modifications. Although yielding information on proteoforms,
such approaches do not maintain the link to their higher-order structure, which
adds yet another level of complexity allowing for an even greater diversity in our
biological machinery[8]. Notable examples which underline this relationship are
phosphorylation of a kinase to regulate its activity[234], and the alternative splicing
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of the FAS receptor which either generates a membrane bound form that promotes
apoptosis, or a soluble isoform that prevents programmed cell death[235].

Here we show how—by combining native MS with top-down CID fragmentation—a
single experiment can reveal both the higher-order structure (oligomeric distribution
of a membrane protein) as well as proteoforms (accurate mass and amino acid
sequence) of a membrane protein. By increasing the collision energy past the
threshold for release of membrane proteins from detergent micelles, highly charged
monomer subunits are generated which upon further activation fragment, yielding
sequence information.

5.2 Results and discussion

Three integral membrane proteins were natively reconstituted into detergent mi-
celles and studied by native top-down MS. The gating mechanism of the pentameric
mechanosensitive ion channel of large conductance (MscL) [137] and the oligomeric
state of the tetrameric Kirbac3.1 ion channel have been studied previously[92],
whereas the hepatitis C Virus (HCV) p7 viroporin had not been investigated be-
fore. As detergent micelles are quite heterogeneous in size, native MS analysis
of embedded membrane proteins is not possible without releasing them, by using
collision-induced dissociation (CID) to remove the attached detergent. For the com-
monly used nonionic detergent n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM), collision energies
of 100–200 V are required to remove the detergent molecules (Fig. 5.1), but values
can vary depending on protein size, surface area of the membrane-embedded regions
and the strength of the protein-detergent interaction (see below).

The ability of detergent micelles to protect natively reconstituted membrane protein
complexes from gas phase dissociation is believed to be due to absorbing the collision
energy, leading to ejection of detergent molecules instead. Indeed, it has been shown
that the stability of oligomeric membrane proteins towards dissociation in the gas
phase can be correlated to the extent of their membrane spanning regions[92].
Furthermore, especially when stripping the last remaining detergent molecules,
the strength of interaction between detergent and IMP becomes another factor
to take into account. When the interactions between the subunits of an IMP are
weaker than those of the subunits with the detergent, dissociation of the complex
will precede detergent stripping. Such effects can be observed for example when
subunit interactions are hydrophobically driven. Although a strong stabilizing factor
in solution, such interactions are absent in the gasphase due to the loss of the
hydrophobic effect in the vacuum of the mass spectrometer.
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Fig. 5.1: Effect of different energy regimes used in mass spectrometry of membrane proteins
under native conditions when using sugar based detergents, such as the commonly
used detergent DDM. The apparent protective ability of detergent micelles in the
gas phase allow noncovalent interactions to be maintained for membrane proteins
at levels (up to 200 V) at which soluble protein complexes would already un-
dergo significant dissociation. Increasing the collision energy above the threshold
for membrane protein release leads to collision induced unfolding, followed by
dissociation and even fragmentation, yielding sequence information. Collision
energies reported are typical values for DDM, but will vary based on the protein
and detergents used.

Another factor defining membrane protein stability, the net charge carried by the ion,
is believed to be correlated to the soluble area of the membrane protein. Membrane
proteins reconstituted in detergents appear to carry as much charge after release
from the detergent micelles as would be predicted for a soluble protein the size of
the soluble region of the IMP[146]. As a consequence IMPs typically yield charge
states that are lower than observed for soluble proteins of a similar size. The increase
in internal energy in CID is dependent on both the acceleration offset (collision
energy) as well as the net charge the ion carries. Thus, although the settings typically
used for IMP release from detergent micelles are seemingly harsh, the lower charge
states in combination with the protective capabilities of the detergent often allow
for the release of intact membrane protein complexes. Increasing the collision
energy beyond the threshold for the release of IMPs yields dissociation similar to
that observed for soluble proteins[92]. Dissociation of a complex with CID proceeds
in an asymmetric fashion, via unfolding of a single subunit. Unfolding coincides
with redistribution of charges, yielding a highly charged monomer and a compact
lowly charged oligomer, missing a single subunit[35]. Generation of an unfolded,
highly charged monomer is crucial for the ability to sequence the membrane protein,
as it facilitates efficient fragmentation.

Figure 5.2A shows a mass spectrum for the ion channel Kirbac3.1 under conditions
optimized for maximal sequence coverage obtained by top-down fragmentation
(see methods and materials). There is still tetrameric Kirbac3.1 remaining, but
the spectrum is dominated by the charge state distribution of the ejected monomer
(indicated by red circles). Detergent release, subunit dissociation and subsequent top-
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down fragmentation follow the scheme shown in Figure 5.1, but the actual collision
energies required for these steps depend on detergent, charge and mass of the
complex. The energy threshold, where detergent removal and protein release occur,
strongly depends on the strength of interaction between protein subunits, protein
and detergent and the nature of the detergent itself. At higher energies, unfolded
monomers are ejected (complex dissociation), which yields well-resolved peaks in
the low m/z region that can be used to obtain accurate masses for the protein. For
Kirbac subunits a mass of 33.586 Da was found, which is in reasonable agreement
with the theoretical mass of 33.577 Da (Table I). An additional advantage of such
high acceleration voltages is the disassembly of detergent clusters to monomers and
dimers, thus leading to minimal interference with the fragment identification.

Native MS of p7 solubilized in triton X-100 showed predominantly monomer, with
mainly hexameric and small amounts of pentameric p7 present (Fig. 5.2B). Triton
X-100 is a prominent example of a detergent which is unable to form an extensive
network of hydrogen bonds, and it has been shown that MscL pentamers are released
at much lower collisional activation[137, 138]. Nevertheless, with p7 in triton x-100
we still require collision energies of 175 V to observe oligomers, although monomers
are already seen at lower collision energies (Fig. 5.3). These observations can be
explained in two ways: either p7 is present both as oligomeric as well as monomeric
species within the triton X-100 detergent micelles in solution, where monomeric p7
is more easily removed from its detergent cover in the gas phase. This would match
our experience with p7 as a polydisperse protein which forms assemblies of varying
size. On the other hand, the rather weak subunit interaction in p7 might suggest that
the observed p7 monomers are already dissociating from the oligomeric complex
upon increasing collision energies. The collision energy required to rid a membrane
protein from its detergent cover in the gas phase may well already disrupt protein-
protein interactions, if they are weak; with electrostatic interactions and hydrogen
bonds acting as stabilizing factors in vacuo whereas hydrophobic interactions are
lost. If the interaction between detergent and protein is stronger than between
protein subunits, this might lead to preferential dissociation of the complex before
stripping of detergents is complete. Although the latter could explain why such
broad peaks are observed for p7 oligomers (due to remaining detergents attached),
our current experiments cannot distinguish between these possible explanations.
In comparison, MscL (G22C mutant) reconstituted in triton X-100 detergent was
previously shown to release as a pentameric complex already at very low collision
energy (10V)[137]. For fragmentation of MscL the 17+ charge state was isolated in
the quadrupole, prior to dissociation of subunits and subsequent fragmentation. As
CID fragmentation of MscL was obtained at rather low collision energies, significant
signal from detergent clusters survives, which due to the heterogeneous composition
of triton X-100 led to spectral overlap with MscL top-down CID fragments. By using
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Fig. 5.2: Mass spectra for the oligomeric membrane proteins A. Kirbac3.1 solubilized in
tridecyl-maltoside (3DM) at the maximal operating voltages of the instrument
and B. P7 in triton X-100 at an elevated collision energy level (275 V) yielded
monomer and oligomer information as well as sequence-specific fragments. The
oligomer size is indicated by colored circles, and areas highlighted in blue indicate
the regions where CID fragments are observed. C. The 17+ charge state of MscL
G22C was isolated prior to fragmentation to abolish interference from remaining
detergents with the fragment identification. Remaining detergent peaks in any
spectra are denoted as D.

mass selection prior to CID, the interference of detergent was circumvented, allowing
facile assignment of fragments in the lower m/z regions (Fig. 5.2C).
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Increasing the acceleration voltages well past the thresholds for detergent removal
and subunit dissociation yielded CID fragments for all three ion channels (Fig.
5.2 blue boxes). As already mentioned, the energy required to induce top-down
CID fragmentation depends on the detergent, but also on the mass and charge of
the protein. To facilitate comparison of acceleration voltages between different
systems, the laboratory frame energy (in eV) is often used which can be obtained by
multiplying the ion charge with the acceleration (collision) voltage. The energies
required for CID fragmentation differ drastically between proteins, with laboratory
frame energies between 2.20 and 2.75 keV for p7, whereas for Kirbac the values
range from 9.2 to 11.2 keV (for the charge states in figure 5.2A and B). One factor
for these different fragmentation thresholds in CID, which is an ergodic process,
is the mass of the protein, as larger proteins have more degrees of freedom over
which the increase of internal energy can be distributed. For membrane proteins
however such a relationship is more difficult to assess, as the stripping of detergent
in the gas phase is the crucial step prior to fragmentation. Although both p7 and
MscL were reconstituted in triton x-100, they require similar energy levels for
fragmentation (2.20-2.75 keV for p7 and 2.89 keV for MscL 17+), even though
pentameric MscL is almost double the mass of the p7 hexamer. Another complicating
factor for sequencing of membrane proteins by CID is that membrane proteins
tend to have lower average charge states than soluble proteins, most likely as a
result of being partially embedded in micelles at the beginning of the electrospray
process[146]. Fortunately, this effect is compensated by the asymmetric dissociation

Fig. 5.3: Series of increasing collision energy showing the release of p7 from detergent
micelles. CID fragments are present over a range of 50 V collision energy (spectra in
red). Numbered circles represent the different stages of release and fragmentation
as depicted in figure 5.1. Bars under the figure indicate m/z regions where
detergent, monomeric and oligomeric p7 can be found
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induced by CID which produces highly charged monomers and top-down fragments
(Fig. 5.4). In hetero-oligomeric complexes though, typically only the smallest
exposed subunit dissociates while taking a disproportionate amount of charge with it
– thereby limiting the use of top-down CID sequencing to this subunit. In such cases
it might be beneficial to first produce subcomplexes in solution by destabilization
with chaotropic agents, prior to asymmetric dissociation and sequencing[71, 236].
The 17+ MscL precursor displayed b-fragments with a charge of predominantly 3+
and 4+, although some 2+ fragments were observed as well, and a small series of
6+ y-fragments (Fig. 5.4A and C). Kirbac shows some singly charged C-terminal
y-fragments, but otherwise mainly b- fragments with charge states ranging from 1+
up to 7+ (Fig. 5.4B). The high prevalence of b-ions for these spectra is remarkable,
as they are considered to be much more labile than y-ions due to the possibility to
undergo subsequent rearrangements, resulting in a-fragments[237]. It should be
noted though that conditions here were somewhat less energetic than in standard
Q-TOF CID, as the voltages used are near the maximum possible on the instrument
and contribute to a large part to detergent removal.

The top-down CID fragments of different native charge states were found to be
clustered around limited stretches of the protein, with a sequence coverage for MscL
and Kirbac of 11% and 18%, respectively (Fig. 5.4A and B). Fragmentation for
both these proteins appears mostly in the N-terminal part of the protein sequence,
with little to no fragments from the middle or end of the sequence. Such limited
fragmentation efficiency is quite common in top-down studies and has also been
reported for larger IMPs before. It has been postulated that even under denaturing
conditions these proteins maintain some residual structure[224], which results in
the limited fragmentation efficiency for larger IMPs. The p7 viroporin on the other
hand, which is much smaller than the other two proteins, showed more intense CID
fragments (Fig. 5.5). The sequence coverage was 73%, which would indicate the
absence of residual structure due to its smaller size. Fragmentation was neither
observed in the N- or C-terminus nor in amino acids 36-44 in this case.

Recent top-down proteomics work by Kelleher et al. on 126 denatured membrane
proteins has shown that CID has a four-fold preference for transmembrane do-
mains[238]. As all membrane proteins studied here were known to have membrane

Tab. 5.1: Masses observed for the IMPs p7, MscL and kirbac 3.1

Protein Theoretical
monomers
mass

observed
monomer mass

theoretical
oligomer
mass

Observed
oligomer mass

P7 (6-mer) 6952.39 6954 ± 3 41714.34 41717 ± 157
MscL (5-mer) 15694.51 15695 ± 6 78485.55 78882 ± 42
Kirbac (4-mer) 33577.57 33586 ± 30 134310.28 134371 ± 142
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spanning α-helices, we used the sequences of the proteins to predict which regions
where embedded in the lipid bilayer[239, 240]. Such approaches are often used to
identify membrane regions when no X-ray or NMR structure or homology model
is available. Although high-resolution structures of Kirbac3.1 and a homologues
structure of MscL are available, the exact structure of the oligomeric p7 viroporin is
still under debate[241, 242, 243]. Comparing the observed fragmentation sites with
the predicted transmembrane domains, we note that all three proteins displayed frag-

Fig. 5.4: Primary structure of membrane proteins investigated using top-down CID. A.
Sequence of MscL G22C with b- and y-fragments indicated and B. Excerpt (1–112
and 265–300) from the sequence of Kirbac3.1. Predicted membrane spanning
regions are indicated with a red box. C. Part of the spectra observed for MscL and
D. Kirbac3.1 displaying CID fragments.
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Fig. 5.5: Top-down CID fragments observed for the viral porin p7 at 275 V collision energy
(CE) - consisting of 150 V trap CE and 125 transfer CE. A. Fragmentation observed
for the sequence of p7 with membrane spanning regions indicated by a red box.
Fragments observed in the B. low m/z region and C. high m/z region of p7.

mentation within their transmembrane-spanning domains (Fig. 5.6A). For MscL and
p7, cleavage seems to occur predominantly in membrane regions, whereas Kirbac
displays sites in soluble regions as well. As transmembrane prediction approaches
should be used with caution, we validated our observations by plotting the observed
CID fragments onto the available high-resolution structure of Kirbac3.1. To provide a
similar graphical representation for p7 and MscL, we used homologous structures, as
there are currently no high-resolution structures available for these IMPs (Fig. 5.6B).
Top-down fragmentation of these membrane proteins delivers extensive sequence
tags, which is quite remarkable as CID of highly charged proteins tends to favor
cleavage sites which are specific to certain combinations of amino acids. Preferential
C-terminal cleavage after an aspartic acid for lowly charged, and N-terminal cleav-
age before a proline residue for highly charged proteins have been reported[244].
Such preferred cleavages often limit the sequence information obtained and make
the spectra difficult to interpret, due to the considerable differences in fragment
intensity. This does not seem to be the case however for the three IMPs studied
here, where a more equal fragmentation propensity was observed. As CID strongly
depends on charge localization and sidechain charging is expected to be absent in
the transmembrane helices, this would suggest that protons can move towards these
regions when becoming mobile during the CID process. It has been postulated that
rather than interacting with basic side chains as expected for soluble proteins, the
mobile protons are primarily attached to the amide backbone in such hydrophobic
stretches of the amino acid sequence[238, 106]. As such interactions are less specific
than interactions with a basic side chain, top-down CID of membrane proteins yields
not only a greater number of backbone cleavages, but also over a larger number of
backbone positions[238].
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Fig. 5.6: Top-down CID of membrane proteins (detergent micelles; native ESI) leads to
fragmentation predominantly in membrane-embedded regions. A. Transmembrane
prediction for each of the three proteins reveals potential membrane embedded
areas (red curves); comparison with observed CID fragmentation sites (black bars)
shows a preference for membrane regions. B. Mapping the observed fragmentation
sites onto the 3D-structures of the three membrane proteins, confirms the results
obtained by TMH prediction. Peptide fragments observed are mapped (in red)
onto the structures of the ion (in gray). PDB IDs 2M6X, 2OAR and 3ZRS, were
respectively used for p7, MscL, and Kirbac3.1 visualization.

5.3 Conclusion

Here we have shown how a single set of experiments yields the oligomeric state,
accurate subunit mass and (partial) sequence information on membrane proteins,
possibly even indicating membrane embedded parts of the sequence. The main
advantage of such an experimental approach is that the interdependency between
amino-acid sequence (proteoform) and higher-order structure can be investigated
simultaneously, even in heterogeneous samples. In comparison to the reported
sequence coverage of 9–22% for top-down CID of denatured membrane proteins
with multiple transmembrane domains on a Q-TOF instrument[224], we obtain
similar values in top-down CID of native, oligomeric IMPs embedded in detergent
micelles. Although currently the experimental approach is not yet suitable for high-
throughput studies, recent developments in coupling size exclusion chromatography
with electrospray ionization[245] or automated sampling[15] might significantly
increase the viability of such attempts in the context of structural proteomics. As the
experimental strategy applied here is easily integrated with the current methodology
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used when studying IMPs by native MS, it opens up new opportunities to study the
effect of PTMs and sequence variations on the higher-order structure of membrane
proteins and their complexes.

5.4 Material and methods

Sample preparation

Kirbac3.1 was expressed overnight at 19 ◦C in E. coli BL21 CodonPlus (DE3) RP
(Agilent) and purified according to the protocol described previously [246], with
the exception of the gel-filtration step that was performed in 200 mM ammonium
acetate and 0.5 mM tridecyl-β-D-maltoside detergent. The protein was subsequently
concentrated to 0.8 mg/mL using Vivaspin concentrators with molecular weight
cutoff of 50 kDa. In these experiments, we used the W46R mutant as it shows an
increased stability compared to the wild-type Kirbac. P7 samples were prepared
by dissolving 0.1 mg lyophilized p7 (H77 strain with the H17A mutation) in 100
mL triton X-100 (10x CMC), vortexed, and subsequently spun down to remove
any large remaining particles prior to analysis. Pentameric MscL (G22C5 mutant)
reconstituted in triton X-100 was prepared as reported earlier[137].

Mass spectrometry

All samples were introduced into the vacuum of the mass spectrometer without
further desalting using nanoESI with gold-coated borosilicate capillaries at cap-
illary voltages of 1.2 - 1.6 kV. Spectra were recorded in positive ion mode on a
commercially available travelling wave ion mobility mass spectrometer (Synapt G2
HDMS, Waters) in TOF-mode. The instrument was fitted with a 32 k quadrupole
and settings optimized for transmission of large complexes. Gas pressures were
6.0 to 9.0 mbar, 1.5 E−2 mbar and 4.6 E−2 mbar for backing, source and trap cell,
respectively. Collision energies were optimized for each membrane protein specif-
ically in order to obtain maximum CID fragmentation, whilst maintaining some
of the original oligomeric protein present. Voltages used were 150/150/10/125
for p7, 125/10/10/160 for MscL and 200/200/10/200 for sampling cone, trap CE,
trap DC bias and transfer CE, respectively. The m/z scale of all mass spectra was
externally calibrated using a 10 mg/mL CsI solution. The spectra were processed
using Masslynx 4.1 (Waters). Transmembrane predictions were performed using the
TMHMM server, as described elsewhere.
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Part III

Intrinsically Disordered Proteins„Water takes the shape of all that it surrounds..

— Ben Howard
("Rivers in your mouth")
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6Top-down ECD and ETD mass
spectrometry as a tool in
(un)structural biology

Albert Konijnenberg and Frank Sobott

Abstract
The recent years have seen an regained interest in top-down methodology to study
the primary structure of a protein. The ability of "Soft" fragmentation methods such
as electron capture (ECD) and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) to prevent disrup-
tion of any post translational modifications while providing backbone fragmentation,
allows for studies of the proteoforms of a protein, encompassing not only its amino
acid sequence, but also any modifications thereof. More recently it was shown that
ECD and ETD fragmentation can also provide higher-order structural information
on an amino acid specific level, which complements well with the global structural
restraints such as solvent accesible surface area (SASA) or collision cross section
(CCS) that native mass spectrometry can provide. Here we will describe recent
developments in the application of top-down methods to study protein structure
in the gas phase, while focussing on intrinsically disordered proteins. Top-down
ECD/ETD methodology holds great promise for studying IDPs in the gas phase and
several recent studies will be used to underline what types of information can be
obtained.
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6.1 Introduction

The developments within the field of (native) mass spectrometry could well be con-
sidered to be ironic to an outsider. After finally discovering an ionization technique
that would allow biomolecules to be transferred to the gas phase intact [132], at
least an equal amount of time then has been spent ever since to search for methods
to actually fragment intact biomolecules again [1, 143]. Efforts were made not only
to keep proteins intact, but also to maintain their native-like conformations in the gas
phase; only to try to fragment them into their respective subunits later on. In reality,
such advancements are not contradictory, but have allowed the user to gain better
control over the fragmentation/dissociation process and thus the level of (structural)
information obtained from it. Such developments aim at a methodology that displays
the ideal characteristics of a fragmentation technique in mass spectrometry. These
features have been described as (i) the ability to cleave many different bonds, (ii)
the fragmentation pattern should be simple to interpret, (iii) fragmentation should
be faster than intramolecular rearrangements, to reflect the original structure of the
analyte and finally (iv) labile bonds are to be retained throughout the fragmentation
process [247].

6.1.1 Developments and instrumentation

For proteins and peptides, electron and radical-driven fragmentation techniques
approach such characteristics much better than the traditional collision induced
dissociation (CID) (see chapter 1.2.2.3). Electron capture dissociation (ECD) and
its younger brother electron transfer dissociation (ETD) induce fragmentation of
the peptide backbone between the N-Cα atom trough ion-electron recombination
reactions. The first observations of ECD fragmentation were made in experiments
where ubiquitin was exposed to UV light to induce dissociation in an FT-ICR instru-
ment. Along with charge reduction, fragmentation was observed, yielding c and z
fragments (fig. 6.1). As c and z fragmentation was observed strongly dependent
on the trapping of the protein, it was suggested that electrons were generated by
impingement from a metal surface after exposure by the UV light [248], suggesting
that not the UV light, but secondary electrons emitted by the UV light induced
fragmentation. Subsequent work from the McLafferty lab replaced the UV laser with
a filament based electron gun, which introduced the first top-down ECD experiments
[249]. Although the exact mechanism of fragmentation is still debated, the presence
of a nearby positively charged site seems to be a requirement - as is depicted in
the proposed mechanism in figure 6.1. Such conclusions are reinforced by the
observation that membrane embedded regions, which are depleted in basic amino
acids, yield poor ECD/ETD sequence coverage [238]. Despite the requirement of a
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Fig. 6.1: Proposed reaction mechanism for ECD cleavages of a peptide backbone at the
N-Cα bond leading to formation of c and z fragments. After [253]

nearby charge, ECD and ETD yield extensive fragmentation [250], which although
yielding slightly lower sequence coverage is made up for by better signal-to-noise
ratios for peptide fragments, thus assisting in characterization of protein and pep-
tide sequence. Despite the increased number of cleavages, ECD and/or ETD (EXD)
spectra are still relatively simple to interpret as fragmentations are predominantly
induced by cleavage of a single type of bond, although internal fragments have been
observed [251, 252]. Internal fragments do appear to be more common for ECD
than for ETD based fragmentation [251], but are always the less intense species.
This is due to the reaction cross section for electron capture being reduced by the
lower charge net charge on an already fragmented peptide [253].

Another important advantage of ExD over CID is the time-scale of fragmentation.
Where CID is a relatively slow fragmentation technique with collisions leading to
the build-up of internal energy in small steps - which allow for redistribution of the
energy over the whole molecule, similar to a heating process – fragmentation by ExD
is fast. The speed of fragmentation makes that it can be seen as a non-ergodic process,
meaning there is no energy randomization. As a consequence ExD can be considered
to be a “soft” fragmentation technique, which does not disrupt the protein or peptide
structure. Although many secondary structure elements form through hydrogen
bonding of the backbone, the specificity of ExD fragmentation by cleaving only the
N-Cα guarantees such interactions to be maintained. As such, covalent bonds and
are preserved and even labile non-covalent interactions are unaffected and can be
observed to remain bound [254, 255, 256]. In comparison the ergodic nature of CID
leads to breaking of weak non-covalent interactions prior to dissociation of the much
more stable covalent backbone bonds, thus losing information on non-covalent or
weak covalent interactions, such as PTMs. Furthermore the energy redistribution in
CID also means that the weakest interaction is preferentially cleaved often leading
to incomplete sequence coverage as well as large varieties in fragment intensities.
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6.1.2 Towards high throughput instrumentation

Although the first ECD experiments held great promise, the long acquisition times and
poor signal-to-noise ratios remained challenging. As the advantages of ExD over CID
based fragmentation would be especially beneficial for proteomics type studies, high
throughput analysis by ECD would be required. It was not before several changes to
the FT-ICR instrumentation – including replacement of the filament based electron
source to a heated dispenser cathode[257], an optimized FT-ICR cell and low-energy
gated trapping [258] – were introduced, that analysis with lower reaction times
was possible. At the same time new developments in ion-ion reactions with radical
anions led to the development of electron transfer dissociation (ETD) [259]. Protein
and peptide cations were introduced in the trap from the front end of the instrument,
whereas radical anions (anthracene) were introduced from the back end where they
were generated by negative ion chemical ionization. The initial implementation
of ETD by Coon and coworkers was on a linear 2D ion trap, which immediately
held great potential as it was more readily available, cheaper and required less
maintenance than the expensive FT-ICR instruments [260]. Furthermore the time
scale of performing ETD reactions - which lies in the milliseconds range –can thus be
readily complemented by liquid chromatography (LC) studies [259]. For structural
studies the reduced trapping times (compared to the seconds required for ECD on a
FT-ICR instrument) required in ETD are also beneficial, as long trapping times might
allow structural rearrangements to occur in the gas phase [18]. Although the first
implementation of ETD was on a Bruker Amazon ion trap instrument, it was with
the implementation of ETD on the Thermo orbitrap platform mass spectrometers
[261] that proteomics had found its workhorse. The sensitivity and resolution of the
orbitrap, combined with the sequencing capabilities (either by CID or ETD), made
it ideal for high throughput bottom-up studies [262, 263]. Further developments
in ETD hardware included a source design that allowed for front end ETD radical
anion generation through electric discharge [264]. Later a similar design using
glow discharge rather than CI was implemented on Waters Synapt G2 and G2/S
instruments [265, 266] (for a detailed description see chapter 7), allowing top-down
ETD on an instrument that is more suitable for native analysis of protein and protein
complexes.

6.2 Applications of ECD and ETD in native mass
spectrometry

Along with the more traditional sequencing and PTM analysis experiments, the field
of top-down mass spectrometry has recently seen an increased interest in the analysis
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of gas phase protein structures by using ExD methods. The appeal of performing
top-down on intact proteins and complexes is the ability to relate primary sequence
information (proteoform) to higher order structure. Although we have seen (see
chapter 5) that top-down CID on integral membrane proteins provide information
on the membrane embedded regions, for large soluble protein complexes top-down
CID provides little structural information. The non-ergodic nature of ExD however,
proves to be much more useful to obtain structural information and probe the relation
between proteoform and higher-order structure. In the following section we will
discuss several exciting new applications using top-down ExD mass spectrometry.

6.2.1 Studying protein-ligand interactions by top-down ECD/ETD

In a seminal paper Loo and colleagues show how ECD can be used to probe the
binding site of non-covalent ligands [267]. They used the intrinsically disordered
protein α-synuclein (14.6 kDa) (AS) and the small molecule spermine (202 Da).
Interactions between AS and spermine are known to be located near the C-terminus,
which is rich in acidic amino acids. The highly similar (60% sequence identity)
γ-synuclein lacks the acidic C-tail and is not able to bind spermine, suggesting
a role for the 5 aspartate and 10 glutamate residues making up the C-terminus.
The authors established a 1:1 binding of spermine to AS and thus confirm such
interactions could be detected on a FT-ICR instrument. Subsequently the 14+ charge
state of the AS-spermine complex was subjected to ECD. Charge reduced peaks of
the intact complex dominated the spectrum, showing that ECD does not break the
AS-spermine interaction. Spermine was also found to remain bound to roughly
half of the unique fragments observed, whereas no equivalent fragments with and
without spermine were observed (eg. [z36]3+ and [z36+spermine]3+). As all z
fragments were found to have spermine bound whereas only C-terminal c-fragments
displayed spermine binding, it could be concluded that binding was located near
the C-terminus. By analysing the largest c- and z-fragments that show binding, an
estimate of the binding region can be made. Despite the low sequence coverage
near the C-terminus, the authors were able to pinpoint the spermine binding site to
the region spanning Gly106 and Pro138. A comparison between the results from
top-down mass spectrometry and a spermine titration with AS by NMR further
validated these residues as the binding site, as the largest chemical shifts were
located in the Gln109-Ala140 stretch [268]. Although a promising technique to
study protein-ligand binding in the gas phase, the prerequisite for such studies is
that the protein structures in solution and the gas phase do not significantly differ.
A good example where changes to the protein structure in the gas phase affect the
ligand binding site has been given by Jockusch and colleagues. While studying the
Insulin-CB7 complex, they did not only observe the previously reported N-terminal
phenylalanine binding [269], but also fragments with CB7 bound further down the
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polypeptide chain, thus suggesting ligand migration [270]. The authors suggest
this behaviour is due to the unstructured N-terminus of insulin B-chain folding back
onto the surface of the protein, allowing for new interactions between the ligand
and protein to be formed. It should be noted that ligand migration can be induced
as side reaction of too harsh activation conditions, e.g. CID of the cholare toxin
B-pentasacharide complex can lead to ligand migration [271]. Although it seemed
that the energies in the Insulin-CB7 complex study were kept to a minimum, the
long trapping time (up to 1 second) could also possibly contribute to the observation
of ligand migration.

As these examples are all of protein-ligand interactions that are of an electrostatic
nature (e.g. ion pair or salt bridges), it shows that the ECD/ETD fragmentation
process is soft enough to maintain these interactions. Although ESI-MS has revealed
that hydrophobic interactions can be maintained upon transfer to the gas phase [193,
273], such interactions will not be stabilized in the gas phase due to the loss of the
hydrophobic effect. To investigate if such interactions can be observed for ECD/ETD
fragments, Clarke et al. used a complex between the p53-inibitor protein AGR2
and the hydrophobic peptide PTTIYY [272]. As low charge states (8+ to 10+) did
not yield any fragmentation, the authors chose the 15+ charge state. Interestingly,
binding of the PTTIYY peptide is observed with equal affinity for each charge state
of AGR2, suggesting that Coulombic unfolding does not affect the binding pocket.
Charge reduction of the 15+ charge state resulted predominantly in charge loss
without dissociation of the hydrophobic peptide. Comparison of the fragmentation
patterns for apo-AGR2 and the AGR2-PTTIYY complex revealed that fragmentation in
the N-terminus was not affected by ligand binding, whereas the C-terminus revealed
a sharp decrease in fragmentation. In addition to this indirect observation of the
binding site, 18 fragments were observed with the peptide remaining bound. Based
on these fragments the authors were able to pinpoint the binding site, which was
then validated using an ELISA assay in the presence of competing peptides (Fig.
6.2).

6.2.2 Surface mapping of large non-covalent protein complexes

With the tendency to study ever larger biomolecules by native MS, the focus of
top-down techniques has also been redirected to study of larger protein complexes in
recent years. Such studies might provide information that is difficult to obtain by any
other method, namely the relation between proteoform (i.e. the primary sequence
including PTMs, point mutations, truncations or alternative splicing) and high-order
structure. In a seminal paper Breuker and McLaffarty show that top-down methods
for proteins are not limited to small proteins, but can be extended to a range over
200 kDa. In order to obtain decent fragmentation efficieny, the authors used solvent
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disruption in combination with heating of the ions in the ESI inlet capillary followed
by continuous ion activation to disrupt the network of non-covalent interactions.
By this approach dissociation of the peptide backbone by by infrared multphoton
dissociation (IRMPD), became feasible even for proteins over 200 kDa, yielding
decent sequence coverage (up to 75 % for the first 200 amino acids). With the non-
covalent interaction network already preventing IRMPD studies to yield extensive
fragmentation, top-down ExD studies are further complicated by another factor. As
native, folded proteins increase in mass, the charge does not grow equally, due to

Fig. 6.2: Top-down ECD analysis of the 15+ charge state of the AGR2:PTTIYY complex (m/z
1456). A. Broadband ECD spectrum. Charge reduction predominates, however,
backbone fragmentation is also observed. B. ECD fragmentation map of the [AGR2-
PTTIYY + 15H]15+ species. Fragments which retain PTTIYY ligand binding are
marked by a double tick. Red underlined residues indicate the binding site for
PTTIYY as was confirmed by ELISA assays. C. ECD fragmentation map of the
[apo-AGR2 + 15H]15+ species. Repoduced from [272]
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the relative smaller surface area. As such it might be expected that fragmentation of
such complexes is rather ineffective, due to the dependence on charge.

These reservations were overcome when the Gross lab showed that it was possible to
perform top-down ECD on a native 150 kDa protein complex. The homotetrameric
protein alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) was introduced by nano-ESI for analysis by FT-
ICR. No fragmentation of ADH was observed by ETD and neither by selection of the
26+ charge state in the ion trap, prior to ECD. However when the authors submitted
the complete charge state distribution of ADH to ECD without prior selection, not
only were the precursor charge states completely depleted due to charge reduction,
but also ECD fragments were observed. ECD fragments were stemming from the
first 55 amino acids from the N-terminus, with almost full sequence coverage. One
important observation made is the absence of fragments from the C-terminus of the
protein. Although fragmentation efficiency at the C-terminus is always lower than at
the N-terminus, a complete absence of fragments is not expected. Upon inspecting
the crystal structure of ADH, it was observed that the C-terminus of ADH is located in
the subunit interface. This suggests that these parts of the sequence are not accessible
to the electrons, and as a consequence do not fragment. So although yielding lower
sequence coverage than for denatured proteins, the information obtained seems to
be linked to the structure of the protein. In a follow-up study Gross and coworkers
investigated the origins of the fragment patterns obtained for large non-covalent
protein complexes. In addition to the previously studied ADH, the protein complexes
concanavalin (103 kDa) and the photosynthetic Fenna-Metthews-Olson antenna
protein complex (140 kDa) were also sequenced by top-down ECD. Based on the
fragment patterns with and without collision induced unfolding prior to ECD, the
authors suggest that the fragment patterns obtained can be related to the B-factors
of their respective crystal structures [274]. The authors reason that more flexible
regions are more effective in acquiring radical anions or electrons and thus undergo
more extensive fragmentation than rigid regions.

Although the notion that ECD and ETD fragmentation preferentially cleaves flexible
regions is interesting, it can be questioned if the B-factor, which is a thermodynamic
property of the crystal, is the best way to describe this local structure. The B-factor
describes the spread in electron density and can thus be correlated to mobility
of an atom (or group of atoms). As crystals can contain differences in flexibility
due to crystal packing, the B-factor can be low in the crystal whereas mobility for
specific atoms might be higher in a soluble protein. Alternatively, the B-factor can
be artificially high for a model when atoms are incorrectly built. A probably more
accurate description of mobility of residues might be found in the root mean square
fluctuation (RMSF), which can be obtained from MD simulations. The RMSF is
the deviation between a particle (atom or residue) when compared to a reference
position. As such it can be used to describe the flexibility of a residue when followed
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over the time of an MD simulation, which can be performed either in water or in
vacuum to better reflect the experimental conditions. However, as sequence coverage
for large protein complexes is relatively poor and ECD/ETD is favored at terminal
regions, one can ask if flexibility is a good parameter to explain fragment patterns
as these regions are often on the outside and unstructured, or flexible anyway. An
alternative suggestion for how ETD fragments correlate with structural parameters
is based on the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) which reasons from a point
that impact of an electron or radical anion is more likely to occur on the surface
of a protein [275, 276], than in the core residues of an protein. The suggested
mechanism for ExD fragmentation (fig. 6.1), which shows that ExD fragmentation
is dependent on a nearby charge, further reinforces such an hypothesis as positive
charges largely residue on the surface of a folded protein structure. For large protein
complexes, such relation seems to be accurate, although for small proteins it fails to
describe the observed fragmentation patterns accurately, due to the lack of a well-
defined protein core. In reality the fragment patterns might stem from a combination
of several factors including the location of charge, the hydrogen bond network (also
see chapter 9), flexibility and reagent/electron accessibility, which will more or less
contribute depending on the size of a protein.

6.2.3 Studying gas phase protein structure by top-down methods

Due to the limited sequence coverage obtained for large protein complexes (eg. 15%
for the 150 kDa complex of alcohol dehydrogenase), it is difficult to make detailed
conclusions about the structural information obtained by top-down ExD experiments.
Smaller proteins often yield a higher sequence coverage and can thus yield more
in depth insights into the possibility to probe gas phase protein structures by ExD.
The benchmark paper for studying protein structure in the gas phase by top-down
methods comes from studies on the KIX domain of the CREB binding protein [277].
KIX consists of 91 amino acids, which forms a stable three helix bundle in solution.
The authors started by investigating the ECD fragmentation behavior of different
charge states of KIX from “quasi-native” to denatured (see figure 6.3). The resulting
fragmentation patterns reveal the unfolding of KIX as a function of charge state (Fig.
6.3). For the lowest observed charge state (7+), fragments are solely stemming
from the termini of the protein. Based on this, the authors suggest that many
non-covalent interactions are maintained and stabilizing the complex. Interestingly
applying collisional activation prior to ECD did not yield a different fragmentation
pattern, suggesting that electrostatic interactions were maintained. As the charge
states increase, the fragment yield increases from the N-terminus onwards. This
suggests an unraveling of α 1 (8+ CS), followed by α 2 (9+ CS) and finally α 3
(10+ CS), that progresses with increasing charge state. As there is no supplemental
activation applied to release the fragments in the gas phase, it was concluded that
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these fragment patterns reveal loss of structure in solution of KIX, as once in the gas
phase no non-covalent interactions are broken. Given the solution conditions (pH 4
supplemented with 20% MeOH), such a conclusion seems valid, as such conditions
are not necessarily ideal for maintaining a native fold of a protein. This also raises
the question if the observed ECD fragmentation patterns are not exclusively caused
by the chosen solution conditions. Solution unfolding of the protein would increase
the surface area of the protein and might make it thus more susceptible for electron
capture through more exposed (solvent accessible) regions. Without ion mobility to
assess to compactness of each charge state, such conclusions are, however, difficult
to draw.

The nature of the apparent stability of the 7+ charge state of KIX was then further
studied. Upon increasing the trapping time (while keeping all other settings the
same) the fragment pattern did not significantly change, suggesting that up to a
timescale of 2 seconds, KIX remains stable in the gas phase. The authors then applied
collisional activation prior to ECD, but also here no changes in the fragmentation
pattern were observed. These results show the stability of the three helix bundle KIX
in the gas phase. Interestingly, the unfolding of KIX can be correlated to the charge
density of the helices, with α1 having the lowest and α3 having the highest charge
density. Further inspection of the solution structure of KIX reveals that an even
better correlation was observed when the number of possible salt bridges within an
α-helix was compared to the stability of the helices, suggesting that salt bridges are
also the major determinants for protein stabilization in the gas phase. This does not
necessarily indicate that other contributing factors can be ruled out, because as the
authors also observe, unraveling of the helices proceeds from the N-to-C terminus
thus suggesting that the helix dipole can for example also contribute.

Another extensive analysis of the ability of ExD to probe gas phase protein structure
came from the Vachet lab, which combined ETD with CID to dissociate possible
fragments formed, but still kept together by non-covalent interactions. The authors
performed ETD on 5 small proteins, including the previously studied bovine ubiquitin
and equine cytochrome C [256]. Although it has been known that supplemental
activation is required to obtain a more extensive fragmentation, ever since the first
series of top-down ECD experiments was performed [278], the authors wanted
to investigate if the ETD spectra obtained could give information on structural
rearrangements in the gas phase. The authors monitored the fragments observed
with and without supplemental activation. Applying supplemental activation always
yielded a more extensive fragmentation (Fig. 6.4). As supplemental activation
was kept below the level for collision induced dissociation, these results suggest
that indeed non-covalent interactions such as salt bridges or hydrogen bonds are
responsible for keeping the fragments together. With the solution structure of
proteins largely retained in the gas phase, the authors then compared the electrostatic
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Fig. 6.3: Yields of c (black bars) and z (open bars) fragment ions from ECD of (M + nH)n+

ions of KIX versus backbone cleavage site; helix regions are shaded gray. Ions with
n=7–12 and n=13–16 were electrosprayed from quasi-native (80:20 H2O/CH3OH,
pH 4) and denaturing (50:50 H2O/CH3OH, pH 2.5) protein solutions (1–2 µM),
respectively. Reproduced from [277]
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Fig. 6.4: Summary of the cleavage sites from the ETD, ETD/CID, CA/ETD and CA/ETD/CID
experiments on the 6+ ion of ubiquitin. The amino acid sequence of the protein
is shown at the top of the figure. The black bars on this sequence indicate the
locations of the salt bridges. Reproduced from [256].

interaction network of the proteins investigated to the observed fragment patterns.
Screening the native salt bridge pattern along with all other possible salt-bridge
patterns (to show specificity) against the fragmentation patterns, the authors find
that in most cases native salt-bridges explain the experimental ETD data better than
nearly all other possible patterns. This suggests that ETD can provide insights into the
location of salt bridges in the gas phase. The authors also experiment with different
levels of activation (fig. 6.4). When ubiquitin is (partially) unfolded prior to ETD
fragmentation, not much difference is observed compared to unactivated ubiquitin
that is subjected to ETD fragmentation. Interestingly when applying both collision
activation prior to ETD and supplemental activation (post ETD), the authors observe
an increase in sequence coverage. The authors reason that although non-covalent
interactions might be disrupted by the collisional activation, the cooling time of
approximately 5 msec prior to ETD is enough to anneal the protein to a compact
conformation. Such conclusions do not seem to be valid for larger systems [276],
but are not unthinkable for proteins of that size. It should be noted however that
collisional activation prior to ETD does induce shuffling or disruption of non-covalent
interactions as there is a clear effect visible on the fragmentation pattern. On the
other hand it can be questioned if small systems such as ubiquitin or cytochrome C
are indeed able to maintain their solution fold in the gas phase. Although for most
large non-covalent protein complexes there is little doubt whether they are able to
maintain their solution structure – although a small compaction of the structure can
be observed upon collisional activation for specific systems [27, 9] – the question
is how small we can go to be still sure that we maintain native protein structure
in the gas phase. Proteins that display few salt bridges or hydrogen bonds, might
easily undergo rearrangements even when collision energies are kept to a minimum.
Recent efforts in native MS of ubiquitin have indeed shown that very careful tuning is
required for maintaining the solution structure in the gas phase even on instruments
that are designed for these purposes [279], which makes one wonder if the relatively
harsh desolvation conditions required when using conventional ESI and FT-ICR or
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trap instrumentation should not be avoided in top-down MS studies that aim to
elucidate structural aspects of a native protein.

6.3 Top-down methods for studying intrinsically
disordered proteins

The ability of ECD and ETD techniques to reveal the relation between higher order
structure and primary sequence (including PTMs), makes it a powerful tool to study
intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). The regulatory function of IDPs means that
they have to interact with many different partners. Having such a diverse group of
binding partners requires structural promiscuity, which in turn needs to be regulated
often by PTMs or biophysical parameters of their environment (pH, ionic strength, hy-
drophobicity) based on whatever the situation requires [63]. As the relation between
the exact primary structure (proteoform), the higher-order structure and function is
especially important for this class of proteins, top-down mass spectrometry might
be one of the few techniques to actually map such a relation. In return, IDPs might
make excellent targets for analysis by top-down ECD/ETD fragmentation. Their
less defined structure, which ranges from just unstructured regions to completely
disordered protein sequences, and consequently high charge states, makes them
susceptible for electron capture/transfer. As discussed previously, the hydrogen-bond
network of a protein might largely dictate which fragments are observed without
applying supplemental activation. The often extended, unstructured regions of IDPs
might fragment without the need for supplemental activation, because of the lack of
well-defined non-covalent interactions which would keep the fragments bound to
each other.

The ribosomal protein S12 (RPS12) is an intrinsically disordered protein. When
in complex with other ribosomal subunits, the available structure of RPS12 shows
significant disorder in both terminal regions. Although there is no solution structure
available for the free form of RPS12, CD spectroscopy has revealed that it is largely
disordered. When performing top-down ETD on RPS12 without supplemental
activation, we observed fragments stemming from both termini, with a large gap in
the middle where no fragments were observed. Such a fragmentation pattern is in
correspondence with the observation that both termini are disordered (and surface-
exposed). These results were validated by comparing the observed ETD fragments
to predicted disordered regions. Predictions were performed with DisEMB using the
‘hotloops’ algorithm, which yielded an almost exact prediction of the fragmentation
pattern. Fragmentation starting from both termini ends where structured regions
are expected, possibly due to non-covalent interactions stabilizing these regions
(so that supplemental activation would be required to release these fragments).
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Fig. 6.5: Top-down ETD fragmentation of the IDP RPS12 reveals the correlation between
disordered regions and the observed ETD fragments in absence of supplemental
activation. The spectrum of RS12 displays the typical broad charge state distribu-
tion that is characteristic for IDPs under native conditions. The 9+ charge state
(red box) was selected for top-down ETD. The observed ETD fragments of the 9+
charge state corresponds closely to the predicted disorder of RPS12

Interestingly the disorder prediction reveals a third disordered region, which is
flanked by the structured regions. The absence of fragments for this disordered
region could indicate that the two ordered regions interact with each other via non-
covalent interactions, thus preventing the release of fragments from the disordered
region, similar to what was described for folded proteins in chapter 7 and 9. The
combination of detailed amino acid-specific information that can be obtained by ExD
with the global structural descriptions of ion mobility, are a perfect match for studying
the dynamic conformational space of IDPs by mass spectrometry. In the first paper
combining top-down ECD with parallel ion mobility analysis, Barran and coworkers
investigate such a combination for the partially disordered protein lymphotactin
(hLtn) [252]. Lymphotactin is the defining member of the XC chemokine class, which
has only one rather than two disulfide bridges as otherwise common for chemokines,
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and a unique intrinsically disordered C-tail. Even more remarkable is the ability of
lymphotactin to switch between two distinctly different conformations: a monomeric
conformation (Ltn10) that consists of three β-sheets flanked by a single α-helix
that is preferred at 10 ◦C, and a dimeric conformation (Ltn40) that consists of four
β-sheets, which is stabilized above 40 ◦C. Interestingly the hydrogen bond network
of these two conformations is completely scrambled, meaning that no two identical
hydrogen bonds exist in both structures. By choosing the right solution conditions
the authors were able to have both conformations present simultaneously. Both
conformations of hLtn have a characteristic charge state distribution, which ranges
from 4+ to 8+ for the monomer and 8+ to 12+ for the dimer. For Ltn10 the lowest 4
charge states all show collision cross sections obtained by IM which fluctuate around
950 Å2, but rapidly increase for the second extended conformation of the 7+ and the
8+. Such a stable region where the CCS does not significantly increase with charge
points towards the presence of a stable structure. When compared to the theoretical
CCS for the Ltn10 solution structure however (1694 Å2), it becomes rapidly apparent
that the lower charge states represent collapsed states of Ltn10, most likely due
to folding of the intrinsically disordered tail onto the structure. The authors then
turned to ECD to elucidate this collapse by obtaining higher resolution structural
information. With these experiments being performed on an FT-ICR instrument, the
authors observed a more extensive charge state distribution, with charge states from
7+ to 10+ present with enough intensity to perform top-down ECD. Fragmentation
increased with charge, starting from the termini of the protein. However rather
than progressing further up or down the sequence, significant fragmentation is
observed in the α-helical region with increased charge. Simultaneously, for the 9+
and 10+ charge state the C-terminal disordered tail is lost in its entirety, suggesting
the disordered tail is latched from the core residues. Apart from c and z fragments
the authors also observed a lot of internal fragments (zIc), which give a glimpse
into the non-covalent interactions stabilizing the protein. When performing ECD
on the Ltn40 dimer, the authors observe fragments for the 11+ and 13+ charge
state that flank the β-sheets, indicating an almost complete retention of the dimer
interface, as there is hardly any fragmentation observed in the beta-sheet core.
Interestingly when comparing the zIc fragments of Ltn10 and Ltn40 the difference is
remarkable (fig. 5.6): where for Ltn10 internal fragments are scattered, the stable
Ltn40 dimer yields exclusively internal fragments stemming from this beta-sheet
core. This observation is interesting as it reflects the difference in fold and stability of
the two conformations, proving that top-down ECD can be conformation-specific.
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Fig. 6.6: Conformation-specific fragmentation behavior of Ltn based on the observed in-
ternal fragments. A. Structure of the monomeric form Ltn10 of lymphotactin. B.
Internal fragments observed for increasing charge state show a progressive loss
of structure. C Structure of the dimeric Ltn40 conformation of lymphotactin. D
Internal fragments for Ltn40 show a retention of the β-sheet core of the protein
despite increasing charge.

6.4 Outlook

The applications of top-down mass spectrometry by ExD are diverse and occupy a
specific niche within the toolbox of (native) mass spectrometry methods for structural
biology. Especially the combination of ion mobility to study global conformational
aspects of protein structure with the amino acid specific information of top-down
ExD, holds great promise for future experiments. Ideally these approaches should be
combined in a single experiment, thus enabling simultaneous assessment of primary,
secondary and possible tertiary structure of co-populated conformations. Another
exciting line of research that is enabled by the development of soft fragmentation
techniques in combination with native MS is the ability to study the relationship
between proteoform and (stability of) the oligomeric state of a protein. Although
such studies are currently performed on a single protein [280], they become more
interesting at the proteome level. Given that our genome indeed consists of a
number of genes ranging somewhere between 19,000 and 20,000, the interactome
is estimated to consist of 650,000 protein interactions, which would mean that on
average every protein has interactions with about 30 other proteins [281]. The
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prospect of such studies is in part still hindered by technological limitations - such
as for example the absence of a miniaturized version of a size exclusion column
- however similar studies using limited digest to assess protein interactions on a
proteome scale have given us a tantalizing view of the results such studies can obtain
[282]. If we consider how far native mass spectrometry has come in the last decade,
the only limitation seems to be time.
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Abstract
Top-down approaches for the characterization of intact proteins and macromolecular
complexes are becoming increasingly popular, since they potentially simplify and
speed up the assignment process. Here we demonstrate how, on a commercially
available Q-TWIMS-TOF instrument, we performed top-down ETD of the native
form of tetrameric alcohol dehydrogenase. We achieved good sequence coverage
throughout the first 81 N-terminal amino acids of ADH, with the exception of a
loop located on the inside of the protein. This is in agreement with the exposed
parts of the natively folded protein according to the crystal structure. Choosing the
right precursor charge state and applying supplemental activation were found to
be key to obtaining a high ETD fragmentation efficiency. Finally, we briefly discuss
opportunities to further increase the performance of ETD based on our results.
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7.1 Introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS) is one of the key technologies in proteomics research. Cur-
rent applications usually still rely on the chemical or enzymatic digestion of the
protein into smaller peptides, which are then separated by liquid chromatography
before analysis by means of (tandem) mass spectrometry. Recent developments
have, however, enabled the top-down analysis of intact proteins on several pro-
tein MS platforms other than FT-ICR (e.g. 3D ion traps, Orbitrap and Q-TOF).
Knowledge of the intact protein mass and sequence determination based on the
fragmentation of the intact proteins offer many potential advantages over conven-
tional bottom-up proteomics [34, 283, 47, 227, 284, 285, 286, 169, 133, 287].
These include the detection and more facile determination of the relative abundance
of known or unknown protein isoforms, resulting from alternative RNA splicing,
expression frame-shifting, site-specific mutations, truncations, and post-translational
modifications. In addition, analysis of intact proteins and protein complexes under
non-denaturing conditions also gives access to properties such as their conforma-
tional states and interactions (complexes), which are essential for a comprehensive
understanding of proteomes [288, 4, 289, 91, 83, 143]. The combination of native
ionization and top-down sequencing promises to yield information on all these
aspects of protein identity, structure, and interactions in a single experiment. Top-
down approaches have greatly benefited from the introduction of electron capture
dissociation (ECD) [286, 290, 249, 291] and its younger cousin, electron transfer
dissociation (ETD)[259]. These fragmentation methods are based on a rapid, non-
ergodic reaction of the positively charged analyte with electrons or radical anions.
ETD affords extensive cleavage of the peptide backbone with minimal side reactions
and is, therefore, a valuable addition or alternative to collision induced dissociation
(CID) [292, 293]. As a multi-collision process, CID relies on a buildup of internal
(vibrational) energy in the analyte. Owing to a preference for the dissociation of the
weakest bonds, it therefore often leads to loss of post-translational modifications and
incomplete sequence information. Crucially in CID, noncovalent interactions are lost
even before fragmentation sets in, whereas during ECD/ETD, side-chain mediated
contacts are believed to be mostly preserved [259, 292, 294, 295, 267, 274, 296],
although some loss of nonvalent interactions has been observed in ECD experiments
performed on the heptameric gp31 complex[297].

So far, most studies using ETD for top-down fragmentation have, however, been
performed on denatured proteins and on instruments that are not well suited
to native analysis (e.g., ion traps). Recently, ETD has been implemented on a
commercial Q-TWIMS-TOF instrument [265], the Synapt G2 (Fig. 7.1) and G2-S
(Waters, Manchester, UK), which can be equipped with an ETD extension. Here,
radical anions are generated in the source, between the sample cone and extraction
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cone, by means of a glow discharge. The reagent is vaporized at room temperature
and carried by a nitrogen flow to the glow discharge needle (Fig. 7.1, bottom left).
When the instrument is operated in ETD mode, the polarity of the source and ion
optics up to and including the entrance of the trap cell are continuously switched.
This allows the trap cell to be alternately filled with m/z selected protein cations and
m/z selected ETD reagent radical anions. Reagent anions are contained in the trap
cell by means of radial rf confinement and a DC barrier potential at both entry and
exit. Cation precursors and products are also radially confined as they are axially
propelled through the population of anions within the traveling wave ion guide. The
degree of ion–ion interaction as well as the residence time (ion–ion interaction time)
of anions in the trap cell is determined predominantly by the traveling wave height
and velocity (Fig. 7.1, bottom right). Other parameters such as the rf confinement
and the gas pressure in the trap also play a role for the control of the ETD reaction.

The ETD process has been shown to be quite efficient for peptide fragmentation
[266]. Owing to the higher charge states typically obtained by intact proteins in
the electrospray ionization process, the top-down ETD reaction is rather fast. While
for peptides, mutual ion-ion confinement is necessary for a few tens of milliseconds
in order to achieve high levels of fragmentation, the reaction is probably quicker
for proteins as the reaction cross section is the square of the product of the charges

Fig. 7.1: Schematic representation of the Synapt G2. ETD reagent ions are generated
between the sample cone and extraction cone, and the polarity of the instrument
up to and including the entrance of the TriWave trap is continuously switched. The
T-wave parameters determine the time and extent to which the ions can interact
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(the rate constant for the formation of a stable ion–ion pair is at least two orders
of magnitude higher than for peptides)[298]. The timescale of the ETD process
implies that the total time an ion spends in the vacuum of the mass spectrometer
is not significantly lengthened by the ETD reaction, allowing proteins to maintain
their native conformation in the gas phase. As the conditions in ETD experiments
are soft enough to allow retention of the noncovalent interactions which stabilize
the secondary, tertiary and quaternary protein structure, it is expected that the only
reaction sites available for ETD reaction are those that are exposed on the surface.
While this approach is most suited for the structural characterization of the N- and
C-terminal regions of a protein (complex), it is a potentially valuable addition to the
native top-down “toolbox,” allowing for mapping of the observed ETD fragments
onto the native structure of a protein or protein complex. Here we present the first
evidence that ETD can be combined with native mass spectrometry for top-down
sequencing of a protein complex on a Synapt mass spectrometer.

7.2 Results and discussion

We successfully introduced tetrameric ADH into the gas phase using nanoflow
electrospray ionization. Based on the narrow charge state distribution at relatively
high m/z (Fig. 7.2A, inset) we judged that ADH was maintained in its native form
while operating the instrument in ETD mode. Compared with typical settings used
for ETD fragmentation of peptides, we required significantly higher pressures in the
trap cell (0.1 mbar) for sufficient transmission and fragmentation of the complex.
When we enabled the ETD reaction by tuning the traveling-wave parameters in
the trap cell in order to maximize mixing of both ion species and to optimize
reaction time and ion transmission, we observed primarily charge reduction of the
precursor. We suspected that either the energy released upon electron transfer
was not sufficient to dissociate peptide bonds or that the ETD process was taking
place, but most fragments remained bound to each other noncovalently and, thus,
appeared in the mass spectrum as charge-reduced species. We therefore applied
supplemental activation in the transfer cell, using the transfer collision energy offset.
We optimized the voltage to enable detection of ETD fragments, without causing
CID-driven processes such as monomer ejection from the complex (Fig. 7.2A). The
applied acceleration voltages did not lead to significant CID fragmentation, further
indicating that only weak interactions of the ETD fragments with the complex were
broken. We observed some N-terminal (b2- b8) CID fragments; however, their
intensities were negligible and these fragments are most likely present because of
the extended character of the N-terminus. Using supplemental activation, we were
able to detect ETD fragments that spanned the spectra up to 2300 m/z (Fig. 7.2B).
We observed N-terminal ETD fragments up to c81 with charges ranging from 1+ to
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Fig. 7.2: Native ETD of ADH. A. ETD product spectrum of the 26+ charge state of the ADH
tetramer (Q26+). Inset shows the full spectrum prior to ETD. B. ETD product mass
spectrum over the low m/z range with the 26+ charge state of the ADH tetramer
selected as precursor. C. Representative peaks for each observed charge state (1+
to 6+), illustrating the resolution and mass accuracy achieved with the Synapt G2.
Calculated isotopic peaks are displayed as solid red lines

6+ (Fig. 7.3A). In this figure, we have labeled the residues such that if residue n is
highlighted, this indicates the formation of the cn fragment (as illustrated in figure
7.3B). This follows the notation for ECD/ETD fragmentation as used for instance by
Gross et al. [295, 274]; however, actual cleavage of a covalent bond occurs within
the residue located one site further along the protein sequence. Sequence coverage
is almost complete in this region, the main exception being a loop located between
the residues L(62) and V(71) that is located on the inside of the protein in the crystal
structure. The N-terminus of the subunits is solvent-exposed in the complex, whilst
the C-terminal residues are involved in the dimer interfaces. Seven of the residues in
the N-terminal region where no ETD fragmentation appears to occur are located at
Pro residues, which are never observed in ETD fragmentation experiments since after
dissociation of the Cα–N bond, the resulting c and z fragments are still covalently
bound via the proline residue’s pyrrolidine side chain.
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When we map the observed cleavage sites onto the crystal structure of the tetramer
(Fig. 7.3C), we can see that they are located on the exterior of the tetramer. To
provide further evidence for this, we also calculated the contribution of each residue
to the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of the complex (Fig. 7.3D). These
calculations were performed using the Gaussian approximation, and a probe radius
of 1.4 Å within the Yasara dynamics suite. To determine which residues were
buried and would thus be inaccessible for the ETD reagent, we compared the solvent
accessible surface area of each residue within the published crystal structure (PDB
accession code: 2HCY) to that of the unfolded monomer of ADH. The structures
were equilibrated by MD simulations for 10 ns at either 298 K for the “native” and
1000 K for the unfolded structures prior to SASA calculations using the Amber 99
force field [299] implemented within the Yasara dynamics suite. Every 0.2 ns a
snapshot was taken and the final SASA calculations per residue were based on
the averaged SASA values of the ensemble of structures after a 1 ns equilibration
period. Each residue was then scored based on the ratio of surface area between
the average folded and unfolded SASA for that residue as the following: residues
scoring from 0 to 0.2 were considered to be buried and thus inaccessible, whilst
a residue with a score between 0.2 and 0.5 and 0.5 and 1.0, respectively, was
considered to be accessible and exposed. Such cutoffs were chosen after earlier
work by [.] These calculations confirm that parts of the sequence with low solvent
accessibility, such as the previously mentioned loop located on the inside of the
protein, correspond to regions where limited or no cleavage is observed. This
supports our hypothesis that the ETD reaction occurs while the protein complex is
still in its native conformation, so that only surface-exposed areas are available to
the ETD reagent. This is an important observation, as one could also have expected
that the radicals would possess sufficient mobility throughout the peptide backbone,
so that the sites of electron transfer and dissociation would not be as closely related.
However, this does not seem to occur in our experiments. Residues with a high degree
of solvent exposure also occur further into the protein sequence; however, fragments
corresponding to cleavage at these sites were not observed. We hypothesize that this
is due to the increasing number of noncovalent interactions binding the fragment
to the rest of the protein. This was not unexpected and, as mentioned previously,
this method is mainly designed for the structural characterization of the terminal
regions of a protein.

These results are in agreement with previously published data by Gross and col-
leagues using ECD on a FT-ICR mass spectrometer [295, 274]; however, we achieved
higher sequence coverage. Our approach also has two other advantages over the
previous study. First, fragmentation of the ADH tetramer was only achieved on an
FT-ICR by submitting the entire native charge state distribution to ECD, whereas we
were able to use the quadrupole to select a single precursor charge state, significantly
reducing chemical noise and potentially eliminating the need for highly purified
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Fig. 7.3: Sequence coverage achieved through native ETD. A. Sequence of the ADH
monomer with the observed cleavage sites displayed in red. B. A red amino
acid indicates that it is completely contained within the c fragment, in other words
the actual bond cleavage occurs one residue further along the protein sequence
(indicated by the black dotted line). C. Observed cleavages are highlighted (red)
on the crystal structure of the yeast ADH tetramer (RSCB Protein Data Bank ID
2HCY). D. Calculated SASA contributions of the first 90 residues show that regions
with poor sequence coverage correspond to areas of the complex with low solvent
accessibility (red: exposed, orange: accessible, black: buried)

samples. Second, ions do not need to be stored for periods up to seconds because of
the efficiency of the ETD reaction in the T-wave region, facilitating investigation of
native protein conformers or fragile complexes that might not survive this extensive
storage.

We selected the three most intense charge states (26+, 25+, and 24+) of the
native envelope (Fig. 7.2A, inset) and performed ETD under similar conditions to
compare the efficiency of the ETD process. For peptides and small proteins, it has
already been reported that ETD fragmentation efficiency scales strongly with charge
state [300, 301, 302]. Since native protein complexes have lower charge densities
than denatured peptides or proteins, we expected that ETD efficiency for protein
complexes would be strongly governed by the charge state. As expected, we found a
higher abundance of ETD fragments and charge-reduced species for the 26+ and
25+ precursors both in absolute intensity and scaled to the precursor signal. For the
24+ precursor and even lower charge states, the ETD reaction was less efficient and
the lower signal-to-noise ratio of the fragments led to reduced sequence coverage,
even after averaging more than 2000 spectra (Fig. 7.4).
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Fig. 7.4: A. Vertical bars indicate the observed cleavage sites in native ETD of the 26+, 25+,
and 24+ charge states of the ADH tetramer. B. Exposed/accessible amino acid
residues based on SASA calculations, and location of secondary structure elements
(α–helices and β–sheets) in the first 85 residues

The positive effect of higher precursor charges for the top-down ETD process might
be 2-fold. First, the higher charge density increases the Coulombic interaction
energy with the radical anion. Second, we know from ion mobility measurements
that higher charge states represent slightly more extended conformations due to
Coulombic repulsion, which facilitates the ETD reaction. This relation between
charge state and ETD efficiency for native complexes stresses the importance of
research into the precise relation between charge state and protein conformation in
electrospray ionization [9, 303]. Particularly intriguing would be the possibility of
increasing the charge state and, therefore, the fragmentation efficiency in top-down
ETD experiments, of a protein or protein complex while maintaining the native
conformation. One proposed method for this involves the addition of millimolar
concentrations of supercharging agents such as sulfolane or m-NBA to a protein
solution, which leads to an increase in charge state attained in ESI experiments,
and is believed to not alter protein conformation in the solution-phase[304]. It
has been suggested that these reagents also allow a protein complex to attain high
charge states without significant structural changes [304, 28]; however, experiments
by Williams et al. have shown that the native conformation is not fully retained
in the gas phase under supercharging conditions, thereby limiting the utility of
supercharging in native MS experiments [305]. We are currently investigating the
use of several different charge shifting agents and techniques in mass spectrometry;
however, preliminary experiments indicate that the native protein conformation is
not (fully) maintained at charge states significantly beyond those attained under
non-supercharging ESI conditions.
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7.3 Conclusion

While proteomics studies using ETD benefit from the high mass resolution and
accuracy provided by FT-ICR and Orbitrap analyzers for fragment assignment, the
strength of Q-TOFs lies in the top-down characterization of native protein confor-
mations and complexes. Combining ion mobility (IM) with native top-down ETD,
which is possible on the Synapt G2/G2-S, promises to be a powerful tool for the
characterization of heterogeneous populations of complexes. Our observation that
supplemental activation applied after the ion mobility region of the instrument is
crucial for obtaining intense ETD fragments would simplify the spectral assignment,
since fragments could be assigned to their corresponding sub-complex based on the
drift time of this sub-complex [47, 4, 289]. Thus, we are now focusing our efforts to
include IM in our future experiments.

7.4 Materials and methods

Yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH; homotetramer calculated mass 147,047.88 Da
[306, 307], Sigma A7011, St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in milliQ grade
water, and fresh aliquots were buffer-exchanged against 100 mM ammonium acetate
on a 10 K molecular weight cutoff concentrator column (Vivaspin 500 VS0101;
Vivascience, Göttingen, Germany) and diluted in 100 mM ammonium acetate to
make a final concentration of 14µM. For nano-ESI introduction of samples into the
mass spectrometer, 3 µL of buffer-exchanged ADH solution were transferred to a
PicoTip (New Objective, Woburn, MA, USA) and infused into the instrument using
the nanoflow version of the Zspray ion source, at a capillary voltage of 1.6 kV and
minimal (0.2 bar) nanoflow gas pressure. We used a backing pressure of 6 mbar,
source pressure of 3.5E−3 mbar, a sampling cone voltage of 80 V, and an extraction
cone voltage of 0.5 V. Nano-ESI-MS was performed on a commercially available
quadrupole/ion mobility/oa-TOF mass spectrometer (Synapt G2; Waters Corporation,
Manchester, UK) fitted with electron transfer dissociation (ETD) functionality and a
32 K quadrupole (Fig. 7.1). The instrument has been described in detail elsewhere
[44]. In brief, the instrument comprises three consecutive, gas filled, traveling
wave (T-Wave) rf stacked ring ion guides prior to the TOF mass analyzer. For ETD
type fragmentation, a subambient pressure ( 2 mbar) glow discharge anion source
[265] was used to fill the trap (first) T-Wave cell with quadrupole mass-selected ETD
reagent anions formed from 1,4-dicyanobenzene (Acros Organics 11382; Pittsburgh,
PA, USA). During an acquisition, the source polarity and quadrupole set mass are
continuously switched to allow multiply charged cations formed from nano-ESI of
the ADH tetramer to interact with stored reagent anions in the trap T-Wave. The
subsequent time windows during which protein cations and ETD reagent ions were
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accumulated in the ion trap were 1 s and 0.2 s, respectively. We would like to
emphasize that these intervals should not be confused with the ion–ion reaction
time, which is typically a few tens of milliseconds and only begins when the reagent
ions arrive in the trap. Individual ADH tetramer charge states were selected using LM
and HM resolutions of 4.0 and 20.0. Use of the 32 k quadrupole somewhat reduced
transmission of the (m/z selected) ETD reagent; however, this was compensated by
increasing the glow discharge current until the desired reagent ion intensity was
obtained. Upon exiting the (second) T-Wave ion mobility cell, the ions enter the
(third) transfer T-Wave cell, which can be used to transfer ions into the TOF or
optionally provide supplemental activation (CID) prior to the TOF as in this study.
For efficient top-down ETD within the trap T-Wave cell, helium was used as the
bath gas at a pressure of 0.1 mbar. The transfer T-Wave cell was pressurized to
2E−2 mbar with argon. The T-Wave velocity and amplitude, which influence the
ion–ion interaction time as well as the reaction rate, were set to 300 m/sec and
1.70 V, respectively. The rf amplitude for radial confinement in the trap cell was
set to 530 V and the trap DC bias to 15 V. Additional collisional activation of ions
in the trap cell was 4 V. Supplemental activation in the transfer cell was varied
between 0 and 100 V, and it was determined that the optimum for release of ETD
fragments, with minimal CIDdriven side-reactions, was around 75 V. Data acquisition
and processing were carried out using MassLynx (ver. 4.1). External calibration up
to 8000 m/z was performed with 10 mg/ml NaI/ CsI solution. Peak assignment was
performed by manually comparing the observed fragment masses with an in-silico
generated fragment list from the protein sequence. The monoisotopic mass of the
heavier fragment ions is typically below the limit of detection. The combination of
ETD, non-dissociative charge reduction, and hydrogen abstraction reactions leads to
signals in top-down ETD typically consisting of an overlay of “true” fragment charge
states [F+nH]n+ and heavier species [F+mH]n+ (m>n). This distorts the observed
isotopic distributions, so that the average fragment mass is also not an optimal
metric to confidently assign these peaks, and is in fact found to lead to significant
mass errors. In order to circumvent these issues, multiple consecutive isotopic peaks
with signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio greater than three and mass error below 10 ppm
(typically below 0.01 m/z) were required for positive peak assignment.
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Abstract
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) form biologically active complexes that can
retain a high degree of conformational disorder, escaping structural characterization
by conventional approaches. An example is offered by the complex between the
intrinsically disordered N(TAIL) domain and the phosphoprotein X domain (P(XD))
from measles virus (MeV). Here, distinct conformers of the complex are detected
by electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and ion mobility (IM) tech-
niques yielding estimates for the solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) in solution
and the average collision cross-section (CCS) in the gas phase. Computational
modeling of the complex in solution, based on experimental constraints, provides
atomic-resolution structural models featuring different levels of compactness. The
resulting models indicate high structural heterogeneity. The intermolecular interac-
tions are predominantly hydrophobic, not only in the ordered core of the complex,
but also in the dynamic, disordered regions. Electrostatic interactions become in-
volved in the more compact states. This system represents an illustrative example of
a hydrophobic complex that could be directly detected in the gas phase by native
mass spectrometry. This work represents the first attempt to modeling the entire
N(TAIL) domain bound to P(XD) at atomic resolution.
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8.1 Introduction

The last decade has witnessed an extension to the protein structure-function paradigm,
with the progressive understanding of the functional importance of intrinsically dis-
ordered proteins (IDPs) or regions (IDRs). These proteins or protein regions lack
ordered secondary and tertiary structure under physiological conditions and exist in
solution as dynamic and heterogeneous conformational ensembles [308, 309, 310].
Approximately 40% of the human proteins are predicted to contain at least one
disordered segment of at least 30 amino acids, with as many as 25% of them likely
to be disordered from start to end [311]. Predictions on representative genomes
from the three kingdoms of life (i.e., bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes) confirm
the ubiquitous character of structural disorder, in spite of significant differences in
its relative amount in the three domains [312]. The extent of protein structural
disorder tends to increase with biological complexity. This trend could be related to
the typical involvement of IDPs in signaling and regulation [313, 314, 315].

The structural plasticity of IDPs allows for recognition and binding of multiple
partners, resulting in pleiotropic roles of these proteins. Many cases have been
described in the literature, in which IDPs acquire ordered conformations upon
binding to partners or ligands. Folding coupled to binding can pertain either to
specific segments or to the whole protein [310]. Complete folding can lead to
well-structured complexes that can be analyzed by conventional techniques such
as X-ray crystallography [316, 317, 318]. However, increasing evidence shows that
many IDPs retain a high degree of structural disorder even in the bound state. Such
complexes are referred to as “fuzzy” complexes [319] and are often stabilized by
short, ordered recognition elements, referred to as molecular recognition elements
(MoREs), and a large number of highly unstable contacts, leading to a cloud of
interconverting conformations around a structured core [310, 316, 319, 320, 321,
322]. This staccatotype of interactions is much more difficult to characterize than
stable interactions of folded complexes. Yet, it is thought to be relevant for biological
function. Fuzzy regions within complexes can harbor regulatory post-translational
modification sites, or can mediate interactions with additional partners. They
can even, directly or indirectly, interfere with recognition elements, promoting or
inhibiting binding. In addition, fuzziness provides a way to reduce the entropic
penalty, thereby affording enhanced affinity [321, 322].

Hence, description of the conformational ensembles characterizing fuzzy IDP com-
plexes is essential to the understanding of the molecular processes by which IDPs
establish their functional networks. However, the highly heterogeneous nature of
IDPs and the fuzziness that is often observed in their bound state makes their struc-
tural characterization very challenging. Such investigation demands the combined
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application of various biophysical methods capable of capturing conformational
heterogeneity and identifying metastable states.

In this regard, native mass spectrometry based on nano-ESI sources has emerged
as a powerful approach, allowing detection of coexisting conformers with distinct
global compactness [323, 324]. The average charge state of each component yields
an estimate of SASA for the structure in solution, at the moment of transfer to the
gas phase [65, 24]. Hyphenation with IM measurements adds a further dimension
to species separation and offers estimates of the CCS for each detected structure in
the gas phase [133, 325, 149, 326]. These techniques conjugate the exceptional
analytical power of mass spectrometry with structural description and, therefore, are
particularly well suited to the challenges posed by conformational studies on IDPs
[325, 327, 328]. The development of atomic-resolution models requires, however,
complementation of experimental data by computational simulations. Theoretical
approaches have been improved to effectively model disordered conformational
ensembles based on structural information derived from native mass spectrometry
and other biophysical analyses [329, 330, 331].

We herein combine ESI-MS, ESI-IM-MS and computational methods to describe
the NTAIL–PXD complex from measles virus (MeV).While NTAIL is an intrinsically
disordered domain of 125 residues from the protein NCORE [332, 333, 334, 335],
PXD is a C-terminal domain from the MeV phosphoprotein and is folded into an
ordered three helix bundle [336]. Interaction between NTAIL and PXD is crucial for
MeV replication, as it allows recruitment of the viral RNAdependent RNA polymerase
onto the nucleocapsid template [337, 338]. Upon binding to PXD, NTAIL undergoes
induced folding localized in an 18-residue α-helical region. This α- helical molecular
recognition element (α-MoRE) [334, 335, 339, 340] associates to PXD forming a
four-helix bundle [336, 341] [35, 40]. The NTAIL–PXD interaction mostly relies
on hydrophobic contacts [334, 341, 342] and is characterized by a KD in the
submicromolar range, as consistently indicated by surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments [339, 343, 344]. Previous
studies on the NTAIL–PXD complex by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and
NMR showed that the majority of NTAIL remains disordered in the bound state,
thus supporting the fuzzy and heterogeneous nature of this complex [334, 339,
345]. Although hydrophobic complexes could be expected to dissociate in the gas
phase, detection of such complexes by MS has been reported in some instances
[193, 273, 170]. The results of this study show that the MeV N TAIL–PXD complex
is amenable to MS analysis and that distinct conformational states can be detected.
Experimental data are used to validate structural modeling. The results highlight
the conformational freedom of the complex and the hydrophobic nature of its
interface.
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Fig. 8.1: Nano-ESI-MS spectra of MeV NT AIL (AB Sciex QSTAR Elite instrument). A. 10
µM MeV NT AIL in 10 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6.5; B. Gaussian fitting of the
spectrum reported in panel A.; C. 10 µM MeV NT AIL in 10 mM ammonium acetate,
1% formic acid (pH 3); (d) 10 µM MeV NT AIL in 10 mM ammonium acetate, 50%
acetonitrile, 1% formic acid (pH 3)

8.2 Results and discussion

8.2.1 NTAIL

The MeV NTAIL protein was analyzed by nano-ESI-MS under non-denaturing condi-
tions (Fig 8.1A). The spectrum shows a very broad, bimodal charge-state distribution
(CSD), indicating structural heterogeneity consistent with the intrinsically disordered
nature of this protein. Nonetheless, a compact conformation can be identified in the
high m/z region of the spectrum, centered on the 9+ charge state. Such an extent
of ionization approaches the behavior of normally folded proteins of the same size.
Recent work by Borysik et al. have shown that these compact forms for intrinsically
disordered proteins are often not found in solution, but exclusively in the gas phase
[184]. The rest of the spectrum is characterized by a broad peak envelope that
spans the region between the 10+ and the 24+ ions, with main charge state 16+.
This component corresponds to disordered conformations, characterized by low
compactness. Deconvolution by Gaussian fitting is shown in Figure 8.1B. The results
indicate that, in addition to the compact and disordered conformations, a third
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component of intermediate compactness can be identified. Although the relative
amounts of the distinct components depend somewhat on the type of instrument and
the parameter settings (as is generally true), the intermediate species was detected
with good reproducibility under the conditions described here. The compact and
the intermediate conformations are depleted under acidic conditions (Fig. 8.1C)
and disappear upon further addition of 50% acetonitrile (Fig. 8.1D), wheras the
disordered component slightly shifts to higher charge states. This response to dena-
turing conditions suggests that the NTAIL protein populates collapsed and partially
folded states that can be destabilized by acids and organic solvents. The isotopically
averaged molecular weight by mass deconvolution (data not shown) yields a value
of 14,630.94±0.17 Da, in close agreement with the value calculated on the basis of
the amino acid sequence, including the initial methionine (14631.7 Da).

8.2.2 PXD

Figure 8.2 shows the nano-ESI-MS spectra of PXD preparations. Although PXD folds
into a helical domain, it displays a bimodal CSD under nondenaturing conditions,
with main charge states 6+ and 8+ (Fig 8.2A). Gaussian fitting of the two com-
ponents is reported in figure 8.2B. This result suggests that the three-helix bundle
of the isolated PXD fragment tends to open to a less compact structure, at least
under the here employed conditions. The 8+ component does not represent the
fully denatured state, since it converts progressively into a more highly charged
component (9+) by the addition of formic acid and acetonitrile (Fig. 8.3C and
D). The experimental mass (6554.28±0.04 Da) corresponds to the value calculated
from the amino acid sequence of the protein without the initial methionine (6555.66
Da). The conformational heterogeneity adopted by MeV PXD is in agreement with
previous biophysical and structural studies on the homologous phosphoprotein X do-
mains from members of the closely related Rubulavirus genus, indicating that these
domains span a structural continuum, ranging from compact to largely disordered
states in solution [346, 347].

8.2.3 NTAIL-PXD complex

The interaction between NTAIL and PXD was investigated by mixing equimolar
amounts of the two proteins and infusing the sample after 10-min incubation at
room temperature without agitation. The results obtained with concentrations
of either 10 or 20 µM of both proteins are shown in figure 8.3. The spectra are
dominated by the peaks of the free proteins, but signals specific to the NTAIL–PXD
complex become evident at the higher protein concentration. The measured mass
of the complex (21,187.4±0.61 Da) corresponds closely to the sum of the theoret-
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Fig. 8.2: Nano-ESI-MS spectra of MeV PXD (AB Sciex QSTAR Elite instrument). A. 10
µM MeV PXD in 10 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6.5; B. Gaussian fitting of the
spectrum reported in panel A.; C. 10µM MeV PXD in 10mM ammoniumacetate,
1% formic acid pH 3); D. 10 µM MeV PXD in 10 mM ammonium acetate, 50%
acetonitrile, 1% formic acid (pH 3)

ical values expected for NTAIL with the initial methionine and PXD without the
initial methionine (21,187.46 Da), indicating a 1:1 stoichiometry. The complex
disappears upon applying denaturing solvent conditions or high declustering po-
tentials. These results show that the MeV NTAIL–PXD complex, which is stabilized
in solution by hydrophobic interactions, is preserved, at least partially, during the
electrospray process and gas phase ion separation, allowing detection by ESI-MS
in a concentration-dependent manner. The expected fraction of bound protein at
the concentrations shown in figure 8.3b, based on solution affinity data [339, 343,
344], is 93%. Although relative amounts of different species cannot be quantified by
ESI-MS, and although the buffer conditions are not identical to previous solution
studies, these results suggest that significant dissociation of the complex occurs
under electrospray conditions. The CSD of the complex-specific peaks is quite broad
and, itself bimodal, suggesting coexistence of at least two distinct conformational
states of the bound species. This conformational heterogeneity likely reflects the
persistence of a conspicuous degree of disorder in the complex [334, 335, 339]. The
high-charge component of the complex (18+) would then correspond to an “open”
conformation, in which the disordered arms of NTAIL, upstream and downstream
to the α-MoRE, fluctuate maintaining high solvent accessibility. The low-charge
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Fig. 8.3: Nano-ESI-MS spectra of MeV NT AIL and PXD mixtures. (AB Sciex QSTAR Elite
instrument). Equimolar mixtures in 10 mM ammonium acetate, pH 6.5; A. 10 µM
of each protein; B. 20 µM of each protein. Squares, PXD; circles, NT AIL; stars,
complex

component (11+), instead, likely represents a compact or “closed” conformation of
the complex, in which the NTAIL arms collapse onto the surface of the folded partner,
as suggested by the low extent of ionization, which approaches the expected value
for folded globular proteins of the same mass (9.46+) [65]. The average SASA value
of the “open” and “closed” states can be calculated from the empiric relation with
the average charge state [65], resulting in estimated values of 16,100 Å2 and 9500
Å2, respectively. It is worth noting that this dual nature of the NTAIL–PXD complex
did not emerge from previous experimental studies [338]. Thus, the question arises
as to whether this result reflects a real conformational heterogeneity in solution,
captured only by the exquisite sensitivity of native MS, or an altered conformational
ensemble induced by the electrospray conditions. To this regard, it should be noted
that CSDs generally reflect structural compactness and conformational heterogene-
ity in solution, before or during the transfer to the gas phase. Thus, hypothetical
conformational rearrangements leading to the low-charge component in the CSDs
should take place at the level of ESI droplets. The fact that CSDs of IDPs detected
by nano-ESI-MS and their response to solvent conditions are protein specific, as
for instance, indicated by opposite pH dependence and distinct effects of organic
solvents, [65, 348, 349, 350, 351] suggests that they reflect real conformational
properties rather than artifacts induced by the experimental conditions. However,
it cannot be ruled out that poorer kinetic trapping of disordered conformations,
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compared with folded structures, exposes IDPs to more significant conformational
changes inside ESI droplets, affecting in turn CSDs. Even more relevant structural
rearrangements could be expected to take place in the gas phase, after electrospray
and downstream to protonation reactions. Such structural rearrangements would
not affect the CSDs but could be captured by ion-mobility measurements [325].

In order to get further insight on the compact state of the complex, we further
investigated the conformational space of the complex by ion mobility on a Waters
Synapt G2 HDMS instrument under nondenaturing conditions comparable to the
MS measurements reported above. The IM-MS spectrum obtained with a mixture
of 20 µM NTAIL and 20 µM PXD is reported in figure 8.4. The CSDs are similar
to those observed on the QSTAR Elite instrument, although with higher relative
amounts of the compact form. The additional separation of analytes by IM allows
detection of distinct structural species even at the same charge state. In this case,
two slightly different conformations are found to populate the compact state of the
NTAIL–PXD complex (charge states 8+ to 10+). Average CCS of 1326 and 1422
Å2 can be derived for the two main peaks detectable for the 8+ charge state. This
result suggests that the compact state of the complex is characterized by further
structural heterogeneity. Thus, although its overall ionization suggests a collapsed
structure, its arrival-time distribution reveals distinct peaks rather than the single
peak typically observed for normally folded proteins. The presence of multiple
conformers, although with different CCS values, is observed also for the 9+ and
10+ ions. The predominant conformer displays progressively larger CCS values
(1422, 1466, 1607 Å2) as the charge state increases from 8+ to 10+. This trend is
consistent with the lowest charge state (8+ in this case) corresponding to the most
compact species in the original ensemble and to the species with lowest interference
of Coulomb repulsions upon transfer to the gas phase. Interestingly, at higher
charge states (Fig. 8.4C), the structurally heterogeneous nature of the complex is
maintained, whereas for a fully disordered protein such as α-synuclein this converges
into a single arrival-time distribution for higher charge states. Altogether, these
results suggest that both the open and closed states of the complex should be
described as conformational ensembles. The high variability of CCS values revealed
by the IM profiles could represent a distinct feature of IDPs compared with normally
folded, globular structures. Further studies will be needed to clarify to which extent
this variability reflects solution and/or gas phase properties.

8.2.4 Modeling the NTAIL-PXD complex

The structural models of the NTAIL–PXD complex were generated by combining
homology modeling and an all-atom Monte Carlo based simulation tool, PROFASI
[352, 353, 354], which allows exploring the conformational ensemble of the complex
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Fig. 8.4: Nano-ESI-IM-MS spectrum of a MeV NT AIL and PXD mixture (Waters Synapt
G2 HDMS instrument). A. Excerpt of the higher m/z region showing complex
formation of PXD–NT AIL for an equimolar ratio of 20 µM protein in 10 mM
ammonium acetate (pH 6.5); B. The PXD–NT AIL complex displays a significant
degree of structural heterogeneity, based on the arrival times of the low charge
(8–10+) states. The 8–10+ charge states of the PXD–NT AIL complex show at least
two different conformations, with corresponding CCSs values that vary over a wide
range; C. Experimentally determined collision cross sections of the PXD–NT AIL

complex reveal that it maintains its structurally heterogeneous character over a
broad range of charge states. Colored lines indicate the theoretical collision cross
sections for the structural models obtained from MD simulations as discussed
in figure 8.5, with model 1, 2, and 3 represented as red, blue, and green lines,
respectively

in implicit solvent (see Methods for details). The quality of the conformational
sampling was established by the agreement with available experimental data, namely
NMR CSs of NTAIL bound to PXD [334] and CD of the NTAIL–PXD complex [343].
Quite good agreement can be observed between calculated CSs and those measured
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by solution NMR measurements (R2 of Cα [334]. The calculated CD spectra of
the conformational ensemble are similarly close to the experimental ones [343],
reproducing the minimum at 208 nm, a shoulder at 222 nm, and a positive maximum
at 192 nm for the complex, although a well-defined local minimum at 222 nm is
missing. Finally, the SASA mean value calculated from the models is 17,920±690
Å2, indicating that the conformational ensemble well describes the open state of the
complex detected by ESI-MS. Three models, namely Model 1, Model 2, and Model
3, were selected from the conformational ensemble based on best agreement with
the CSs from NMR or the SASA from ESI-MS (Figure 5A, also see 8.4.3 for selection
criteria). Although these models are not representative of the entire NTAIL–PXD
conformational ensemble, they are useful to inspect distinct interaction networks that
could drive protein compaction and can also provide hints for targeting the complex
in a conformation specific manner by small molecules. Thus, contact analysis was
performed, in order to investigate the nature of the interactions involving either
the α-MoRE or the disordered regions that were missing from the crystallographic
structure. Schematics of the interface between NTAIL and PXD are shown in figure
5B. The interface between the α-MoRE and PXD shows minor rearrangements
relative to the X-ray structure, which could reflect structure dynamics in solution
and/or differences between the chimeric protein and the intermolecular complex.
Nevertheless, the interface within the four-helix bundle remains almost exclusively
hydrophobic in Model 1 and Model 2, whereas it shows some additional electrostatic
interactions in Model 3. Analysis of the contacts established by the fuzzy regions
(see figure 8.5B) unveiled their prevalently hydrophobic nature, suggesting that the
interactions between PXD and NTAIL are dominated by hydrophobic interactions,
even outside the folded, globular core. A few hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges seem
to give additional contribution to the binding of the two proteins. Thus, it seems
that not only the helical core of the complex but also the surrounding disordered
cloud is dominated by hydrophobic interactions, although hydrogen bonding and
electrostatic interactions seem to play a role in stabilizing the more compact states.
The prevalently hydrophobic nature of the NTAIL–PXD complex is in agreement
with previous reports highlighting that although IDPs are characterized by a low
content in hydrophobic residues not sufficient to drive formation of a hydrophobic
core, hydrophobic residues often play a dominant role in mediating physiologically
relevant protein-protein interactions [355].

8.3 Conclusion

This study combines information derived from biophysical investigation and molecu-
lar simulations, in order to develop high-resolution structural models for the fuzzy
complex between NTAIL and PXD. The results show that these interactions char-
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Fig. 8.5: Structural models of the MeV NT AIL–PXD complex. A. Cartoon representation
of selected models obtained by PROFASI (Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3) for
the disordered component. Blue, NT AIL; orange,PXD; grey, superimposed X-ray
structure (PDB ID: 1T6O). B. Schematic, 2D representation of the NT AIL–PXD

interface, for the X-ray structure (PDB ID: 1T6O) and for each of the three models
shown in panel (a), generated by the LIGPLOT package. Hydrophobic interactions
are indicated by spokes (pink, NT AIL; red, PXD)and hydrogen bonds by dashed
green lines. Bond lengths (Å) are also shown. The residues forming hydrogen
bonds are shown by ball-and-stick representations(blue, NT AIL; orange, PXD).
The NT AIL residues belonging to the α-MoRE (488-499) are labeled by stars

acterizing this molecular ensemble are mainly hydrophobic and of a staccato-type
nature - the latter meaning that not a single binding site is defining the interaction
between the proteins, but the protein rather switches rapidly between different
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ones due to the low stability. While previous atomic models focused only on the
α-MoRE region of NTAIL, this study combines experimental data and computational
modeling to generate models of the entire NTAIL–PXD complex at atomic resolu-
tion. By including the disordered arms in the molecular modeling, it was possible
to extend interaction analysis to the dynamic regions of the complex, which are
likely involved in biological function. The information that can be derived from this
analysis sheds light onto the nature of the interactions that drive protein compaction
and sets the basis for targeting specific conformations of the complex by small-
molecule inhibitors. The good agreement between SASA values derived from CSD
analysis and solution models for the open state of the NTAIL–PXD complex suggests
that the high-charge component of MS spectra reflects structural properties of the
heterogeneous conformational ensemble and gives, in turn, further support to the
structural details derived from the models. The MS results reported here also point
out, for the first time, a compact state of the complex. IM/MS data indicate that
this component is characterized by high structural heterogeneity in the gas phase.
The broad arrival time distributions observed for the low charge-state component
could be a distinct feature of collapsed states of IDPs, as opposed to natively folded,
globular structures. Since compact conformations were not detected by previous
experimental investigation, further studies will be required to tell whether they
represent a minor population of the solution ensemble or a collapsed species induced
by the electrospray process. Normally, charge states and CCS are closely linked to
each other, but if the protein can restructure after the charge states are generated
(i.e., after ESI), there can be a discrepancy between the two. Systematic comparison
of solution and gas phase conformational ensembles of IDPs will be needed to clarify
this point.

8.4 Material and methods

8.4.1 Expression and purification of MeV NTAIL and PXD proteins

The expression constructs in the pDEST14 vector, allowing expression of N-terminally
(NTAIL) or C-terminally (PXD) hexahistidine tagged forms of the MeV proteins under
the control of the T7 promoter, have already been described [339]. Expression and
purification of MeV NTAIL and PXD were carried out as described [339], except that
the final gel filtration step was carried out using 10 mM ammonium acetate pH 6.5
as elution buffer.
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8.4.2 Mass spectrometry

Nano-ESI-MS analyses were performed on a hybrid quadrupole time of flight (Q-TOF)
mass spectrometer (QSTAR Elite; AB Sciex, Framingham, MA, USA) equipped with
a nanoelectrospray ionization sample source. Metal-coated borosilicate capillaries
(Proxeon, Odense, Denmark), with medium length emitter tips of 1-µm internal
diameter, were used to infuse the samples. The instrument was calibrated by the
standard Renin-inhibitor solution (AB Sciex, Framingham, MA, USA) on the intact
molecular ion [M +2H]2+ (879.97 Da) and its fragment [M+H]1+ (110.07 Da).
Data were acquired with ion spray voltage 1200 V and declustering potential 80
V, and were averaged over 2-min acquisitions. The interface was kept at room
temperature (interface heater off). Pure preparations of the NTAIL and PXD protein
samples in 10 mM ammonium acetate pH 6.5 were stored at –20 °C and diluted to
the indicated final concentrations in the same buffer before analyses. Samples were
incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes before measurements. Mass spectra
from figure 8.1a and figure 8.2a were transformed from x=m/z to x=z as abscissa
axis, and data points were fitted by Gaussian functions. The analysis was performed
by the software Origin7 (Originlab, Northampton, MA, USA) [356]. Nano-ESI-IM-
MS analyses were performed on a Synapt G2 HDMS instrument (Waters, Milford,
MA, USA) by direct infusion, under nondenaturing conditions. The samples were
injected at the indicated protein concentrations in 10 mM ammonium acetate pH 6.5
at room temperature. Instrument parameters were carefully optimized to minimize
disruption of noncovalent interactions. The following instrumental settings were
applied: spray voltage 1.4 kV, sampling cone voltage 25 V, trap collision energy
4 V, transfer collision energy 0 V, trap DC bias 45 V, backing pressure 2.98 mbar,
trap pressure 5E−2 mbar, IMS pressure 3.09 mbar. Instrument calibration for CCS
measurements was performed using concanavalin A, albumin, β-lactoglobulin, and
cytochrome c as standards while referring to the absolute CCS values determined on
a modified Synapt G1 as described by Bush et al. [10].

8.4.3 Structural modeling

Homology modeling was performed to build an initial structure of the NTAIL–PXD
complex for molecular simulations. The folded core was modeled on the crys-
tallographic structure of the chimeric protein (PDB 1T6O) [341] . The missing
regions (residues 401-485 and 505-525 of NTAIL) were split into fragments and
used to screen the structure database searching for suitable templates, following
the approach by Bowie et al. [357]. Ten templates, showing from a minimum of
28% sequence identity over 41 residues to a maximum of 56% over 17 residues to
the target, were identified, reaching a cumulative 96.5 % sequence coverage of the
NTAIL disordered arms. These homology-derived restraints were used to generate
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2000 models of the NTAIL–PXD complex by the MODELLER 9v9 package [358].
Most (94.5%) of the resulting structures have favorable backbone conformations
for more than 80% of the residues, according to the Procheck program [359]. The
lowest-DOPE (discrete optimized protein energy) score model was selected as the
starting structure for the following molecular simulations. Replica-exchange Monte
Carlo (REMC) simulations were carried out by the PROFASI package (PROtein Fold-
ing and Aggregation SImulator) [352, 353, 354], with eight replicas performed at
distinct temperatures between 298 and 348 K. The energy distributions at these tem-
peratures show optimal overlap between consecutive temperatures of the explored
range. Such an observation is relevant in order to guarantee a sufficient number of
replica exchanges between neighboring replicas, thus allowing an efficient sampling
of the conformational space of the protein [360]. Dihedral and distance restraints
[361] were applied to the regions represented in the crystallographic structure [341].
A total of 5.0×106 cycles of simulations were performed, according to a previously
described protocol [329]. Models obtained at 298 K were extracted, constituting
an ensemble of 2831 conformations. The chemical shifts (CSs) of the NTAIL moiety
for each conformation of the ensemble were calculated using the SHIFTX package
[362]. The values of solvent accessible surface area (SASA) were calculated by
the tools implemented in GROMACS 4.5.5 [363]. The structures showing the best
correlation with either experimental CSs or experimental SASA were identified.
The circular dichroism (CD) spectra for each conformation were calculated by the
DichroCalc webserver [364], using the parameters derived from both ab initio [365]
and semi-empirical calculations [366]. All the figures for structure visualization
were drawn using PyMOL (Molecular Graphics System, ver. 1.3, Schrödinger LLC,
New York , NY, USA).
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Abstract
Here we show how a combination of top-down ETD and ion mobility can be used
to probe the gas-phase structure of heterogeneous protein ensembles. By applying
supplemental collisional activation to the non-covalently bound ETD products after
IM separation, the peptide fragments can be released while maintaining the con-
formational information of the precursor ion. We studied the unknown gas-phase
structures of the measles virus (MeV) phosphoprotein X domain (PXD), which shows
a wide range of different conformations upon entering the gas-phase. Using molecu-
lar modeling and validation by ETD fragment patterns and ion mobility we generated
gas-phase models for PXD for each of the observed conformations. Upon stabilizing
PXD by binding its partner the MeV nucleoprotein C-terminal domain (NTAIL), we
obtained fragment patterns compatible to its native three-helix bundle, suggesting it
maintains its native fold in the gas-phase. Our findings illustrate the applicability
of ETD as a tool for obtaining conformational specific structural information on
heterogeneous protein ensembles.
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9.1 Introduction

In recent years native mass spectrometry is increasingly used to study proteins
and protein complexes. Although traditionally largely employed as a supportive
technique, more recently native MS has shown to be able to address structural
questions that are difficult to tackle with traditional biophysical techniques [367,
158, 137, 84]. Such studies are based on the notion that proteins can be transferred
natively into the gas phase. Although a large body of evidence has demonstrated
the applicability of this approach for globular proteins whilst retaining their solution
fold [9, 57], such conclusions might be harder to justify for proteins that have little
secondary or tertiary structure. As such a thorough understanding of the effect of
the gas phase on protein structure is becoming increasingly important, but especially
for structurally heterogeneous protein ensembles this information remains difficult
to obtain. Two popular approaches to study protein structures in the gas phase are
ion-mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS) and top-down radical-driven fragmentation
experiments. Ion mobility adds the possibility to mass spectrometry experiments
to detect and separate different conformations and provide low resolution global
structural information in the form of a collision cross section (CCS). These CCSs
can then be compared to those obtained after calculations on structures obtained
by X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy. Top-down experiments, on the
other hand, are based on sequencing of intact proteins with non ergodic, radical-
driven fragmentation methods combined with mass spectrometry detection, yielding
information on the primary structure of a protein with amino acid resolution. Several
studies have indicated that analysis of intact proteins under native conditions can
also yield structural information, for example on the backbone flexibility or the
exposed surface area (solvent accessibility of residues)[295, 271, 275, 368]. For
example, it was shown that top-down electron transfer dissociation (ETD) enables
surface mapping of the tetrameric protein alcohol dehydrogenase (see chapter 7), by
combining information from product ion spectra with solvent accessibility prediction
of the amino acids in the protein structure [368]. Here we provide evidence that
top-down ETD can also be used to simultaneously characterize conformational
differences based on their arrival time-dependent ETD product ion spectra, when
used in conjunction with ion mobility. When ETD is coupled with IM (Fig. 9.1),
the data can be viewed as a 2D intensity heat map, i.e. arrival time versus mass-
to-charge ratio (m/z). Specific regions of interest can be selected using procedures
within the software to extract ETD product ion spectra from the heat map (Fig.
9.1B). Product ions originating from ETD, but released before the ion mobility
cell, can be easily selected in this way, as they tend to lie on a diagonal line of
increasing arrival time and m/z in the 2D intensity heat map. Alternatively, the
ETD product ions may be liberated after ion mobility (following supplemental
activation) when non-covalent interactions keep them together[368, 256]. Since
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Fig. 9.1: Schematic representation of the Synapt G2 instrument with ETD option. ETD
reagent vapor is transferred to the low pressure region in the ion source block
where glow discharge ionization generates radical anions. The ion mode polarity
of the instrument is alternated as far as the trap cell to transfer both cationic
analyte and anionic radical ions to the trap cell. In the trap cell, both populations
of ions are allowed to mix and react to form both ETD and charge reduced
products. Mixing is governed by the wave height. Low wave heights allow
ions to roll over the ‘waves’ and mix, whereas high wave heights keep the ion
separated and thus prevent reaction. B. Combining ETD with ion mobility allows
for easy assignment of time-aligned fragments. When fragments are formed but
not released from the precursor yet, post-IMS supplemental activation can release
them. As a consequence, these fragments (grey arrows, "time aligned fragments"),
will maintain the arrival time of their precursor ion (red highlighted region) thus
allowing conformational footprinting by ETD.

the supplemental activation is applied upon entry into the transfer cell, positioned
after ion mobility separation, fragments that are released at this stage will retain the
arrival time of their precursor (Fig. 9.1B). This allows assignment of product ions
to a specific precursor conformation, based on their common IM separation. Thus,
combining ion mobility with ETD allows for differentiation of fragments from co-
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Fig. 9.2: Mass spectra of PXD reveal a broad charge state distribution indicative for an
unstructured protein, as is reinforced by the multiple conformations observed for
the 5+ charge state of PXD. Inset shows the solution structure of PXD as solved
by NMR spectroscopy, revealing it to be a stable three-helix bundle in solution.

existing conformers within a single experiment. Although (excessive) supplemental
activation might cause conventional collision induced dissociation (CID), we observe
that CID products (b and y-ions) are only a minority of the fragments observed, with
the majority being c and z ions which can be easily distinguished from CID products
based on their mass differences.

9.2 Results and discussion

We aimed to apply this technique to a system where the gas phase structure of
the protein was unknown. Here we used native MS and top-down ETD to probe
the unknown gas phase structure of the three-helix bundle phosphoprotein X do-
main (PXD) from measles virus (MeV) in the gas phase. PXD is required for MeV
replication, via binding with the nucleoprotein C-terminal domain (NTAIL) [338].
PXD has been studied by X-ray crystallography and NMR, yielding a compact three
α-helix bundle structure [336, 334]. In native mass spectrometry experiments PXD
showed a broad charge state distribution, indicative of a protein that is structurally
heterogeneous [369]. Ion mobility experiments showed that the 3 lowest charge
states (4+ to 6+) all displayed multiple conformations. Especially the 5+ charge
state, with 5 distinct conformations, displays an astonishing degree of plasticity for a
protein of only 55 amino acids (AA)(Fig. 9.2). Interestingly, these conformations
appear to be stable in the gas phase over a 60 V range of ion acceleration voltages,
in a collision-induced unfolding (CIU) study (Fig. 9.3). We investigated the gas
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phase structure of PXD using native top-down ETD on the 5+ to 7+ charge states
of PXD, combined with ion mobility to separate the different conformations. In
order to release ETD fragments from the 5+ charge state, we required supplemental
activation. The need for supplemental activation indicates that the higher-order
structure is at least partially maintained in the gas phase, thus preventing the ETD
fragments from being released. The requirement for supplemental activation was
not observed for higher charge states. For both 6+ and 7+, we observed fragments
without supplemental activation. This suggests that the more unfolded states of the
proteins, which are observed at higher charge states, undergo a loss of secondary
and tertiary structure. Further evidence for structural heterogeneity is in the broad
charge state series observed for PXD (4+ to 9+). The fragment patterns obtained for
6+ and 7+ charge states show fragments from between amino acids 1-21 and 40-55,
with the 7+ charge state additionally showing fragments from amino acids 30-40
(Fig. 9.4). This is remarkable as these fragments stem from parts of the protein that
appear as α-helixes in the solution structure; α-helix 1 and α-helix 3 encompasses
amino acids 4-12 and 33-47, respectively. The suggested loss of structure for higher
charges states of PXD is supported by the ion mobility data which yields collision
cross section (CCS) between 1169 and 1334 Å2 for the 6+ and 1354 Å2 for the
7+ charge state. Comparing these CCSs to the theoretical value of 960 Å2 for the
solution structure indeed points towards a less compact, more open conformation of
PXD for those charge states.
We then focused on the 5+ charge state, which displayed a broad range of distinct

Fig. 9.3: Heat map of the collision induced unfolding (CIU) of the 5+ charge state of PXD.
The 5 conformations observed are stable over a range of 60 V of ion acceleration
energy (equivalent to 300 eV collisional activation), before displaying CIU.
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conformations. We observed 5 conformers with CCSs of 938, 1032, 1112, 1171 and
1237 Å2, which are well separated by IM-MS (Fig. 9.2). By applying supplemental
activation and correlating the product ions with the individual conformers via the
mobility arrival time, we generated conformation-specific ETD fragment patterns
(Fig. 9.5). We ran a series of increasing supplemental activation (Fig. 9.6) to
assess its effect on the release of fragments from PXD. At least 20V of supplemental
activation was required in order to observe fragments. Increasing the supplemental
activation further yielded a more extensive fragmentation pattern, although sup-
plemental activation above 50V dramatically deteriorated the spectral quality. We
observed extensive sequence coverage for the two more extended conformations (Fig.
9.2). Interestingly, similar to the 6+ and 7+ we did not obtain fragments between
AA 23-29 for any of the conformations, which are part of α-helix 2 in the solution
structure (Fig. 9.5). The difficulty to sequence α-helices by top-down ETD has been
reported before, with specific salt-bridges - on top of the already extensive hydrogen
bonding between residues in the helix - apparently strengthening the α-helix to an
extent that it resists fragmentation even with supplemental activation[277]. For the
third conformation we observed similar fragmentation patterns as for the two most
extended conformations, with the exception of a large extent of α-helix 3, whereas
the fragments continue to be observed from the loop between α-helix 2 and 3. For
the two most compact structures we do not observe extensive fragmentation, but

Fig. 9.4: ETD fragment patterns for the 6+ and 7+ charge state of PXD. A. ETD fragments
for the 3 different conformations of the 6+ charge state of PXD obtained when 40
V supplemental activation is applied. B. ETD fragment pattern for the 7+ charge
state, which has a single conformation, under the same conditions as for the 6+
charge state.
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Fig. 9.5: ETD fragments observed for the different conformations of the 5+ charge state
of PXD. The mobility arrival time distribution (ATD) on the right shows the
different conformations obtained from which the individual fragment patterns
were extracted. Highlighted (red) areas indicate the position of the αhelices for
the folded three-helix bundle.

rather only some ETD fragments from the termini. Comparing these fragmentation
patterns to the observed compact CCSs that these two species display, it is expected
that significant higher-order structure is maintained for these conformations. As all
conformations are activated under similar conditions, the differences in fragmen-
tation patterns might point towards a loss of non-covalent interactions between
or within the three helix bundle in the gas phase for the three most extended
conformations, whereas the more compact conformations seem to retain enough in-
teractions to keep the fragments together, even with supplemental activation applied.
It should be noted that the PXD conformations of the 5+ charge state are stable up to
60 V collision energy, whereas a maximum of 50 V was used to release the fragments.

To analyze the broad range of PXD structures which we observed in the gas phase, we
turned to computational modeling. First, we predicted the most probable protonation
state of the protein with net charge state (5+) in the gas phase (PXD 5+). To this
aim, we used a hybrid Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (MC/MD) in-house protocol.
The latter reproduces the electrospray ionization (ESI)-MS derived main charge state
for folded proteins in the free state and in complex with other proteins [370, 275].
Our calculations are based on a structural model of PXD in solution, predicted from
the NMR truncated structure of the protein [342]. The resulting model is in good
agreement with experimentally measured backbone N chemical shifts [336]. Next,
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Fig. 9.6: Fragment patterns for each of the 5 conformations of the 5+ charge state of PXD

(with 1 being the most compact and 5 the most extended conformation) with
increasing supplemental activation.

we used steered MD (SMD) simulations to investigate the partial unfolding of PXD
5+ in the gas phase. SMD has been successfully used to study the unfolding of a
variety of proteins in solution [371]. In our calculations, the gyration radius of the
protein - and hence the CCS that correlates with it - was mildly steered during the
dynamics. The calculated CCS features several plateaus, corresponding to a folded
state (different from the native state, though) along with four partially unfolded
states (Fig. 9.7A). Within the approximate error margin of the latter - estimated to
be 2-3% [157, 60], our calculated CCS values correlate well with the experimentally
derived CCS with a variance between 0,6 and 3 %, except for the value of the folded
state, which is underestimated by 11 % (Fig. 9.7B). Interestingly the calculated CCS
for the folded protein corresponds closely to the most compact experimental CCS
for the 4+ charge state of PXD, which is smaller than the theoretical CCS of the
solution structure of PXD (926 Å2), thus suggesting a compaction of the structure.
The PXD 5+ conformations associated with the calculated CCS values (I-V) are
displayed in figure 9.7. Because of the match between calculated (stable plateaus,
i.e. regions where the radius of gyration remained constant) and experimental
CCS, visual inspection of these conformations may give insights into the partial
unfolding of the protein in the ESI-MS experiment and explain its observed ETD
fragmentation patterns (Fig. 9.7). In the folded state, the three α-helix bundle
slightly opens up (I in figure 9.7). This leads to the ejection of α-helix 3 (II). For
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Fig. 9.7: SMD simulations of [PXD]5+. A. Calculated CCS values plotted as a function of
simulated time. The experimental CCS values for structures I-V are indicated by
dashed lines and the calculated CCS value of the protein in aqueous solution is
indicated by the solid line. B Structural models of the different conformations of
the 5+ charge states of PXD based on the steered molecular dynamics simulations,
with the observed ETD fragments highlighted in red for each ion-mobility separated
conformation.

both conformations I and II, which are rather compact, we do not see much ETD
fragmentation. This is consistent with the conformers’ degree of secondary and
tertiary structures. In III, α-helix 1 and α-helix 3 unravel. The latter is partially
replaced by a new α-helix, closer to the C-terminus than α-helix 3. This replacement
of helix 3 by one located closer to the C-terminus is consistent with the absence
of fragments observed in the ETD experiments (Fig. 9.7): strong interactions are
maintained in this region, preventing a release of the fragments. In IV and V, α-
helix 2 progressively unravels. A “silent” area, which is not sequenced, is observed
between amino acids 22 and 28 throughout all conformations and levels of applied
supplemental activation (Fig 9.6). Although α-helix 2 slowly starts to unravel for
the two most extended conformations, this region maintains a strong α-helical
character (Fig. 9.7B), possibly preventing the release of any fragments. A similar
effect is observed for the area encompassing the newly formed α-helix near the
C-terminus. The formation of this new α-helix is interesting, as it is in this region
that poor sequence coverage is obtained for the three largest conformations. This
“silent” area, which is not sequenced, is followed by an unstructured region that
is fully sequenced. This is again in agreement with the fragmentation patterns
observed for conformations IV and V (Fig. 9.3). These results validate that native
top-down ETD combined with IM-MS provides significant structural information: the
models for conformations I-V show to be consistent with experimental CCS data and
furthermore provide a molecular basis for the ETD fragmentation patterns measured
here. The observation that even at 50V of supplemental activation after ETD, we do
not observe fragments from certain regions is interesting. Ever since the first research
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using radical driven fragmentation was applied to proteins, it was observed that
supplemental activation is required to release fragments from the remaining complex
[278, 290, 248]. However, as we go up stepwise in supplemental activation, we
observe that after 30V the fragment pattern observed does not significantly change.
This suggests that certain regions are simply not sequenced, or so stable that CID
fragmentation occurs prior to release of these ETD fragments. As our results suggest
that these regions maintain a high degree of secondary structure, we plan to focus
subsequent research on the relation between gas phase structure and the hierarchy
of release of fragments with increasing supplemental activation. To further validate
our hypothesis that the behavior of PXD is caused by unfolding of the three helix
bundle in the gas phase, we added the protein NTAIL to PXD. The protein NTAIL is
a binding partner of PXD and forms a complex consisting of one PXD bound to one

NTAIL. Binding of the intrinsically disordered protein NTAIL to PXD is mediated
by a disorder-to-order transition in the αMORE (molecular recognition elements)
region of NTAIL, forming an α-helix that binds to the three helix bundle motif of
PXD with a relatively low affinity in the sub-micro molar range. The interactions
between PXD and NTAIL have been studied by IM-MS before, showing the formation
of a 1:1 complex in the gas phase [369]. As the three-helix bundle is required for
binding of PXD and NTAIL, we performed native top-down ETD on the NTAIL-PXD
complex, to see if a difference in the fragmentation pattern for PXD can be observed.
The fragile nature of the NTAIL-PXD interaction is reflected in the dissociation of
the complex in the gas phase upon supplemental activation after ETD (Fig. 9.8A).
However, as the ETD reaction takes place before the transfer cell, where dissociation
can be induced, fragments observed should still reflect the nature of the NTAIL-
PXD complex. Top-down ETD of the native NTAIL-PXD complex shows exclusively
fragmentation at the N- and C-termini of PXD (Fig. 9.9) over a broad range of
collisional activation. These results are interesting as the much larger NTAIL protein
show a more extensive fragmentation, suggesting that the absence of fragments for
PXD is not caused by a low ETD fragmentation efficiency, but rather due to retention
of the structure of PXD (Fig. 9.9). The fragment patterns of PXD generated from its
complex with NTAIL resemble these observed for the two compact conformations
of PXD alone, where only fragments from the termini of PXD were observed due
to the retention of higher order structure. Similar as for PXD alone, the fragment
pattern is not changed with increasing collision energy, further reinforcing a possible
relationship between higher order structure and the observed ETD fragments.

9.3 Conclusion

Here we present data in which ETD fragment ions have been generated from distinct
conformational states of multiply charged PXD ions within the same experiment.
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Fig. 9.8: A. Top-down ETD spectrum from the fragmentation of the 10+ charge state
of the NT AIL-PXD complex (indicated as P in the spectrum). Pairs of orange
and red circles represent the charge reduced precursor complex, whereas sole
orange circles represent dissociated NT AIL. ETD fragments were observed in the
highlighted (grey) area. B. ETD fragment spectrum with assignment of the most
dominant fragments observed, along with dissociated PXD from the highlighted
area in A. ETD fragments for PXD are annotated in red, whereas fragments from
NT AIL are marked orange.

This method was employed to generate simplified spectra, each containing the
product ions originating from the different more compact or elongated conforma-
tions of structurally heterogeneous proteins. Extraction of the relevant product ion
spectra from the 2D heat map allows linking of sequence-specific information with
individual conformations of the protein. In conclusion we show that the top-down
ETD fragmentation process is conformation-specific and can thus differentiate indi-
vidually coexisting conformations of a protein. By doing so we established native
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Fig. 9.9: Fragment patterns for PXD generated by top-down ETD of the 10+ NT AIL-PXD

complex at various levels of supplemental activation reveal only terminal frag-
ments, indicative of a stable three-helix bundle structure of P XD within the com-
plex. B. Fragment patterns for NT AIL observed along those reported for PXD in
A. Intensities of A. and B. are scaled according to the highest observed fragment
intensities of both PXD and NT AIL C. Solution model of the NT AIL-PXD complex
as calculated previously (see chapter 8) The structure of P XD is depicted in grey,
with the observed ETD fragments mapped in red, whereas the structure of the
intrinsically disordered protein NT AIL is colored orange

top-down electron transfer dissociation as yet another addition to the toolbox of
mass spectrometry techniques for structural biology. Paired with ion mobility, native
top-down fragmentation approaches can provide essential structural restraints, both
globally at low resolution (distinguish conformations by CCS (Å2)) and per residue
(determine solvent accessibility or flexibility). These restraints in turn could be
used to refine or validate models generated from homology modeling or molecular
dynamics [156, 372], or serve as selection criteria for possible candidates from large
ensembles of structures, as can e.g. be generated with software such as the Flexible
Meccano package for intrinsically disordered proteins [373].

9.4 Material and methods
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9.4.1 Sample preparation

The pDEST14 vector, allowing the expression of N-terminally hexahistidine tagged
recombinant NTAIL under the control of the T7 promoter, and the pDEST14 construct
encoding C-terminally hexahistidine tagged MeV PXD were used for the expression
of the recombinant proteins. Expression and purification of the protein was carried
out as described[336, 342] except that the final gel filtration step was carried out
using 10 mM ammonium acetate pH 6.5 as elution buffer.

9.4.2 Mass spectrometry

Multiply charged ions were generated using nano-electrospray ionization with in-
house prepared gold-coated capillaries and a capillary voltage of +1.5 kV. All
experiments were performed on a Waters Synapt G2 HDMS with ETD option. Impor-
tant voltages were: sampling cone 25 V, extraction cone 1 V, trap collision energy 4
V, transfer collision energy 50 V (unless indicated otherwise) and trap DC bias 30 V.
Selected charge states for PXD and NTAIL-PXD were mass-selected using the 32 k
quadrupole and underwent an ion-ion ETD reaction with reagent 1,4 dicyanoben-
zene in the trap T-wave (at approx. 5E−2 mbar He) of the instrument. These ETD
ions then pass through the T-wave ion mobility stage (at approx. 1.5 mbar N2) and
are subjected to CID in the transfer T-wave (at approx. 2E−2 mbar Ar) and then
analyzed using TOF-MS. Ion mobility separation was performed at a wave velocity
of 300 m/s and a wave height of 13 V. ETD settings used were a scan time interval
of 1 s and a reagent fill time of 0.1 s. The wave velocity in the trap cell, where
the ETD fragmentation takes place, was 300 m/s with a wave height of 0.25 V.
Data acquisition and processing were carried out using MassLynx4.1. Peak assign-
ment was performed by manually comparing the observed fragment masses with
an in-silico generated fragment list from the protein sequence. A cutoff of 3 times
signal-to-noise or greater was used to determine which fragments were considered
to be observed. Relative intensities of fragments were obtained by normalizing the
fragment intensities against the most intense fragment observed. For spectra with
multiple conformations another normalization round was performed, which scaled
each intensity relative to the area under the drift time of the conformation it was
found in. Experimental collision cross sections (CCS) were determined by calibration
against denatured proteins of known CCS (cytochrome C, ubiquitin and myoglobin)
as reported elsewhere [10]. Denatured proteins were chosen as their charge and
CCS increment reflects the unfolding of PXD in the gas phase and the intrinsically
disordered nature of NTAIL better than native globular proteins would.
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9.4.3 Computational modeling

Based on the solution NMR structure of PXD (residues 462-505, PDB ID: 2K9D19),
200 initial models of PXD (residues 459-507 with attached C-terminal hexa-histidine
tag) were generated using MODELLER 9v9 package [358]. The lowest-DOPE (dis-
crete optimized protein energy) score [374] model was selected as the starting
structure for the following MD-based refinement in solution. The protonation states
of residues in solution were assigned according to the corresponding pKa values
calculated by using the H++ webserver [375]. PXD was inserted into a water box
with edges of 50x58x51 Å3 containing 4,420 water molecules and 5 Cl- ions to neu-
tralize the system. The AMBER ff99SB-ILDN force field [376, 377, 378] and TIP3P
force field [379] were used for the protein and Cl- ions, and for water, respectively.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied. Electrostatic interactions were calculated
using the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method [380], and the cutoff for the real
part of the PME and for the van der Waals interactions was set to 1.0 nm. All bond
lengths were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [381]. Constant temperature
and pressure conditions were achieved by coupling the systems with a Nosé-Hoover
thermostat [382, 383] and an Andersen-Parrinello-Rahman barostat. A time-step of
2 fs was employed. The protein underwent 1000 steps of steepest-descent energy
minimization with 1000 kJ per mole per nm2 harmonic position restraints on the
protein complex, followed by 2500 steps of steepest-descent and 2500 steps of
conjugate-gradient minimization without restraints. The system was then gradually
heated from 0 K up to 300 K in 20 steps of 2 ns. 200 ns long MD simulation at
300 K and 1 atm pressure was carried out using GROMACS 4.5.543. The structure
closest to the average conformation of the protein in aqueous MD simulation, which
was in good agreement with the experimentally measured chemical shifts, was
employed as starting structure for the gas phase simulations. The solvent and the
Cl- counterions molecules were removed. To mimic the 5+ charge state, which was
observed as the most dominant charge state in the experimental mass spectrum,
a hybrid Monte Carlo (MC)/MD protocol [370, 275] was used to reproduce this
charge state and identify the most probable protonation states of PXD at 5+ (PXD
5+) in the gas phase. The protocol is based on OPLS/AA44 force field energy aug-
mented by additional energy terms associated with the gas phase basicity (GB) of
ionizable residues /citeMarchese2012 (see ref. [275] for detailed description). After
the MC/MD calculation reached convergence, the selected aqueous structure with
the identified lowest energy protonation state for the PXD 5+ underwent steered
molecular dynamics (SMD) simulation at 300 K for 72 ns in the gas phase to enforce
the protein to extended conformation by pulling the gyration radius (Rg) of the
protein. The SMD spring constant was set as 500 kJ per mol per nm2, the velocity
is 0.0001 nm per 1000 steps and the target Rg value is 4.5 nm. These values are
similar to those applied in ref. [384]. The SMD was carried out using GROMACS
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4.5.543 and PLUMED plug-in with the same setup as the one described for the
aqueous MD simulation, except that the time step was 1.5 fs and the force field was
OPLS/AA44. Theoretical CCS values were calculated for structures every 15 ps using
the projection approximation (PA) method implemented in the MOBCAL code [56].
Since the PA CCS (CCSPA) typically underestimates experimental CCS measured in
nitrogen buffer gas by aprox. 14% [9], the scaled values (CCSexp=1.14×CCSPA)
were used for comparison with experimental results.
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10Charges define protein
conformation in the absence of
well-defined structure
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Abstract
Here we investigated the relationship between charge and collision cross section
for intrinsically disordered proteins. Coupling gas-phase charge manipulation by
means of charge reduction (CrETD) with ion mobility (IM) allowed us to follow
charge induced compaction of IDPs in the gas-phase, giving a tantalizing view on
the aspects that define IDP structure in the gas-phase. This approach allowed us to
follow charge induced collapse of intrinsically disordered proteins in the gas-phase
on the low millisecond scale. By comparing the conformational space of charge
reduced proteins versus unmanipulated proteins, we arrive at the conclusion that
charge is the most defining factor for IDP structures in the gas-phase.
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10.1 Introduction

During the last decade the structure-function paradigm has been extended with
increasing understanding of the importance of disorder within protein structures. It
is becoming increasingly apparent that many proteins at least to some degree consist
of disordered regions. Estimations have shown that at least 30% of all proteins
display some degree of ‘disorder’, which underlines the need for a simple method to
characterize disorder. Conventional biophysical approaches are inherently limited
regarding the characterization of disordered states/regions. Recently, native mass
spectrometry in combination with ion mobility has been applied to study the struc-
ture of intrinsically disordered proteins [385, 57]. The main advantage of IM-MS
over traditional biophysical or spectroscopic techniques is the possibility of con-
comitant detection of simultaneously present conformations rather than averaging
the ensemble. This characterization of specific singular conformations instead of
a wholly averaged ensemble is crucial for understanding the functioning of IDPs,
which are structurally promiscuous. A characteristic feature for IDPs in native mass
spectrometry is their broad charge state distribution. By comparison, globular pro-
teins under native conditions display only a couple of charge states, for which a
good correlation to to their solvent accessible surface area (SASA)was shown [65].
Charged molecular ions are generated in the electrospray process, where a solvent
droplet containing the analyte is slowly shrunk to the size where it contains the
analyte with a single shell of water carrying the charges[18]. Although this method
of transferring ions to the gas phase has been considered to be gentle to the protein
structure - maintaining even solely hydrophobic interactions in the gas phase [369]
- there has been a concern that proteins displaying a large degree of disorder are
not sufficiently stabilized in the gas phase to reflect their solution structures. As a
consequence, it has been suggested that the charge state distribution - as it is likely
to represent a solution characteristic of the IDP – should be used for characterizing
IDPs. However, the ability of ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) to separate
and detect different conformations simultaneously and without averaging might
be a much sought after approach to study the ensemble of structures that IDPs
encompass. Here we investigated the effect of charge on the structure of IDPs in
the gas phase. To separate the effect of any charge related effects on the protein
structure upon leaving the solution phase , from possible structural rearrangements
at a later stage in the gas phase, we used gas phase charge manipulation by means
of charge reduction electron transfer dissociation (CrETD). Coupling this approach
to ion mobility (IM) allowed us to follow charge induced compaction of IDPs in the
gas phase, giving a tantalizing view on the aspects that define IDP structure in the
gas phase.
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Fig. 10.1: Charge state distribution generated by nESI for A. α-synuclein under native
conditions. The broad range of charge states are characteristic for IDPs and
are believed to represent their structurally promiscuous behavior in solution.
B. Lysozyme under denaturing and reducing conditions display a similar broad
distribution, as a result of the loss of structure in solution. In comparison C.
lysozyme under native conditions displays a narrow charge distribution.

10.2 Results and discussion

To investigate the effect of charge on IDPs we first performed IM-MS on two IDPs
under native conditions. α-Synuclein (AS) and β-casein are both believed to be
almost fully disordered in solution [63]. Figure 10.1A show the spectrum for AS
under native conditions. AS displays the characteristic broad charge state distribu-
tion, which can be fitted to multiple Gauss distributions, that is observed for IDPs
under native MS conditions. The broad range of charge states has been attributed to
the absence of structure, which allows for great flexibility and thus a wide range of
conformations in solution, each with a different SASA value [65].

With ion mobility added to native ion mobility experiments, so is the ability to
characterize global conformational states of a protein, which provides complimentary
information to SASA values from CSDs. Despite some evidence suggesting that
charge states reflect the solution structure of an IDP, several reports have displayed
concern that the collision cross sections for IDPs might not always be indicative
of the solution structure of an IDP. The relation between charge and collision
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cross section of intrinsically disordered proteins has been suggested to be distorted
by a collapse of extended regions[386, 252, 387, 184]. Figure 10.2A shows the
collision cross sections (CCS) obtained for AS. For the lower charge states, we
observed relatively small CCS indicating compact conformations. With no well-
defined structural elements known for AS, a CCS between 1500 and 1800 Å2 was
observed for its 6+ charge state, which compares well with the CCS of ∼1660 Å2for
a globular protein of similar size [133].

To investigate the effect of the desolvated environment the gas phase represents on
the relationship between charge and collision cross section, we turned to gas phase
manipulation of the charges and monitor the effect of charges on the collision cross
section via IM-MS. gas phase manipulation of the charges was performed by means
of charge reduction by electron transfer dissociation (CrETD). Similar to ETD, CrETD
is a non-energetic approach to reduce the net charge of a protein in the gas phase. As
such, it is believed not to affect the protein structure. CrETD is performed similar to
ETD on the instrument, by mixing radical anions and the positive analyte in the trap
cell[368, 388], albeit under slightly different tuning settings. In short, the radical
anions and analyte are separated by travelling waves in the trap cell, but upon
lowering the wave height, are allowed to mix, corresponding to a control of reaction
time. As charge reduction takes place in the gas phase, we are able to rule out any
interference on the structure that might result from the transfer of the analyte from
solution to the gas phase. Figure 10.2C shows the CR of the 12+ charge state of AS.
Upon reduction of the charges we see a sharp decrease in collision cross section as
well as an increasingly complex ATD pattern. The conformational space sampled by
the different charge states is similar for charge-reduced (Fig. 10.2B,C and D) as well
as native AS species (Fig. 10.2A), albeit sometimes with slightly different intensities
for different conformations. When going to lower charge states, which are more
structurally heterogenous even in the non-charge reduced AS spectra, we observe a
similar pattern: the same conformational space is sampled for a charge state derived
from charge reduction of a higher charge state as for that of a similar charge state
of AS without manipulation. One exception is found in the lower CrETD-generated
charge states (6+ to 9+), where more extended conformations seem to be favored.
These observations can be explained by non-covalent interactions (e.g. H-bonds)
in lowly charged AS species keeping the protein compact in spite of Coulombic
repulsion forces. CrETD might induce compaction due to the loss of charge – and
thus lower Coulombic repulsion - but might not be able to induce formation of
specific interactions, once they are broken up. We performed similar experiments
for the intrinsically disordered protein β-casein. Again, we observed a broad charge
state (Fig. 10.3A) distribution with corresponding CCSs that indicated a compact,
globular conformation for the low charge states versus extended conformations
for higher charge states. Upon charge reduction similar behavior as for AS was
observed (Fig. 10.3B-D). CrETD led to IM profiles that were similar in the range of
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Fig. 10.2: Heat map of the conformational space of α-synuclein as a function of charge state
for A. the full charge state distribution of α-synuclein, B. charge state distributions
generated by charge reduction of the 16+ charge state, C. 12+ charge state and
D. 10+ charge state. The white dashed line indicates the precursor charge state
that was used to generate the charge reduced species by the CrETD approach.

CCSs observed for non-manipulated β-casein as well as a broadening of the absolute
conformational space that charge reduced peaks encompassed. These observations
provide the first direct evidence for gas phase collapse of protein structures, as they
rule out the effect of collapse upon the transfer from solution to the gas phase. The
collapse due to charge reduction happens on the low ms timescale, as the total
experiment takes between 2-20 ms including the IM separation. Another interesting
aspect is that the gas phase collapse of these structures is very specific for most
charge states. Similar charge states show similar conformations irrespective of the
charge state of the precursor ion they were derived from. Starting with a single
conformation can lead to a broad range of conformations upon charge reduction.
Not only is this reproducible for different precursor charge states and conformations,
but it also compares well to the observed conformations of IDPs that did not have
their charge state manipulated in the gas phase. These results prove that the single
governing factor for CCSs of IDPs in the gas phase is the charge they have picked
up in solution. For highly charged and unstructured, extended conformations this
might not be surprising, as the charge will rigidify the amino acid chain by means of
Coulomb repulsion. Recent soft-landing experiments have shown a similar effect for
denatured proteins, which will exhibit more extended conformations with increasing
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Fig. 10.3: Conformational space of β-casein probed by A. ion mobility-mass spectrometry
without CrETD occurring. Isolated precursor charge states B. 23+ C. 21+ and
D. 17+ were subjected to CrETD and subsequently analyzed with ion mobility
to probe their conformational space after charge reduction. Dashed white lines
indicate the precursor charge state selected.

charge, due to charge repulsion [389]. Although the charges a protein might pick
up is dictated by the electrospray process, these results suggest that the fate of the
conformations of a protein is not necessarily. The observation that by lowering charge
states in the gas phase the structural collapse of a conformation can be induced,
might also explain why such compact structures are observed for ’unmanipulated’
IDPs. Disordered but nevertheless compact solution (sub-) structures might pick
up only a low charge during their transfer into the gas phase, which could be not
high enough to prevent collapse due to insufficient charge repulsion (and a lack of
stabilizing interactions). The subsequent collapse can take place on the early ms
scale, as shown here, and thus interferes with ion mobility experiments. This might
explain why several groups have reported CCS for IDPs that are even smaller than
those calculated for a globular protein of similar size and charge[252, 390, 391].

To prove that the change in CCS for charge reduced IDPs is indeed due to the absence
of structure, we then turned to a compact, folded protein. For natively folded proteins
it is generally agreed upon that the CCS of the lowest charge state observed in native
mass spectrometry is most closely related to the solution structure of a protein.
With increasing charge the CCS generally slightly increase, albeit less than with
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denatured proteins, because of the non-covalent interaction that are preventing the
protein to unfold. For the 7+ charge state of lysozyme, we observe the smallest
CCS (Fig. 10.4A,B). Upon further charge reduction of the 7+ CS of lysozyme, we
do not see a significant decrease in CCS. This is consistent with the lowest charge
states representing the most native-like states, due to the fact that non-covalent
interactions are stronger than the Coulombic repulsion. Thus, as these structures
already represent the most compact states, we do not observe any significant further
compaction of the protein structure. However, with increasing charge state native
proteins also tend to lose some tertiary or - less likely - secondary structure elements.
As such interactions were specific, this might indicate an irreversibility of charge
reducing native proteins, ie. native proteins might not adopt similar conformational
spaces for similar charge states derived from different precursor charge states. To
test if the reversibility of Coulombic repulsion also holds for native globular proteins,
we exposed the 9+ charge state of lysozyme to CrETD (Fig. 10.4C). Comparing these
charge reduced CCSs to those of similar charge states obtained from native lysozyme,
we observed that the charge reduced CCS are systematically higher than those for
native lysozyme. This is corresponding to a loss of higher-order structure for higher
charge states, whereupon CrETD the Coulombic repulsion is reduced, but still larger
than when generated from native ions due to the loss of interactions or structure,
which might not be recovered. As Coulmobic repulsion is solely defined by the charge
configuration (number and location of the charges), such a conclusion assumes that
the protein is insufficiently stabilize to fully prevent Coulombic unfolding. However,
as we observe an increase in CCS per charge for ’unmanipulated’ lysozyme, this
assumption seems justified. To show that indeed the (partial) absence of structure
caused the observed behavior of IDPs in the gas phase, we investigated how folded
proteins that have lost their structure in solution due to denaturation behave upon
losing charges. Following the observation that the absence of well-defined structure
makes these proteins sensitive to collapse in the gas phase, denatured proteins should
display a similar behavior as the IDPs. To test this hypothesis we exposed denatured
lysozyme to CrETD. Figure 10.4D-F shows the results for denatured lysozyme. The
relative conformational space that each charge state of lysozyme takes up decreases
with increasing charge, probably due to an increased rigidity caused by Coulombic
repulsion. We selected the 16+ and 20+ charge states of denatured lysozyme,
which are characterized by a single conformation, and applied CrETD. We observed
extensive charge reduction and were able to reduce the 20+ to the 16+ charge
state and the 16+ to the 13+ charge state. Interestingly, the conformational space
that any of the charge reduced species adopt is nearly identical to that of the full
spectrum of denatured lysozyme without any charge reduction. This behavior is
consistent with that observed for IDPs, suggesting that in the absence of protein
structure charge is the single governing factor for the gas phase conformations
observed.
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Fig. 10.4: Heat map of the conformational space of native and denatured lysozyme as a
function of charge state. A. The protein lysozyme under native conditions yields
a narrow charge state distribution. B. Charge reduction of the 7+ native solution-
like structure of lysozyme does not yield any smaller cross sections, indicative
that this structures mimics that in solution. C. Higher charge states as the 9+
which already undergo Coulombic repulsion, do yield smaller cross sections as a
result of charge loss, but not as narrow as yielded in native mass spectrometry.
D. For denatured Lysozyme the loss of structure due to denaturation resulted
in a broad charge state distribution similar to IDPs, although lacking the lowly
charged compact states. E. Charge reduction of the 16+ and F. 20+ charge state,
show that this unfolding is charge driven, as charge reduced peaks visit the same
conformational space as non- CrETD products of similar charge.

10.3 Conclusion

Here we show how manipulation of charges in the gas phase led to the collapse of
unstructured proteins to an extent where they match CCSs obtained by the protein
under non CrETD conditions. These results demonstrate that the gas phase structure
of unstructured proteins is predominantly governed by the charge they gain in the
electrospray process and how these charges rigidify the protein conformation to
prevent collapse in the gas phase. Although the relation between the solution-phase
and gas phase structures for IDPs remains to be elucidated, our work suggests that
even when undergoing collapse, the conformations are rather specific, showing
distinct conformational hotspots. Although prediction of disordered proteins has
become more routine, with several tools available[392, 393, 312], experimental
evidence for disorder might still require tedious experiments such as CD, NMR or
limited proteolysis. Furthermore, current biophysical approaches to solve protein
structures are inherently unable to deal with disorder. The fact that CrETD yields
different patterns for disordered proteins compared to well-folded proteins could thus
be utilized to rapidly scan proteins for disorder using minimal protein quantities.
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10.4 Material and methods

10.4.1 Sample preparation

Recombinant WT human α-synuclein protein was produced in E.coli BL21(DE3)
cells as described before[394]. Summarized, the cells were harvested 5 hrs after
IPTG (1 mM; Fermentas) induction, resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 1 mM
EDTA supplemented with Complete Protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche), and lysed
by sonication followed by centrifugation (10.000 x g 20 min at 4◦C). A serially
executed streptomycin sulphate (Sigma Aldrich) (1% (m/v); 13.500 x g 30 min at 4
◦C) and ammonium sulfate (30% (m/v); 13.500 x g 30 min at 4 ◦C) precipitation
was carried out on the clarified supernatant. The resultant semi-pure α-synuclein
pellet was resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4 and loaded on a High load Q
sepharose anion exchange column (GE Healthcare) using an Åkta chromatography
system (GE Healthcare). Fractions of highly pure α-synuclein were collected upon
generation of linear gradient towards buffer B (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 0.5 M
NaCl). α-synuclein containing fractions were pooled and dialyzed against 50 mM
ammonium bicarbonate, lyophilized and stored at -80 ◦C. Lysozyme (ID: L6876)
and β-casein (ID: C6905) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and
dissolved in 10 mM ammonium acetate (pH 6.8) to a final concentration of 10 µM.
To obtain denatured Lysozyme, the sample was diluted to a final concentration of
5 µM, containing 50% (v/v) MeOH, 1% formic acid and 1 mM dithiothreitol and
heated for 5 minutes at 80 ◦C, prior to analysis.

10.4.2 Mass spectrometry

All experiments were performed on a Synapt G2 equipped with ETD option and a 32K
quadrupole. Critical voltages for all experiments were sampling cone of 25 V, trap 4
V, transfer 0,5 V and a bias trap DC of 40 V. Gas pressures used were 2.98 mbar, 8.09
E−2 mbar, 1,41 E3 mbar and 2,46 mbar, for the source, trap, He cell and IMS cell
respectively. CrETD specific settings were a reagent (1,4-dicyanobenzene) fill time of
0.1 s. The trap wave velocity was 300 m/s with the wave height set to 0.5 - 0.75 V, to
allow charge reduction to occur. Ion mobility separation was performed using a wave
velocity of 300 m/s and wave height of 25 V. Calibration of the drift times to obtain
collision cross sections was performed against denatured ubiquitin, cytochrome C
and myoglobin for denatured or intrinsically disordered proteins or cytochrome C,
β-lactoglobulin and albumin for native lyozyme as described elsewhere[10].
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11Outlook

Proteins rarely act alone. Whether several subunits come together and form a
molecular pressure valve (see chapter 4) or two different proteins bind each other,
inducing conformational changes and allow virus replication (see chapter 8 and
9), they are dependent on other proteins for their function and regulation. With
fields like systems biology trying to identify and model the interaction networks, it
becomes increasingly obvious that the task at hand of structural characterization of
such networks is of Herculean proportions. At the same time solely knowing which
proteins interact is never enough to understand the mechanisms at hand, let alone
provide enough information for intervention of these processes as potential drug
targets.

Mass spectrometry is not only the defining technique in proteomics, but also has
rapidly become a popular complimentary technique for structural studies. Native
mass spectrometry extends the range of protein types that can be studied and many
successes have been obtained on proteins that are resisting crystallization or are too
large for NMR. The results that have been obtained by native mass spectrometry over
the last couple of years have been tremendous, and native MS is rapidly embraced
by more and more researchers who see the benefit of this fast and information rich
technique. Our work fits in a future perspective where native MS is employed to
gain detailed structural information of proteins, either in as a standalone approach
or in combination with other techniques. The combination of ETD and IM shows
that obtaining "high resolution" structural information can be obtained, although it
currently depends on a known protein structure or computational approaches using
MM/MD methods (Chapter 9). Even without detailed structural information present,
the contribution that native MS can make is significant. As for example the inability
to crystallize the open - let alone the subconducting states - of MscL is preventing a
further understanding of its gating mechanism. Combining IM-MS with other low
resolution biophysical techniques led to an increased understanding of the gating
mechanism (Chapter 4) and shown that it proceeds via well defined conformational
states.

At the same time a future where native MS based techniques provide structural
information as a standalone technique is not unthinkable. Such approaches will
probably have a reduced structural resolution, but this might be compensated by
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the scale of such experiments. One can envision for example proteome-wide studies
to be performed, where protein complexes are identified based on a match from
a CCS database and fragmentated by ETD to probe changes in the surface area of
the complexes as well as confirmation by using sequence tags. Although we are
still far away from such studies, a recent bottom-up study on yeast using limited
digests has shown the potential for such studies. Limitation are predominantly
with instrumentation, sampling preparation and separation, as the infrastructure is
already there thanks to the close resemblance of experimental requirements for such
studies to typical proteomics experiments. Recent developements in CCS calculation
software have shown to be able to calculate all protein complexes in the complete
Protein Database in little over a day, allowing for compilation of large databases for
high throughput studies.

At the same time we should remain aware that the gas phase is not the same as
solution and many of the successes obtained over the years should not be taken
for granted. It is a remarkable feat that we can study protein conformations in the
gas phase, but should always be aware that artifects might be present. With more
proteins being studied, so does the number of studies increase that report collapse
of unstructured (regions of ) proteins in the gas phase (although such observations
still represent a small minority of all cases). It should be noted that these reports are
often on monomeric, small proteins, whereas for larger non-covalent complexes such
effects are more rare, possibly because if large protein complexes display a degree of
disorder subtle conformational changes might be harder to detect. A complicating
factor for deducing where discrepancies between the solution and gas phase come
from is the poor knowledge we have on the solution structure of IDPs in the first
place, let alone their transfer from solution to the gas phase. This transfer is the
crucial step in maintaining native structures in the gas phase. The electrospray
process remains elusive and every mass spectrometrist has seen his/her spectrum
change completely in a fraction of a second due to changes in the spraying conditions.
Although for globular proteins the effects are most likely minor due to the many
non-covalent interactions stabilizing the protein, for intrinsically disordered proteins,
such changes might have large effects. Ironically, we know little about what effect.
The exclusion of possible electrospray effects on the conformation of proteins, by
manipulation of the charge state of proteins in the gas phase, is a first step towards
such a better understanding (see chapter 10), especially when placed in the light of
recent studies that report loss of native conformations, but are unable to distinguish
its origin.
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